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Summary
One of the major uncertainties in the process of actinide migration is due to the
limited knowledge about the mechanism of formation and stability of the actinide colloids. During the formation of hydroxy-aluminosilicate (HAS) colloids as kernels of natural aquatic colloid, trace actinide ions may be incorporated and become colloid-borne species.
The present work investigates the behaviour of actinides (An) of different oxidation states in the process of aquatic colloid formation, e.g. at the generation of aluminosilicates (HAS) by co-nucleation of Si and Al in absence or in presence of natural humic acid (HA). The study comprises three parts.
The first part of the work concentrates on the interaction of tri-, tetra-, penta- and
hexavalent actinide ions with HAS colloids. The HAS colloids are synthesized through
heterogeneous nucleation of Si and Al in the pH region 4 to 9 at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure. Si concentration is maintained either below or above the saturation
concentration of amorphous silica (2x10-3 M). In the former case 10-3 M Si is mixed with
10-5 M Al and Si is present in solution as monosilicic acid. In the latter case, 10-2 M Si is
mixed with 10-4 M Al and polysilicic acid prevails in solution. The following tracer nuclides are introduced in the co-nucleation process:
233

241

Am(III),

234

Th(IV),

237

Np(V) and

U(VI). Colloids are separated from solution and precipitate by sequential filtration and

ultrafiltration. Definition of the optimum conditions for the formation of colloid-borne
actinide species is ascertained by radiometric assay, determining the actinide fraction in
the colloidal phase as a function of pH, conditioning time, concentration and concentration ratio of the involved components. Several methods are further applied for the appraisal of the chemical binding state of actinides in the HAS colloids as well as of Al in
aluminosilicate solutions: TRLFS (time resolved laser fluorescence spectroscopy),
EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption fine structure) spectroscopy and ligand displacement
method (using EDTA as competing ligand). The radiometric and spectroscopic results
show that the co-nucleation of An with Si and Al forming HAS colloid-borne actinides is
more favourable with increasing pH, and concentration of Si and Al, parameters favouring
the element hydrolysis. Accordingly, Np does not interact with the HAS colloids in its
non-hydrolysis pH range (≤ 9), whereas maximum incorporation of An(III, IV, VI) into
the colloidal phase is observed for HAS generated from polysilicic acid in the pH range

7-9. Under these conditions, the desorption experiments show that the Al-O-Si binding as
well as well as the Th(IV)/U(VI)-HAS colloid binding are EDTA resistant, whereas
Am(III)-HAS colloid binding is not EDTA resistant. The affinity for conucleation with
HAS (Th(IV) ~ U(VI) > Am(III)) appears to be higher for the elements with higher tendency toward hydrolysis. The less hydrolyzing tendency of Am(III) might be also the reason of its discrimination against Al(III), Th(IV) and U(VI) at the co-nucleation with
polysilicic acid.
The second part of the work further concerns the behaviour of An(III, IV, VI) at
the interaction with humate colloids. In addition to actinide activity measurements,
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labelled natural humic acid is used in order to facilitate the tracing of humic colloids behaviour. The conditions of colloid formation are investigated by radiometric assay as a
function of pH (6.6-7.8), time, concentration of HA (0.6-8 mg/L), Al (1x10-5-1x10-4 M)
and An (5x10-8-1x10-5 M). Formation of humate-colloid-borne An species appears to be
very efficient for trace amount of actinides at HA concentration close to the average level
encountered in natural waters (approximately 5 mg/L), as long as the proton exchange capacity of HA for complexation of Al species is not exceeded. The generation of humatecolloid-borne species is distinctively favored for the non-hydrolyzed ionic species. Accordingly, due to the higher hydrolysis tendency of Al(III), its ionic species have lower
tendency to complex with humic colloids. Among the An(III, IV, VI) present at tracer
concentration, the less hydrolyzing Am(III) shows higher affinity for formation of humate-colloid-borne species in the neutral pH range and for HA concentration at the average level of natural waters. Generation of humate-colloid-borne An(IV, VI) is enhanced
by increasing HA concentration or decreasing the An/HA concentration ratio.
The third part of the work follows the conditions for formation of colloid-borne
An(III, IV, VI) in the mixed system containing the competing HAS and humic colloids.
The simultaneous presence of HAS and HA generally enhances the stability region (in
respect with pH and Si/Al concentration) of the colloid-borne An species. The formation
of mixed HAS-humic colloids with synergic binding appears to be responsible for the stable incorporation of An into the colloidal phase, as ascertained for Cm(III) by TRLFS.
Such a synergic effect is assumed to be related to the two different and complementary
mechanisms exhibited by the HAS and HA colloids in binding the actinides. Formation of
mixed HAS-humic colloid-borne An could be expected under environmental conditions
favouring the presence of partially hydrolyzed An species, interacting with both HAS and
HA.

Zusammenfassung
Eine der größten Unsicherheiten im Migrationsprozess der Actiniden ergibt sich
aus den begrenzten Kenntnissen bezüglich des Bildungsmechanismus und der Stabilität
der

kolloidalen

Actinidspezies.

Während

des

Kolloidbildungsprozesses

von

Hydroxyalumosilikaten (HAS), welche Vorstufen für natürliche aquatische Kolloide
darstellen, können Actinidionen inkorporiert und so als Kolloidspezies transportiert
werden.
Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit dem Verhalten von Actiniden (An)
unterschiedlicher Oxidationsstufen während des aquatischen Kolloidbildungsprozesses,
d.h. der Bildung von Alumosilikaten durch Si(IV) und Al(III) Kopolymerisation sowohl
in Ab- als auch in Anwesenheit von natürlicher Huminsäure (HA). Die Arbeit umfasst
drei Teile.
Das erste Teil befasst sich mit den Wechselwirkungen von tri-, tetra-, penta- und
hexavalenten Actinidionen mit HAS-Kolloiden. Die HAS-Kolloide werden durch
Kopolymerisation von Si und Al in einem pH-Bereich zwischen 4 und 9 bei
Raumtemperatur

und

Atmosphärendruck

synthetisiert.

Hierbei

werden

Si-

Konzentrationen entweder unter- oder oberhalb der Sättigungskonzentration von
amorphem SiO2 (2x10-3 M) verwendet. Im ersten Fall werden 10-3 M Si zu einer 10-5 M
Al-Lösung gegeben. Dabei liegt das Si in der Lösung als Monokieselsäure vor. Im
anderen Fall werden Konzentrationen von 10-2 M Si und 10-4 M Al verwendet, wobei
Polykieselsäuren in der Lösung dominieren. Folgende Nuklide werden dem
Kopolymerisationsprozess zugesetzt:

241

Am(III),

234

Th(IV),

237

Np(V) und

233

U(VI). Die

Kolloide werden durch Filtration und anschlieβende Ultrafiltration von der Lösung
getrennt. Die optimalen Bedienungen für den Bildungsprozess der kolloidalen
Actinidspezies werden durch radiometrische Untersuchungen bestimmt. Dabei werden die
Actinidfraktionen in der kolloidalen Phase unter verschiedenen Kombinationen von
Parametern wie pH-Wert, die Konditionierungszeit, die Konzentration und das
Konzentrationsverhältnis der Komponenten bestimmt. Verschiedene Methoden werden
für die Untersuchung des chemischen Bindungszustands der Actiniden in den HASKolloiden sowie von Al in den Alumosilikaten verwendet: TRLFS (zeitaufgelöste
Laserfluoreszenzspektroskopie), XAS (Röntgenabsorptionspektroskopie) sowie die sog.
„Ligandenaustauschmethode“ (mit EDTA als Ligand). Die radiometrischen und
spektroskopischen Ergebnisse deuten daraufhin, dass die HAS-Kolloidbildung durch

Kopolymerisation von An mit Al und Si mit zunehmendem pH-Wert und zunehmenden
Si- und Al-Konzentrationen favorisiert wird. Diese Parameter begünstigen auch die
Elementhydrolyse und die Polymerisationsreaktion. Np zeigt keine Wechselwirkungen
mit den HAS-Kolloiden für pH < 9 (unterhalb des Hydrolysebereichs). Die maximale
Inkorporation von An (III, IV, V) in die HAS-Kolloide aus Polykieselsäure wird dagegen
für pH-Werte zwischen 7 und 9 beobachtet. Unter diesen Bedingungen zeigen die
Desorptionsversuche mit EDTA, dass sowohl die Al-O-Si-Bindungen als auch die
Th(IV)/U(VI)-HAS-Kolloidbindungen in Anwesenheit von EDTA stabil sind. Im
Gegensatz dazu erfolgt für Am(III) eine Desorption von den HAS-Kolloiden. Die
Affinität zur Kopolymerisation mit HAS (Th(IV) ~ U(VI) > Am(III)) ist für Actinide mit
einer starken Neigung zur Hydrolyse deutlich höher. Die schwächere Tendenz des
Am(III) zur Hydrolyse kann auch ein Grund für das unterschiedliche Verhalten im
Vergleich zu Al(III), Th(IV) und U(VI) bei der Kopolymerisation mit Polykieselsäure
sein.
Der zweite Teil der Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit dem Verhalten der An (III, IV, VI)
bei der Wechselwirkung mit Huminkolloiden. Zusätzlich zu den Messungen der
Actinidaktivitäten wird
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C-markierte Huminsäure verwendet, um das Verhalten der

Huminkolloide leichter zu verfolgen. Die Bedingungen für die Kolloidbildung werden
durch radiometrische Versuche als Funktion des pH-Wertes (6.6-7.8), der Zeit und der
HA (0.6-8 mg/L), Al (1x10-5-1x10-4 M) und An (5x10-8-1x10-5 M)-Konzentration
untersucht. So lange die maximale Protonenaustauschkapazität der HA für die
Komplexation mit Al-Spezies nicht erreicht ist, lässt sich die Bildung der actinidhaltigen
Huminkolloide anhand der Aktivität der Actinidionen sehr effektiv im für natürliche
Grundwässer relevanten Konzentrationsbereich (ca. 5 mg/L) detektieren. Die Bildung von
kolloidalen An-Humatspezies ist im Falle von nicht hydrolysierten ionischen Spezies klar
favorisiert. D.h., wegen der höheren Tendenz von Al(III) zur Hydrolyse ist die Tendenz
zur Komplexbildung mit Huminkolloiden weitaus geringer. Ein Vergleich der An(III, IV,
VI), die in Tracerkonzentrationen vorliegen, zeigt, dass Am(III) die höchste Affinität für
die Bildung von actinidhaltigen Huminkolloiden aufweist. Die Tendenz zur Hydrolyse ist
insbesondere

im

neutralen

pH-Bereich

deutlich

geringer.

Die

An(IV,

VI)-

Huminkolloidbildung wird entweder durch höhere HA-Konzentrationen oder ein
kleineres An/HA – Konzentrationsverhältnis erhöht.
Im dritten Teil der Arbeit werden Bedingungen zur Bildung von An(III, IV, VI)Kolloiden in gemischten Systemen untersucht, die sowohl HAS als auch Huminkolloide

enthalten. Die gleichzeitige Anwesenheit von HAS und HA haben generell einen
stabilisierenden Einfluss auf die Pseudokolloidbindung von An (bezüglich pH-Wert und
Si/Al-Konzentration). Die Bildung von stabilen ternären An-HA-HAS-Kolloiden, wie sie
für Cm(III) durch TRLFS nachgewiesen wurden, führt bezüglich des Einbaus der
Actiniden in die kolloidale Phase zu einem synergistischen Effekt. Solche synergistische
Effekte

sind

durch

unterschiedliche

komplementäre

Mechanismen

bei

der

Wechselwirkung von An mit HAS und HA-Kolloiden zu erklären. Die Bildung von
stabilen ternären An-HA-HAS-Kolloiden tritt vorwiegend unter für Grundwässer
relevanten Bedingungen auf, und ist somit auch in natürlichen Systemen zu erwarten, wo
ebenfalls partial hydrolysierte An-Spezies vorliegen, welche Wechselwirkungen sowohl
mit HAS als auch mit HA zeigen.
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Introduction

1. Introduction
Aquatic colloids are omnipresent in natural waters [1, 2, 3] and composed of inorganic elements with different oxidation states via oxo-bridging [4] or inorganic-organic
composites in which ubiquitous humic acid is normally involved [5, 6, 7]. Their chemical
composition, number density and particle size distribution vary depending on the geochemical conditions of their provenance. Hence, in natural systems the particle size distribution has been generally observed between 1nm and up to 100 nm, but very often below
50 nm [8, 9]. For this size range, the typical number density has been reported to vary between 108 to 1014 particles/L water [5, 10]. Regardless of their composition, aquatic colloids have been recognized to play a significant carrier role in the migration of trace contaminants including radionuclides in aquifer systems [10, 11]. Several investigations have
demonstrated that low soluble, surface reactive radionuclides could travel much farther
and much faster than anticipated from traditional solute transport models taking into account the thermodynamic solubilities [12, 13, 14]. In all cases the enhanced radionuclide
transport has been attributed to the association of contaminants with the mobile colloidal
phase. As highly charged cations, actinides manifest strong tendency towards hydrolysis/poly-nucleation and complexation, and hence, high potential for incorporation into
aquatic colloids [9, 10]. Numerous studies have concentrated on the actinide interaction
with aquatic colloids [15-21], however the process for formation of aquatic colloid-borne
actinides is still not well understood, a key issue being the stability of such colloids [7].
Therefore, the appraisal of colloid-borne actinide generation is necessary for a possible
prediction of the colloid-facilitated migration of actinides which is a requirement for the
long-term safety analysis of nuclear waste repositories.
Hydroxyaluminosilicate (HAS) colloids are known to be kernels for a variety of
aquatic colloids [10, 22-24], as Al and silicic acid are always present in natural water and
may undergo co-nucleation via oxo-bridging to form stable water-soluble composites [1].
In the course of HAS-colloid formation, trace elements are easily integrated in the conucleation process and become colloid-borne species. This process has been recently investigated for tri-and tetravalent actinides [25-28].
The present work is a continuation of this series and pursues the behavior of actinides of higher oxidation states (penta-, hexavalent) and aspects regarding the stability
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of the HAS-colloid-borne actinides, (III to VI). For a better approach to the complex natural conditions, the formation of HAS-colloid-borne actinides is further analyzed in the
presence of humic acid (HA). As humic acid is an ubiquitous component of natural waters
and has a strong affinity to complex metal ions of higher charges (z ≥ 3+) [7, 9, 29], its
impact on the formation of HAS colloids and hence of HAS-colloid-borne actinides is expected to be significant. The selected actinides are Am(III), Th(IV), Np(V) and U(VI).
Am, Np and U are actinides of most concern from radiological point of view, due to their
long-lived isotopes and large abundance in the spent fuel to be disposed. Due to its stable
oxidation state, Th(IV) is taken as a model element to characterize the behaviour of redox
sensitive actinides like Pu, U and Np which may be reduced to the tetravalent state at low
redox potential in the near field of a nuclear repository [30, 31].

2
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2.

Natural and actinide aquatic colloids: literature
Colloidal systems are heterogeneous systems, containing very small particles

which can remain for an indefinite period in dispersed state in solution. The range of colloidal particle size is commonly defined between 1 and 1000 nm in diameter.

2.1

Theory of aquatic colloid formation [1, 2, 32].

2.1.1 Colloid generation
There are two general ways in which aquatic colloids may be formed: by building
up particles from molecular or atomic units, or by breaking down particles from the solid
matrix, processes termed respectively condensation and dispersion:
dissolution

dispersion

colloidal phase

solid phase
precipitation

liquid phase
condensation

Elements with high oxidation state ( ≥ 3), such as Al(III), Si(IV) or actinides, tend
to minimize their positive charge by hydration, hydrolysis and polymerization. This process includes formation of a supersaturated solution, the release of supersaturation by formation of nuclei or by condensation upon nuclei already present, followed by growth to
larger particles. The reverse process for colloid formation, namely dispersion, involves
weathering of the solid material in contact with the water, which can be either physical
fragmentation of non-cemented grain-size particles or geochemical alteration or both, followed by suspension of detached particles in the liquid phase. These processes are illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.1.
Under certain conditions, nanoparticles can thereby be stabilized in the colloidal
phase, a process which is not completely understood. Theoretical considerations concerning colloid generation and stability relevant to the present experimental investigations are
conceptually summarized in the followings.

3
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Fig. 2.1 General pathways for the formation of inorganic aquatic colloids such as aluminosilicate
colloids [25].

Colloidal interface free energy
The behavior of colloids is governed primarily by their large interfacial area. The
interface is defined as the boundary between the adjoining bulk phases that comprise the
colloid system, e.g. liquid/solid in the case of aquatic colloids. Within each bulk phase
forces acting on a molecule from all directions are balanced. The molecules at the interface interact simultaneously with molecules from both liquid and solid phase. Since forces
of attraction are greater between the molecules on the solid phase than between those of
the liquid phase, the molecules at the interface are attracted more strongly towards the
solid phase. The energy input, required to compensate for this imbalance of intermolecular forces, is the origin of the colloidal free energy. The high reactivity of colloids (activated solid state) originates from the tendency to minimize the free energy.
The questions are, where does this activation energy come from, what kind of energy transfer occurs at deactivation, which mechanisms inhibit complete deactivation, so
that the colloidal state, although thermodynamically unfavorable, persists over a long time
span and how can the underlying parameters be controlled ? Theoretic thermodynamic
and kinetic approaches which are helpful to conceive appropriate experiments to answer
these questions are summarized in the followings.

4
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Formation of colloids through condensation
Spontaneous growth of particles out of their solution requires formation of nuclei.
The free energy of the formation of a nucleus, ΔG, consists of the energy gained from
making bonds and the work required to create a surface as expressed in thermodynamic
terms:
ΔGj = -4 π r 3 kB T lnS /3V + 4 π r 2 γ

(2.1)

where r is the radius of the nucleus, V the molecular volume, kB the Boltzman constant, T
the absolute temperature, S the supersaturation (the ratio of the actual concentration and
solubility equilibrium concentration), and γ the interfacial energy ( γ = r kB T lnS / 2V).
Fig. 2.2 shows the free energy of formation of a spherical nucleus as a function of
its size, calculated for different supersaturation ratios (a/a0). The height of the maximum,
ΔG*, is the activation barrier to the nucleation process of nuclei of radius rj. The activation
energy, ΔG*, as well as the size of the critical nucleus decreases with increasing supersaturation.

Fig. 2.2: (a) Free energy of nucleus formation calculated as a function of the radius for different
supersaturated ratios (Eq.1). The maximum ΔG* is the activation barrier to the generation of nuclei of radius rj; (b) Nucleation rate calculated as a function of the critical supersaturation [25].

5
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Introduction of foreign solid surfaces for catalyzing the nucleation process, by reducing
the energy barrier is the principle of heterogeneous nucleation, the predominant process of
the formation of colloids and crystals in natural waters. If the foreign substrate is similar
to the product of nucleating components, the interfacial energy between the two solids is
smaller than the interfacial energy between the product and the solution and nucleation
may take place at lower supersaturation on a solid substrate than in solution. The temperature affects also the critical supersaturation ratio, which decreases with increasing temperature.
The rate of the formation of nuclei, V1, may be expressed as:
V1 = A exp(-ΔG* / kT)

(2.2)

where A is the factor related to the efficiency of collisions between ions and molecules.
Accordingly, the rate of nucleation is controlled by the interfacial energy, the supersaturation, the collision frequency efficiency and the temperature.
The rate of particle growth is determined by the rate of diffusion of substance from
supersaturated volumes within the bulk towards those particles which are surrounded by
thin envelopes of solution in equilibrium with the solid. It may be expressed by the general equation
V2 = A (lnS)n

(2.3)

where A and n are adjustable parameters.
The relative rates of the 2 processes, nucleation and growth which compete both
for the material in the supersaturated solution, determine the number and the size of the
particles. At high supersaturation, the nucleation rate may be very fast and most of dissolved mass is transformed in critical nuclei, leaving little material available for further
crystal growth. A large number of small particles may be formed. Formation of low number of big size particles is favored at low supersaturation. Inhomogeneity of the system
with volumes of different degrees of supersaturation results in particles of various sizes
(polydisperse system).

6
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Colloidal electric double layer
Most substances acquire a surface electric charge when brought into contact with a
polar (e.g. aqueos) medium, possible charging mechanisms being ionization, ion adsorption and ion dissolution. The ionization of functional groups depends on the nature of the
mineral and on the pH, and leads to positively or negatively charged species at low pH
and high pH, respectively. A net surface charge can further be acquired by the unequal
adsorption of oppositely charged ions. In natural aquatic media, the surfaces carry more
often a negative charge. The surfaces which are already charged (by ionization) show high
tendency to adsorb ions of opposite charge, which may cause even a reversal of the surface charge. If surfactant ions are present, their adsorption will usually determine the surface charge. In addition to specific adsorption, the net particle charge of some solids may
arise from the preferential dissolution of some ions, from lattice imperfections at the solid
surface or by isomorphic replacements within the lattice.
The surface charge influences the distribution of the nearby ions in the polar medium. The counter-ions are attracted by the oppositely charged solids. In the same time,
these ions have the tendency to diffuse away from the surface toward the bulk phase
where their concentration is lower. The net result of the two processes is an equilibrium
distribution of ions in which their concentration gradually decreases with increasing distance from the solid surface. Simultaneously there is a deficit of co-ions in the vicinity of
the surfaces due to the electrostatic repulsions and a gradually increase of their concentration with increasing the distance from the solid surface. The result is the generation of an
electric double layer (EDL) at the solid-liquid interface. EDL consist of three regions with
distinct dielectric behavior (Fig. 2.3):
1) the Stern layer, a layer with preferentially orientated water molecules in contact with
the boundary, where the ions are specifically adsorbed without their hydration shell.
2) the outer Helmholtz layer, a region with both free water molecules and molecules attached to hydrated ions and defined by the closest approach of a hydrated ion to the surface.
3) the Gouy-Chapman diffuse layer is the region where the concentration of the counterions decreases with increasing distance from the interface.
The electric potential at the surface, Ψ0, or the electric potential in the Stern plane, Ψδ, are
not accessible by direct experimental measurements but the surface potential can be calcu7
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Fig. 2.3 Colloidal electric double layer at the solid-liquid interface.
lated from the experimentally determined surface charge. The hydrodynamic immobile
liquid addering to the particle surface is separated from the mobile liquid by a shear plane,
which has non-zero mobility relative to the surface. The electric potential in the shear
plane is reflected by the potential gradient across the mobile part of the double layer, the
elektrokinetic potential (zeta potential), ζ.
ζ = 4πσ0d / ε

(2.4)

where σ0 is the charge at particle surface, d is the thickness of the mobile part of the EDL
and ε is the dielectric constant of the medium.
The double-layer thickness is given by the reciprocal Debye length:
1/κ = (ε R T / 8π F2 c z2)1/2

(2.5)

where F is the Faraday constant, c and z are the concentration and the valence of the electrolyte, respectively. Increasing ionic strength decreases the thickness of the double layer
and reduces the electrokinetic potential.
8
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2.1.2 Colloid stability
Brownian motion of colloids
Water molecules in permanent thermal movement hit the colloidal particles from
opposite sides. The smaller the particles, the less balanced is the molecular bombardment
and the more intensive will be the movement. A consequence of the Brownian movement
is the diffusion of colloidal particles. The first Fick’s law gives the the mass, dm, transferred across an area O, in the time interval dt, as a result of the concentration gradient,
dc/dx, when a certain phase is dispersed along the x axis.
dm/dt = - D O (dc/dx)

(2.6)

where D is the diffusion coefficient. The diffusion coefficient depends on the properties of
the dispersed phase and of the dispersing medium. For colloidal particles D is related to
the friction coefficient, B, between the particles and the dispersing medium by the expression D = kB T/B. The magnitude of B depends on the dimensions and shape of the particles. For spherical particles having a radius r, when the viscosity of the medium is η, the
diffusion coefficient becomes:
D = kB T / 6πηr

(2.7)

The Brownian motion is the reason of the frequent collisions between the colloidal particles. Depending upon whether the interaction forces between the particles during such
collisions are attractive or repulsive, the colloids will agglomerate or stabilize (elaborated
below).
Colloid stability: DLVO theory
The quantitative description of the interaction between particles of like charge is
given by the generally accepted DLVO (Derjaguin, Landau, Vervey und Overback) theory. According to the theory, the particle interaction is modeled as two spheres approaching each other until their diffuse layers inter-penetrate, the potential energy of interaction,
9
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E, being calculated as the sum between the electrostatic repulsive energy (ER) and van der
Waals attraction energy (EA). The electrostatic energy ER, (conventionally considered
positive) is approximately an exponential function of the interparticle distance (d) with a
range of the order of the thickness of the double layer (1/κ); the attractive energy EA (considered negative) decreases with an inverse power of the interparticle distance. The potential energy of interaction can be described by the following equation (simplified and valid
only for thick plate particles, e.g. clay tactoids):
E = ER + EA = (64 c R T Г2 /κ ) (e-κd) – (K / 2 d2)

(2.8)

where K is a constant depending on the nature of the dispersing medium, the particle
thickness and its chemical composition, and Г is defined as follows:
Г = [(exp(z F Ψδ/2RT)) – 1] / [(exp(z F Ψδ/2RT)) + 1]

(2.9)

Two general types of potential energy curves are presented in Fig. 2.4: in a) ER > EA and
the total potential energy curve shows a repulsive energy maximum, whereas in b) the van
der Waals attraction (EA) predominates at any inter-particle distance. The maximum in the
energy curve is an energy barrier. If the potential energy maximum is large compared to
the thermal energy of the particles (RT), the system should be stable; otherwise the system should agglomerate. The height of the energy barrier to agglomeration of colloids depends on the magnitude of Ψδ (and ζ) and upon the repulsive forces (i.e. upon 1/κ). The
higher the elektrokinetic potential, the higher is the repulsion between the solid particles
and the stability of the colloidal system increases. The DLVO theory to explain stabilization of colloids has been extended and may include besides electrostatic and van der
Waals forces, also steric forces (generally repulsive) as well as bridging forces (attractive)
induced by adsorbed long-chain polymer.
Colloid stability: kinetics
Colloid stability depends on an energy barrier and is therefore also a question of kinetics and rates of agglomeration. In the kinetics of agglomeration process rapid and slow
agglomeration are distinguished. In the case of rapid agglomeration the energy barrier is
10
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Fig. 2.4 Potential energy of particle-particle interaction (Et) calculated as the sum of the electrostatic repulsive Energy (ER) and the van der Waals attractive energy (EA) (Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9): (a)
ER> EA : particle repulsion and colloid stabilization; (b) EA> ER: particle attraction and colloid
agglomeration

absent or too small to hinder particles from coming into contact (critical electrolyte concentration). In this case every collision leads to irreversible agglomeration. In this case the
decrease in time of the particles concentration (N = number of particles / cm3) in a monodisperse suspension due to collisions by Brownian motion is represented by
-dn/dt = kp N2

(2.10)

where kp is the rate constant (cm3 s-1). As given by Smoluchowski, the constant rate, kp
can be expressed as
kp = 8 D π r

(2.11)

Substituting the diffusion coefficient D from the equation 2.7 in the equation 2.11, the rate
of the reaction becomes
-dn/dt = 4 kBT N2 / 3η

(2.12)

11
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and it may be concluded that in monodisperse systems the rate of fast agglomeration is
independent on the size of the particles. In practice, the right hand side of the equation is
multiplied by a factor, αp, which is the fraction of collisions leading to permanent agglomeration. The extended Smoluchowski theory for polydisperse systems shows that the rate
of coagulation of particle with different size is much greater than the rate of coagulation
of particles of same size. The smaller particles disappear more quickly than the larger
ones.

2.2

Natural aquatic colloids in laboratory
Colloids are present in all natural waters to some extent, their amount and nature

depending on the associated geological structure. Accordingly, a wide variation appears in
their chemical composition, size distribution and number density. Aquatic colloids may be
of inorganic nature, like: clays, silica, aluminum oxide minerals, as well as hydroxides of
metal, e.g. iron, or, organic polyelectrolytes, like humic acid, with incorporation of inorganic elements, depending on how the waterborne trace inorganics and organics are dispersed from the given geochemical composition [6, 30].

2.2.1 Aluminosilicate colloids
Aluminosilicate colloids in nature
Aluminosilicates constitute the large majority of rock and soil forming minerals in
nature, comprising clays, micas, feldspars. Clay minerals are essentially hydrous layer
aluminosilicates (phyllosilicates), which carry a permanent negative charge due to the
substitution of cations with variable valence in the phyllosilicates sheets structure, (e.g. Al
for Si and Mg, Fe for Al), charge which is balanced by the cations in the interlayer. In the
aluminosilicates structure, an additional, pH-dependent charge originates from protonation/deprotonation of the –OH groups at the edges of the planes. Due to their high capacity for retaining water and their cation exchange capacity, clay minerals like smectites
have been proposed as backfill material at nuclear waste disposal sites [33]. A special
type of highly hydrated, secondary aluminosilicates, are protoimogolite and imogolite,

12
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with a Si/Al ratio of 0.5-1, with spherical or ring shaped morphology and particles diameter of 3.5-5.0 nm (Fig. 2.5). Their structure has Si in tetrahedral coordination and Al in
octahedral coordination, though not in sheets as in the case of phyllosilicates. The AlOH
(aluminol) outer surface is connected to the SiOH (silanol) inner surface through O
bridges [34]. Their structure is limited to the range of very small particles (short-range
order), which is in contrast to the other clay minerals. Poor-crystalline aluminosilicates,
like imogolite and allophane are essential transient phases in geochemical processes such
as soil weathering and adsorption phenomena. Although the occurrence of these minerals
is commonly reported for soils with accumulated volcanic ash like andisols and spodsols,
they have been also identified in stream sediments, coatings of primary particles and soils
derived from igneous and sedimentary rock sandstones in different geographical regions
[35]. Much attention has been recently paid to the aqueous hydroxyaluminosilicates
(HAS) of the imogolite type in diverse contexts [22-24, 36]. Besides their geochemical
relevance, HAS appear to be involved in biochemical reactions related to the toxicity of
Al for plants and animals. A review article [24] has summarized the present knowledge on
silicate complexes of Al(III) in aqueous systems. It has been concluded from kinetic studies on Al(III)-Si(IV) interactions at high pH, that simple hydroxyaluminosilicates (HAS)
probably form and dissociate quickly even at low to neutral pH, so that their physiological
behavior is thermodynamically controlled. However, the results from Taylor et al. [37],

Fig. 2.5 Structure of imogolite (hydroxyaluminosilicate or HAS) [34].
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show that Al(III) may be sequestered by the oligomeric Si(IV), process which may yield
kinetically inert HAS species –indeed, their high apparent stability may reflect the slow
dissociation kinetics. This process may be physiologically more important, as the kinetic
inertness of cage or ring HAS structures, once formed, may retain Al(III) for long periods.
The inert cage aluminosilicate solutes may act merely as reservoirs for the slow hydrolytic
release of the small, active, acyclic species. The conclusions of the authors reflect not
only the very high probability that very stable aqueous aluminosilicate colloids may form
even under natural conditions but at the same time, they indicate that the current knowledge regarding the mechanisms of colloid generation and stability is limited and there is
need for research. It is therefore meaningful to choose the aluminosilicates as representative examples for answering questions regarding the formation of natural aquatic colloids
as well as about their interaction with actinides.
Aluminosilicate colloids in laboratory [25-28]
As we have already seen from the theoretical considerations presented in the previous sections, inorganic aquatic colloids may form either by condensation reactions or by
dispersion from minerals. We have also seen that colloid formation and stabilization is a
very complex process depending on energy barriers and therefore not only thermodynamics but also kinetic factors are involved. The most common condensation process occurring in the hydrosphere is the hydrolysis of polyvalent cations (e.g. Si4+ and Al3+), the
formation of sparingly soluble hydroxides and hydrous oxides and the neoformation of
clay minerals at coprecipitation.
The key information for attaining supersaturation and thus coprecipitation of Si and
Al is derived from the thermodynamic solubility data for SiO2(am), Al(OH)3(am) and several
aluminosilicates, illustrated in Fig. 2.6. In a previous study [25, 26], the above mentioned
solubilities were calculated from literature data at constant room temperature, atmospheric
pressure and 0.03 M NaCl (background electrolyte). As can be seen in Fig. 2.6, amorphous Al(OH)3, silimanite and kaolinite show similar pH dependency, with minimum
solubility in the neutral pH region. Amorphous silica (SiO2) shows constant solubility
(about 2x10-3 M) up to pH 9, which then increases sharply through formation of
polysilicic acids. The pH range of interest, 4-9, in which colloids can form during the coprecipitation is selected according to the low solubility region of the different aluminosili14
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Fig. 2.6 Thermodynamic solubility of amorphous SiO2, Al(OH)3 and of several aluminosilicates
calculated based on the available data for sillimanite (Al2SiO5), kaolinite (Al2Si2O5(OH)4) and low
albite
(NaAlSi3O8);
the
selected
pH
range
for
aluminosilicate
colloids
formation is indicated as highlighted zone. Selection is made for the highest and lowest solubility
of aluminosilicates [25, 26].

cate compounds, and also falls within the pH limits encountered in natural waters [30].
Selection of the Si concentration range for the experiment is based on the following considerations. In natural aquifer systems the concentration of water borne Si may reach
above millimoles at over-saturation via formation of polysilicic acid [38], but is normally
below one millimole [28] and Si is present as monosilicic acid. However, polysilicic acid
may enter the water also directly, through dispersion from minerals [39]. The conditions
for the formation of monosilicic and polysilicic acid are especially important since
polysilicic acid has been shown to have a 106 times higher affinity for Al as compared
with monosilicic acid [37]. This fact implies that the formation process of aluminosilicate
colloids and hence their interaction with the actinides may also be different, depending on
whether monosilicic or polysilicic acid is involved as initial reactant. Therefore, in a previous screening experiment [26], three initial concentrations of Si, namely 10-4, 10-3, and
10-2 M, below and above the Si saturation concentration (2x10-3 M), have been combined
with varying Al concentrations from 10-7 to 10-3 M, in the pH range 4-9. The radiometric
experiment, using 241Am as contestant in the coprecipitation of Al and Si have evidenced
that optimum formation of HAS-colloid-borne Am occurs at a concentration ratio Si/Al in
the mother solution of 100 and for the following concentration combinations:
15
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I:

[Si]: 10-3 M (0.7 x saturation) + [Al]: 10-5 M

([Si]/[Al] = 100)

II:

[Si]: 10-2 M (6.4 x saturation) + [Al]: 10-4 M

([Si]/[Al] = 100)

The synthetic hydroxy-aluminosilicate colloids, generated by coprecipitation in the neutral pH range as described above, have been characterized for particle number density and
morphology by several techniques: LIBD (Laser induced break-down detection) AFM
(Atomic force microscopy) and SEM-EDX (Scanning electron microscopy coupled with
X-ray energy dispersive spectrometry). The HAS colloids prepared out of mother solutions with Si/Al atomic ratio of about 100 appear to be similar to the natural aquatic colloids of protoimogolite/allophane type (precursors of imogolite) in respect with the particle size, shape and Si/Al atomic ratio. The characteristics of the synthetic HAS colloids
[26] are summarized below.

Particle size

Present system

Natural system

10-50 nm(LIBD)

very often < 50 nm

5-10 nm height (AFM)
10-50 nm length (AFM)
Number density

1011 - 1014 particles/L (LIBD)

108 – 1014 particles/L

Si/Al ratio
(AFM, SEM-EDX)

0.7 – 1.2

imogolite 0.5-1

Taking into account the atomic Si/Al ratio of the HAS colloids of approximately one,
their formation from polysilicic acid has been presumed as:
n Al(OH)3-yy + SinOn-1(OH)2n+2 ↔ AlnSinO4n+2-x(OH)xx-n-4 + (7-ny-x)H+ + (2n-y-1)H2O
In the equation , the y-values varies from -1 to +3 following the degree of Al hydrolysis in
the present experimental pH range (4-9) and the x-value determines the anionic charge of
the HAS colloids. The predominant silicic acid species appears to be H4SiO4, unless Si
concentration is oversaturated and therefore a neutral polysilicic acid species has been
proposed as reactant for the above formulated reaction. As the precise structure analysis
of the HAS colloids is not possible due to the very low mass concentration the n-value re16
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mains unknown. The surface characterization of the HAS colloids has been performed by
determining of the zero point of charge (pHpzc). The colloids prepared from a mixture of
10-3 M Si and 10-4 M Al show a pHpzc of 3.53 ± 0.5 [27], which means that the HAS colloids have a negatively charged surface in the pH range of interest (4-9) and therefore
high potential to migrate with the water flow with little interaction with the geomatrix.

2.2.2 Humate Colloids
Humic acid as colloids in nature
Beside the inorganic colloids, humic acids (HA) are always present to some extent
in aquatic environments [1, 3, 6,] and have been shown to play an important role in the
sequestration and mobilization of trace metals [11, 40, 41]. Humic acids are operationally
defined from the extraction procedure of humic substances (HS) as the insoluble fraction
at acidic pH (pH < 2) [42]. Humic substances are thought to be produced by a combination of degradation and condensation reactions of plant breakdown products, with an important role of bacteria [43-45]. HS are composed of heterogeneous components with a
wide range of molecular weights, size and different chemical moieties. The humic skeleton, consisting in mainly aromatic cycles covalently linked with aliphatic moieties, is
highly substituted with oxygen containing functional groups: carboxylic and phenolic as
most important together with ketonic, enolic and amino groups. In the pH range of natural
waters (pH 4-9), humic acids are negatively charged and present mainly as colloidal species, with particle diameter of 4-400 nm [7, 45-47], while their distribution of molecular
weights is reported to vary between 500 to 100000 Da [44, 45, 48]. In surface waters the
humic acid concentration varies between 1-10 mg/L [49], but in natural groundwater concentrations of 80-100 mg/L may be reached [7, 46]. Apart from their colloidal size, the
influence of humic acid on the migration of actinides in the aquatic environment arises
from its ability to bind all metals with charge z ≥ +2, and to modify the surface properties
and reactivity of minerals [29, 41, 49]. The reactive nature of humic acid is mainly the
consequence of the acidic functional groups of the humic macromolecule, giving rise to
multiple binding possibilities (electrostatic and specific, including chelate formation) as
compared with the simple ligands [10, 20]. For metal complexation, the functional groups
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involved are primary carboxylic, as pointed out by spectroscopic measurements (EXAFS)
[50], phenolic groups being expected to have contribution at pH above neutral [51, 52].
The colloidal stability of the clay minerals surfaces may increase in the presence
of sorbed natural organic matter [29, 53] due to electrostatic or steric effects [54]. Several
reactions have been proposed to describe the interaction reactions between the humic acids and minerals: electrostatic to cationic sites of the mineral surface, hydrogen bonds,
polyvalent cation bridging and ligand exchange [20, 53-56]. Fig. 2.7 depicts a potential
structure of humic macromolecule binding to a clay mineral surface. In the aquatic environment, humic colloids are usually composed of humic acid loaded with inorganic elements, either by complexation or by peptizing small inorganic composite particles [57].

Fig. 2.7 Hypothetic structure of humic acid macromolecule binding to a clay mineral surface; (M
= metal cation) [58].

Purified [14C]-humic acid for experiments
Natural humic acid, originating from the groundwater of the bore hole Gohy-573
in the Gorleben aquifer (Germany) is used for the experiments. The humic acid was isolated, purified and characterized by Buckau et al. [42], following the procedure by NaF
treatment, repeated precipitation with HClO4/dissolution with NaOH and freeze drying.
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The proton exchange capacity, measured by potentiometric pH titration is of
4.82±0.05 meq/g. In order to trace the behavior of the humic acid, we use

14

C-labelled

humic acid. The radiolabelling was performed by A. Mansel [59] at the Institut für Isotopen Forschung (IIF-Leipzig), via diazotization and azo coupling reactions (covalent binding at the carbon skeleton of the humic acid). The reaction is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 2.8. The [14C]-aniline hydrochloride (Amersham) is converted with sodium nitrite to
diazonium ion in a hydrochloride solution at 0 o C. The diazonium ions react with the activated aromatic residues of the humic acid at pH~9 and 0-5 o C. The resulting product is
again purified and characterized by size exclusion chromatography. The specific activity
of the [14C]-humic acid (solution of pH 6.5) is 1.76 x108 Bq/g. The labelling procedure
will be published elsewhere [59].

Fig. 2.8 Schematic illustration of the main steps in the labelling process of the humic acid [59].

2.3

Actinide colloids in natural aquatic systems [31, 60, 61]
Actinides may become aquatic colloids by two processes leading to the formation

of either actinide “real” colloids or of the so-called actinides “pseudocolloids”. These
processes are described in the followings.
Real colloids of actinides
The behaviour of actinides (An) in aquatic systems is primarily defined by their
oxidation state; An solubility and tendency towards chemical reactions differ significantly
from one oxidation state to another. Characteristic for An is that multiple oxidation states
are possible, ( Fig. 2.9 ), however, the water redox chemistry ( Eh, pH ) set limits on the
19
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oxidation states that An can have in aqueous solutions.

Fig. 2.9 Known oxidation states for actinide elements Ac to Cm (indicated at left). The oxidation
states stable in natural environments are highlighted [60].

The aspect of variable oxidation states is particularly important in case of Pu, as redox and
disproportionation reactions permit the coexistence in solution under appropriate conditions of the oxidation state III, IV, V and VI. In case of Th the tetravalent state is common
and stable. Am(III) is stable in solution, however, Am(V) has been identified in brines at
pH > 8. In natural oxic waters, the penta- and hexavalent oxidation state is stable for Np
and U, respectively. In reducing environments, which may be encountered at large depths
in some granite waters, U and Np may be stabilized in the tetravalent state.
An tendency toward hydrolysis, complexation, sorption and colloid formation correlates generally with the charge density (i.e. the ratio between the effective charge and
the ionic radius), which is decreasing in the series An4+ > AnO22+ > An3+ > AnO2+ [61].
Once released into solution the actinides undergo several interrelated geochemical reactions (Fig. 2.10), leading to their immobilization or mobilization in the aquatic system.
Such reactions are directly related to the physicochemical characteristics of the aquifer
(redox potential (Eh), pH, CO2 partial pressure, ionic strength, the presence of complexing
ligands) and to the properties of the geomatrix. Actinides can be stabilized in the liquid
phase as solution species, i.e. aquo ion, hydrolyzed species, complexes with organic or
inorganic ligands and as colloidal species. The process of actinide hydrolysis, polynucleation and further aggregation to colloidal size particles under over-saturation leads to the
20
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formation of “real” colloids of actinides as generally described in literature [30]. However, stabilization of the colloidal state requires polarization in order to prevent agglomeration of particles to a precipitate phase. A recent publication [62] has referred to the
conditions for the formation of stable colloids of tri and tetravalent actinides. As ascertained in the study, the generation of stable colloids is due to the mutual aggregation of
species with different oxidation states, which are likely to hydrolyze: either actinides or
the actinide and trace metal ions present as impurities in solution. Thus, the enhanced colloidal stability observed under near-neutral pH conditions arises from the surface polarization introduced by the difference in the oxidation states. Individual tetra- and trivalent
actinide ions in their pure state are expected to form colloids only as transitional state for
precipitation, under conditions of near-neutral pH and concentration close to the oversaturation.

Colloid-borne species

Ionic species in solution
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O
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Fig. 2.10 Solid-water interactions of metal ions (M) including actinides in a natural aquifer system. Distribution of M species: in solution, colloidal (mobile species, with migration potential)
and solid (immobile) phases.

Pseudocolloids of actinides
Formation of actinide pseudocolloids is considered as an association of actinide with the
21
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aquatic colloids, either of inorganic or organic nature. The process includes co-nucleation,
ion exchange, complexation or isomorphic substitution of a lattice component by actinide.
Numerous studies have focused on the interaction of actinides with inorganic [15, 16, 64,
65] and humic colloids [7, 49, 65-74] under various conditions (pH, I, component concentration), and on the stability [21, 71] and migration of such actinide pseudocolloids [18,
19, 64]. Other studies have concentrated on ternary systems, investigating the influence of
humic acid on the actinide interaction with mineral colloids, [49, 55, 68, 75, 76]. Despite
the extensive investigations, the underlying mechanisms for the generation of aquatic colloids and of the colloid-borne actinides have not been yet well understood.
Colloid-facilitated migration has been shown to be particularly important for contaminant species with high charge density, e.g. M4+ [13]. As such species have low solubility in absence of complexation ligands, and strong sorption properties towards mineral
surfaces like rocks, they have been initially considered to be easily immobilized in environment. Providing the colloids are mobile since in natural waters solid surfaces are generally negatively charged, and the interaction of An with the colloids is strong, the An will
have high susceptibility to be transported along with the water flow with little retardation.

2.4

Methods for the analysis of actinide colloids
Analysis of actinide aquatic colloids requires information regarding the conditions

of formation of colloids themselves, colloid concentration and morphology and, on the
nature of the actinide-colloid binding. Investigations of the geochemical behavior of sparingly soluble actinides (usually below 10-6 M) in the presence of low concentrations (ppb
range or less) of small aquatic colloids (< 50 nm) require sophisticated methods which
have been developed in the last decades [8, 77]. Due to the complex chemical and physical characteristics of the actinide-colloidal systems and of the limitations of the analytical
methods, the combination of several (complementary) methods is necessary in order to
have more complete information about both physical and chemical speciation.
2.4.1 Detection and chemical speciation of colloid-borne actinides
We present in the followings a brief description of the methods that have been
used to characterize the HAS colloidal system and of colloid-borne-actinide species.
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Filtration / ultrafiltration and radiometry
Filtration and ultrafiltration are classical size fractionation techniques. These are
non-destructive methods, which enable the separation of particulate matter (usually with
diameter >1000 nm) from the colloidal particles (diameter between 1-1000 nm) and from
the dissolved species. The combination of filtration using a variety of nominal filter pore
sizes with the radiometric detection of actinides is a primary tool for the investigation of
natural aquatic colloids.
Liquid Scintillation Counting (LSC) is a suitable technique for the analysis of alpha and beta emitters, allowing much higher detection efficiency as compared to α- or γspectrometry using semiconductor detectors. Alpha emitters can be detected with almost
100% efficiency, whereas for the beta emitters having the maximum decay energy, Emax
>156 keV (C-14), the detection efficiency is higher than 96 %. Another advantage is that
LSC enables the simultaneous measurement of an alpha and beta emitting radionuclide in
the sample. The partial overlap between the beta tailing of high energy beta emitters and
the alpha spectrum can be separated manually, by choosing appropriate counting windows, or electronically, by taking the advantage of the Pulse Decay Analysis which separates the alpha and beta counts based on their different decay time [78]. The principle of
the liquid scintillation counting is based on the conversion of the decay energy of the
emitting radionuclide to light photons, by the means of a scintillation cocktail, which is
mixed with the liquid sample. The intensity of the scintillation is a function of the energy
deposited in the scintillator. A photomultiplier converts the light photons to photoelectrons which are further amplified and the electrical pulses are registered as counts. The
counts accumulated during this process are sorted into separate channels, with the amplitude of the signal determining the energy channel into which the counts are sorted.
Spectroscopic speciation
Several spectroscopic techniques have been developed for investigations of actinides speciation at molecular level, information which is necessary for macroscopic predictions. Due to the difference in physical and chemical properties among the actinides,
no single spectroscopic method can adequately probe all actinides [8]. Among the con-
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ventional techniques, the absorption spectroscopy (UV-VIS-NIR) on the transitions within
the 5 f electron shell has been used to characterize the oxidation states and complexation
of actinides. The spectroscopic resolution of actinides transition bands is high, but the intensity is very weak. Special methods, making use of the high intensities of laser radiation
sources have been developed for speciation of trace level actinides, which are expected in
natural waters. The enhancement of sensitivity is attained by detection of different relaxation processes of the photon excited states (Thermal lensing spectroscopy, Photoacoustic
spectroscopy, Time-resolved laser induced fluorescence), instead of transmission as in the
case of conventional absorption spectroscopy. Another powerful technique providing information at molecular level on actinide speciation is the synchrotron-based X-ray absorption spectroscopy.
Time-resolved laser florescence spectroscopy and X-ray absorption spectroscopy
are used in the present study in order to investigate the bonding state of the actinide in
aluminosilicate solutions. A description of the principle is given in the following.
Time-resolved laser florescence spectroscopy (TRLFS) [33, 79-81] is most sensitive for the chemical speciation of actinides. The method is based on the selective excitation combined with selective time-resolved measurements of the florescence emission.
However, the method is limited to the elements with fluorescence emission, to which belong only Cm(III), Am(III), Pa(IV) and U(VI) from the actinides. Speciation of Cm (III)
in aquatic environment is possible in the nanomolar concentration range. The fluorescence
emission spectrum of the aqueous uranyl ion is complex [82] and several ligands like humic acids cause strong quenching of the uranyl florescence limiting somehow the applicability to natural systems.
The actinide of interest is excited at prominent absorption wavelength. Following
the absorption of light, the electron is promoted to a higher energy level. The relaxation
process, in which the electron returns to the ground state, may take place by both nonradiative emission (energy is dissipated as heat) and emission of light. In aqueous solution, the dominating non-radiative decay occurs via energy transfer to excited vibrational
states of the surrounding ligands, like OH vibrations of the coordinated H2O or OH-.
Spectroscopic information is derived from the excitation and emission spectra and
from the fluorescence life time (reciprocal of the fluorescence decay rate). An empirical
relationship correlates the fluorescence decay rate with the number of water molecules in
the coordination sphere of Cm(III) ): n(H2O) = 0.65*kobs-0.88, where kobs is the decay rate
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of the fluorescence (ms-1) and n(H2O) is the number of coordinated water molecules [33,
79, 80]. Based on this correlation structural information is gained from experimentally
determined life times of various Cm species. The spectral shifts (changes in the position
of the emission peak) and eventually splitting of the emissions band are indications about
changes in the ligand field. TRLFS has been extensively used to investigate the complexation of Cm or Am with various ligands, including humic acids as well as its interaction
with minerals [16, 33, 67, 83]. Formation of inner-sphere complexes is accompanied by a
red-shift in the fluorescence emission of Cm and an increase in the florescence emission
life time. Sensitized TRLFS, that has been previously applied for studying the complexation of Cm(III) with humic acids [66, 67, 79], is based on the energy transfer from the
photon excited organic chromophores to the complexed f-element ion, which is then able
to emit its characteristic luminescence. Using two excitation wave lengths, the fluorescence of the Cm(III)-humate complex is generated either by direct excitation of the Cm
ion, or indirectly, by intramolecular energy transfer from the humic ligand, when the noncomplexed Cm can not be excited (Fig. 2.11). An indicator of the energy transfer is peak
area ratio of the emission peaks at direct and indirect excitation. The emission life time of
Cm, in order of 10-4 s, allows the efficient suppression of the short lived fluorescence of
the humic acid by the time-resolved detection.

Fig. 2.11 Schematic illustration of ground and excited state energy levels of Cm(III) (left) and
humic acid (right). After indirect excitation of Cm via intra-molecular energy transfer from HA,
the complexed Cm follows its own emission.
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Synchrotron-based X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) [83, 84, 85] is a nondestructive technique, providing average information at a molecular level about the oxidation state, local structure, and the identity of neighbors in the first few coordination
spheres (up to 5-6 Å) surrounding a specific absorbing element. Since XAS does not require long-range order or crystalline structures, it is particularly useful for the investigation of the actinide speciation in solution, amorphous precipitates or colloidal compounds,
which cannot be characterized with X-ray diffraction. By means of XAS technique, actinides can be investigated at concentrations down to tenths of a mili molar level. The
neighbor type can be determined within Z ± 1, and the interatomic distances can be obtained within ± 0.02 Å. Coordination numbers are determined with less precision, within
20-25 %.
In an XAS experiment one measures the absorption of the X-ray in a sample as a
function of the incident energy E = hν. The absorption for a given sample length x, is
given by the Lambert-Beer law: µ(E) = ln(I)/dx = ln[ I0(E)/I1(E)], where I0 and I1 represent the intensity of the incident and the transmitted photon, respectively. The absorption
coefficient, µ, generally varies smoothly with energy but also shows several regions
where it sharply increases. These regions are known as absorption edges. Absorption
edges are element specific and correspond to the transition of a core electron to higher
energy valence and continuum states via the photoelectric effect. The exact position of an
absorption edge depends on the oxidation state of the absorbing element and its shape on
the specific coordination. The LIII absorption edges for actinides arise from the dipole allowed 2p→6d electron transitions. The X-ray absorption spectrum is divided into two regions: the X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES), the region usually within about
40 eV of the main absorption edge, and the extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS), which is the oscillating part of the spectra ranging from about 30 eV to about
1000 eV above the absorption edge (Fig. 2.12, lower part graph). XANES spectroscopy
gives information about the oxidation state and coordination geometry of the absorbing
element. EXAFS spectroscopy gives information on the type, numbers and distances to
near neighbors. Photon absorption generates a photoelectron with a wave number, k =
2π/λ, which propagates away from the atom. The oscillatory structure of µ above the absorption edge results from the constructive and destructive interference of outgoing photoelectron waves with the waves backscattered on the neighboring atoms (Fig. 2.12, upper
right part).
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XANES

Incident photon energy (eV)

Fig. 2.12 The yttrium K-edge X-ray absorption spectrum including the XANES and EXAFS regions (lower part). Illustration of destructive and constructive interference of an outgoing photoelectron wave with the backscattered wave (upper part), leading to minima and maxima of the oscillations in the absorption coefficient, (here µd), observed in the EXAFS regime (middle part
graph) [86].

The EXAFS function (χ(k)) is defined as the normalized oscillatory part of the absorbtion coefficient above the absorption edge as a function of k:

χ (k ) =

μ − μ0
μ0

(2.13)

where the µ0 is the atomic absorption coefficient in the absence of neighbor atoms and
µ(E) is the experimental absorption coefficient. µ0 is generally unknown and modeled by
fitting the smooth atomic background of a spectrum with a number of spline or polynomial functions (see red line in the middle graph of Fig. 2.12). To extract the EXAFS oscil-
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lations first the energy axis is converted to the photoelectron wave number k,

k=

2 me ( E − E 0 )
h2

(2.14)

where me is the electron mass, ħ is Plank’s constant divided by 2п. The kinetic energy of
the photoelectron is given by the difference between the energy of the incident X-ray (E)
and the ionization energy (E0). The isolated χ(k) is often weighted with kn, with n=1-3.
This accents the oscillations at higher k, where they are considerably dampened (particularly of low Z elements). After the EXAFS data are converted to k space, the fine structure is related directly to the sum of dampened sinusoidal oscillations from n coordination
shells. Under the assumption that the photoelectron can be approximated by a plane wave
and the sample has a minimum of disorder, the analytical expression for the EXAFS signal, χ(k), is given by the equation (2.15):

χ (k ) =

S 0 −1 n
e −2 Ri / λ ( k ) − 2 k 2σ 2
l ∑ N i f i (k , π )
e
sin(2kRi + φi (k , R ))
k
R 2i
i =1
2

(2.15)

where the sum is from a contribution of each spherical shell, i of Ni equivalent neighboring atoms at a distance Ri from the absorbing atom. fi (k, π) is the backscattering amplitude function for the neighboring atom type. φ (k, R) is the total phase shift of the photoelectron. S20, the amplitude reduction factor, is introduced to describe effects of multielectron excitations. l (the angular momentum quantum number), λ(k) (the mean free path
length of the photoelectron), and σ2 (Debye-Waller factor) is the average mean square
displacement from the mean bond length. The functions fi (k) and φ (k, R) are dependent
on the backscatterer type. This dependency allows identification of the type of elements
comprising a coordination shell. These functions are unknown and must be extracted empirically from EXAFS data of reference compounds with known structure or theoretically
calculated. The EXAFS oscillations are Fourier transformed in order to separate the contribution of each individual shell from k-space into R space. In order to obtain quantitative
information on the structure environment of the absorbing atom, either χ(k) or the Fourier
transformed data are fitted to the EXAFS equation (2.15).
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EXAFS spectroscopy requires an intense polychromatic X-ray radiation and the
most suitable light source is a synchrotron radiation from an electron or positron storage
ring. The synchrotron radiation has a continuous band of wavelengths and therefore, to
record a spectrum, an appropriate double-crystal monochromator, using Bragg diffraction
is used to select and vary the wavelength around the E0 of the element of interest. An experimental set-up for the XAS is illustrated schematically in Fig. 8.1 (Appendix). To record a spectrum, measurements can be carried-out using the transmission detection, by
measuring the photon intensity in front of the sample (I0) and behind the samples (I1) at
specified energies. Another possibility is detection of proportional secondary processes
which occur when atoms relax following inner-shell excitation such as fluorescence photon emission. Fluorescence detection is required for dilute samples, i.e., where the actinide concentration is less than around 1% and for samples which are totally absorbing or
impermeable for X-rays.
2.4.2 Quantification and characterization of colloids [7, 8, 87]

Colloidal systems show broad size and concentration distributions and one single
method can generally not cover the whole range with adequate sensitivity. Due to the susceptibility of the colloidal systems to disturbance, the non-invasive investigation methods
are desirable. Direct methods for the quantification of aquatic colloids are based on the
dynamic or static light scattering using laser sources like Photon Correlation Spectroscopy
(PCS) or Single Particle Counting (SPC). Intensity of the scattered light decreases with
the sixth power of the inverse particle diameter and restricts the sensitive detection of ultra-trace levels to particles larger than 100 nm diameter.
LIBD (Laser induced break-down detection)
LIBD has been developed for the quantification of groundwater colloids, with low
number density and very small average size. The sensitivity of the method shows a less
pronounced colloid size dependency. Colloidal particles with a diameter down to about 10
nm, and at a concentration as low as 107 particles/L can be detected. The method is based
on the plasma generation of colloidal particles by intense laser light absorption. The
breakdown effect results from the ionization of matter in the electric field generated in the
focus area of a pulsed laser beam. The critical energy density energy to produce plasma
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(the breakdown threshold) is much lower for solids than for liquids. By adjusting the laser
pulse energy density just below the breakdown threshold of the solvent, the plasma is
generated exclusively by colloidal particles present in the focus volume. The breakdown
event can be detected by measuring the plasma light emission with a charge coupled device or by detecting the photo-acoustic signal with a piezoelectric detector. Since every
event corresponds to one single colloid, the particle number density can be evaluated from
the breakdown probability, which is the number of breakdown events relative to a predefined number of laser shots. Size information is gained from the determination of the
breakdown probability at different laser energy densities; the breakdown threshold decreases with increasing particle size and this dependency is used as a calibration curve for
particle sizing. By calibration of LIBD with reference polystyrene colloids, a mean particle diameter and a number density can be derived.
Electron Microscopy (Scanning Electron Microscopy-SEM and Transmission
Electron Microscopy-TEM) is largely applied for the investigations of the colloidal systems, including elemental composition and internal structure, but the original state of the
colloids is disturbed. The method requires high vacuum and time consuming sample
preparation. In case of TEM, the electrons passing through the sample produce a “direct
image”, whereas in case of SEM an “indirect” image of the sample is created. In the latter
case, secondary products (secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, and X-ray photons) are generated and detected, serving as a measure of the interaction strength. Particle
counting and sizing is performed by deposition of colloids onto a grid and evaluating the
pictures. The detection of the specific X-rays energy resolved by energy dispersive spectrometry (EDX) gives information on the elemental composition of the sample from the
characteristic spectral lines. The intensities are proportional to the mass concentration
within the interaction volume, allowing quantitative determination of the element abundance.
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a non-destructive method of atomic resolution, mapping the surface of colloids. The method requires concentrated colloidal suspensions and sample condensation might be necessary. Imaging is obtained by scanning the
repulsive and attractive forces between atoms of an ultra thin SiN3-tip used as a sensor
and the surface atoms of the sample at a separation distance of few Å. Moving the tip relative to the sample the surface topography is scanned. The interaction leads to elastic oscillation proportional to the interaction between the cantilever tip and the sample surface.
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Detection of the corresponding movements of the cantilever-tip is performed by sending a
laser light to the back of the tip and registering the reflected light by a 4-quadrant photodetector. The attained resolution is 0.1 Å and the sample surface is 1nm2 up to 1µm2. The
advantage over electron microscopy is that it can be operated in situ and can be used for
studying the colloid morphology even in aqueous conditions.
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Experimental section

Ultra-high purity, double deionized water, provided by a MiliQplus® system
(18.2x10-6 Ω cm-1) is used in the experiments.
3.1

Preparation of inactive and radioactive stock solutions

MOPS buffer stock solutions
0.05 M MOPS (3(N-morpholino) propanesulfonic acid) buffer solutions are prepared by dissolving the free acid in deionized water and neutralizing with 1M NaOH to
pH 6.6, 7.2 and 7.8.
EDTA stock solutions
0.1 M EDTA stock solutions of pH 5, 7 and 9 are prepared by dissolving the disodium salt of the ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (Merck) in deionized water followed by
pH adjustment with micro volumes of HCl or NaOH.
Al stock solutions
Al stock solutions of: 2x10-5, 2x10-4, 4x10-3 M Al in 0.03 M HCl and of 2x10-2 M
Al in 0.04 M HCl are prepared by appropriate dilution of an Al solution (ICP standard,
Aldrich) containing 0.37 M Al in 1.23 M HCl, with HCl 0.1 M and deionized water.
Si stock solutions
Two sets of stock solutions are prepared for the present experiments, starting from
sodium-waterglass solution and following two approaches as illustrated in Fig.3.1:
(1) Solutions of 2x10-3, 2x10-2 M Si in 0.03 M NaOH, and of 2x10-1 M Si in 0.2 M NaOH.
These solutions are prepared starting from an initial Si solution (ICP standard, Aldrich)
containing 0.3489 M Si in 0.83 M NaOH, which is diluted and adjusted for pH with HCl
or NaOH, to a final pH of approximately 12. The solutions remain under-saturated relative to the solubility concentration of amorphous silica (see Fig. 2.6) and thus Si is present
as monosilicic acid in the stock s olution. This preparation mode follows approach A in
Fig. 3.1.
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Fig.3.1.
(2) Solutions of 4.2x10-2 M Si in 0.01 M MOPS buffer solution at pH 6.6, 7.2 and 7.8.
The solutions are obtained by neutralization in MOPS buffer of a solution containing 7.0
M Si in 4.0 M NaOH (Aldrich). The initial alkaline Si solution, in which monosilicic acid
prevails, is diluted directly to the neutral pH range. Thus, the solution becomes oversaturated (4.2x10-2 M Si corresponds to 21 times the solubility concentration of amorphous silica) leading to instantaneously polymerization of the monosilicic acid [27]. This
preparation mode of the Si stock solutions follows the approach B in Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1 Two experimental pathways for the preparation of Si stock solutions and generation of
hydroxy aluminosilicate (HAS) colloids from sodium water glass by (A): alkaline dilution and
neutralization or (B): neutralization and dilution [27].
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Eu, 232Th and 238U stock solutions
Several actinide (or lanthanide as analogue) stock solutions are prepared from either europium nitrate, thorium (232Th) nitrate AAS standard solutions (Aldrich Chemical),
or uranyl (238U) nitrate salt (p.a. Merck). Suprapure HCl/HNO3 is used for dilutions. The
following stock solutions are prepared:
(a): 0.02 M Eu in 0.04 M HCL, 0.02 M Th in 0.8 M HNO3 and 0.02 M U in 0.04 M HCl
(b): 4.0 x10-3 M Th in 0.9 M HNO3 and 9.4x10-3 M U in 0.5 M HNO3.
241

Am, 234Th, 237Np and 233U stock solutions
Radioactive solutions of 241Am, 237Np and 233U are provided by the INE Karlsruhe

as well as by the Institute of Radiochemisty (RCM) Munich and are used without further
purification. Stock solutions of 8.0x10-5 M
-4

M HCl and 5.0x10 M

233

241

Am in 0.1 M HCl, 2.4x10-3 M

237

Np in 0.1

U in 0.1 M HCl are prepared by acidic dilutions of the original

solutions.
234

Th is prepared in laboratory by milking from natural uranium, as can be seen

from the 238U decay scheme in Fig. 3.2.

238

U

α

234
9

4.59X10 y

Th

β

234m

Pa

β

234

U

1.75 m

24.1 d

234

Pa

β
6.7 h

234

β
2.5X105 y

U

Fig. 3.2 Principal pathway of the 238U decay scheme [25].

Th separation is performed in two consecutive steps [25]:
(1) 25 g UO2(NO3)2*6 H2O (p.a. Merck) is brought to the chloride form, UO2Cl2, by addition of conc. HCl, evaporation to dryness, dissolution in 8 M HCl and applied to a column
(4.4 cm diameter, 72 cm length) filled with 750 mL of the anion exchange resin Dowex
1X8 (100-200 mesh). Th(IV), unlike U(VI) and Pa(V), does not form chloro-complexes
and is eluted with 8 M HCl. The eluate is evaporated, dissolved in concentrated HNO3
and H2O2 and evaporated three times until all organics are destroyed. The residue is di34
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solved in 8 M HNO3 for the second purification step. (2): The hexanitrato complex of Th
is sorbed onto a small column filled with 80 µl anion exchange resin Dowex 1X8. The
remaining U and Pa impurities are washed out with 8 M HNO3. Th is eluted with 8 M
HCl. The eluate is evaporated several times with conc. HNO3 to dryness and re-dissolved
in approximately 0.8 M HNO3 resulting in approximately 1.5 x104 Bq 234Th.
Humic acid stock solution
A stock solution of 200 mg/L humic acid is prepared by dissolving 0.0042 g purified Gohy-573 humic acid provided by INE Karlsruhe [42] in 5 mL 1 M NaOH. After 1 h
reaction time, the solution pH is adjusted to pH of ~ 12 by addition of 4.5 mL 1 M HCl
followed by further pH adjustment to pH ~ 7 with 0.1 M HCl/0.1 M NaOH.
The

14

C-labelled humic acid (purified Gohy-573) stock solution of 4.8 mg/L is

provided by the IIIF Leipzig [59] and is used without further dilution.

3.2

Mother solutions for actinide/colloids interaction

HAS colloids
A typical 40 ml coprecipitation sample is prepared by titrating 20 ml Al stock solution containing an aliquot of the acidic stock solution of the radionuclide under investigation and eventually the actinide or lanthanide carrier, with a 20 ml Si solution (stock
solutions 1 as described in section 3.1). The actinide participates in the co-nucleation of
Al and Si, i.e. the actinide interacts with HAS in ‘statu nascendi’. The coprecipitation is
carried out to a preset pH with the aid of an automatic titrator (736 GP Titrino, Tinet 2.4
software, Metrohm). By the coprecipitation procedure, different combinations of Al/Si
concentration ratios are prepared at the initially preset pH values of 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0,
9.0. Al concentration is varied between 0, 10-5 and 10-4 M, that of Si between 0, 10-3 and
10-2 M. At 10-3 M Si, the solution remains under-saturated and monosilicic acid prevails.
At 10-2 M Si, the initial alkaline solution (containing monosilicic acid) becomes oversaturated by neutralization during the coprecipitation experiment which leads to the formation of polysilicic acid. HAS mother solutions of 10-5 M Al/ 10-3 M Si generate the
HAS-monosilicic acid colloids, those of 10-4 M Al/ 10-2 M Si generate the HAS-polysili-
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cic acid colloids.
The Eu,
and

233

232

Th and

238

U solutions are used with trace amounts of actinides (241Am,

234

Th

U) in the experiments involving higher actinide concentrations. Eu is added for fi-

nal Am+Eu concentration above 5x10-8 M; 232Th, for final Th concentration above 2x10-12
M, and 238U for final concentration of U above 8x10-6 M.
A similar coprecipitation procedure of Si and Al but without actinide addition, is
carried out for the preparation of HAS mother solutions which are then conditioned for
variable time periods (3h to 35 d). Aliquots of actinide (lanthanide) stock solutions (either
241

Am+Eu, 234Th + 232Th, or 233U) are added to the aged HAS mother solutions.

HA colloids
Samples of 40 mL mother solutions containing adequate amounts of the actinide
and Al stock solutions and variable amount of [14C]-HA, are prepared in MOPS buffer at
pH 6.6, 7.2 and 7.8. In some experiments the Al solution is replaced by solutions of either: Eu, 232Th or 238U. For the experiments regarding Th, two sets of samples are in each
case prepared: either with 234Th (and 232Th) and unlabelled humic acid to monitor Th behaviour, or

232

Th and [14C]-humic acid for monitoring the humic acid. A high number of

mother solutions for parameter screening experiments are generated from different combinations of several parameters: the final concentration of Al lies between 0 and 1x10-5 M,
Eu concentration is 1x10-5 M, Th concentration varies between 5x10-12 M and 1x10-5 M
and that of U between 3x10-7 M and 1x10-5 M. Humic acid concentration is adjusted between 0 and 8 mg/L. Variable HA/Al or HA/An concentration ratios are generated. This is
achieved either by maintaining the Al or An concentration constant and increasing HA
concentration, or by decreasing the Al or An concentration while maintaining a constant
HA concentration.
HAS + HA colloids
Samples of 40 mL mother solutions are prepared in MOPS buffer, by neutralizing
the acidic solution containing variable aliquots of the actinide (241Am / 234Th +232Th / 233U
stock solution and Al stock solutions, with the Si solution. The Si stock solutions used
here (stock solutions 2 described in section 3.1) are especially important for the case that
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the aluminosilicate colloids are generated from polysilicic acid, in order to overcome the
polymerization kinetics the neutralization of alkaline monosilicic acid especially at pH ≤ 7
[27]. Thus, introduction of such Si solution maintains the polysilicic acid transiently (ca 1
h) to react at once with Al and actinides. After one hour sample conditioning time, an aliquot of the [14C]-HA solution is added. As mentioned in case of humate colloids, for the
experiments regarding Th, parallel experiments are carried out. In the present experiment
the pH varies from 6.6 to 7.8, Al concentration lies between 0 and 1x10-3 M and Si concentration ranges from 0 to 10-2 M. HA concentration is kept constant at 6.5 mg/L.
All coprecipitation experiments are carried out at room temperature (20 ± 2 °C)
and atmospheric presssure. Calibration of the pH-meter is performed using buffer solution
standards and the accuracy of pH measurements is of ± 0.03 pH units. Magnetic stirring is
applied during the coprecipitation reaction. All coprecipitated samples are stored in tightly
closed polyethylene bottles and conditioned for time period from 3 h to 35 d. The reproducibility of the coprecipitation experiments is found within 10% (1σ).

3.3

Activity partition in solution, colloids and precipitate

Consecutive filtration and ultra-filtration are performed on the coprecipitated sample
for a sequential separation of the precipitate and colloids. The first filtration is made by a
membrane filter of nominal pore size of 450 nm (Sartorius) to separate the precipitate
fraction. The second filtration is carried out on this filtrate to separate the colloids at a
pore size of 10 kDa (approximately 1.5 nm nominal pore size) (Centricon YM-10, Milipore) by centrifugation in the Biofuge primo Heradeus-Kendro for 1h at 5000 x g. Activity of the radionuclide:

241

Am /

234

Th /237Np/

233

U, and/or of 14C is determined in the fil-

trates by liquid scintillation counting (LSC) as will be described below. The first filtrate at
450 nm contains both the colloidal and ionic species of the element under investigation.
Thus, the difference in the activity of the initial solution and the first filtrate represents the
activity of the precipitate. The activity difference between the first and the second filtrate
is then ascribed to the colloid-borne species, since the second filtrate from the 10 kDa
pore size contains only the ionic species.
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Determination of activity of 241Am, 234Th, 237Np, 233U and 14C by LSC
Activity in the samples is measured using a Tri-Carb 29000 CA (Canberra Packard) Scintillator Analyzer. The measurements are performed in antistatic–polyethylene
vials of 18 mL. 1 mL filtrate sample is mixed with 10 mL Hionic Fluor (Perkin Elmer)
cocktail and measured to a preset statistic precision (2σ) of 0.5 %. Information about the
radionuclides used in the present radiometric experiments, including their half-life and
decay mode is summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Radionuclides used in the experiments, life-time, decay mode
and energy [30]

Nuclide
241

Am
Th

234

(234mPa)
237
Np
233
( Pa)
233
U
14
C

In case of
99% of the

241

241

Half-life

Decay mode

Energie (MeV)

433 y
24.1 d

α (γ)
β- (γ)

5.49/5.44
0.2

1.17 m
2.14x106 y
27 d
1.59x105 y
5730 y

β- (γ)
α (γ)
β- (γ)
α (γ)
β- (γ)

2.3
4.79/4.77
0.3/0.6
4.82/4.78
0.156

Am the alpha counting window is 150-400 keV. A fraction of about

Am total counting rate (in the 0-2000 keV) is found in the above mentioned

alpha counting windows. 234Th is measured together with its daughter, 234mPa, whose short
life-time allows the secular radioactive equilibrium to be reached in about 5 minutes. The
energy window of 0-1000 keV is used for counting.234Th counting rate is always corrected
for decay relative to the beginning of the experiment. In case of 237Np, the contribution of
the beta tailing activity of the daughter 233Pa into the alpha-energy region of 237Np is separated using the pulse decay analysis option of the scintillator analyzer according to the
procedure described by the Packard manufacturer [78]. The discriminator setting is estab-
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lished using 241Am and 45Ca standard solutions with composition and geometry similar to
that of the samples. A Pulse decay discriminator (PDD) of 120 is chosen as discriminator
setting in order to minimize the spillover of beta events into the alpha counting window.
The beta counting window is set as 0-2000 keV and the alpha window as 140-350 keV.
For these counting windows and the chosen PDD the beta spillover into the alpha window
is below 0.1 %.

233

U is measured in the 120-400 keV energy window, where approxi-

mately 98% of the 233U total counting rate is recorded.
For the dual-labelled samples (i.e. actinide-[14C]-humic acid samples), the degree
of overlap between the 14C low maximum energy (156 keV) and the alpha energy region
of 241Am or 233U can be resolved manually, by choosing appropriate energy windows. Selection of the windows is achieved by measuring reference solutions containing only the
radionuclide of interest, i.e. either

241

Am,

233

U or 14C and calculating the degree of spec-

tral interference in the counting windows. The 14C counting window is set as 0-120 keV.
The alpha counting windows are 150-400 keV for 241Am and 120-400 keV for 233U. In the
beta counting window (0-120 keV),

241

Am is found to contribute with about 0.5% of its

counting rate in the alpha window, whereas the

233

U contribution is found to be of ap-

proximately 1%. In all cases the counting rate in the beta window is corrected. Due to the
interference of the low energetic beta emitters

234

Th and

14

C the simultaneous measure-

ment of the two radionuclides is not possible by LSC. Therefore, parallel samples are prepared labelled either with 234Th or 14C. Typical LSC spectra of samples containing
14

both [ C]-humic acid and

241

Am (or

233

U), and

237

234

Th,

Np are presented in Fig.3.3.

Aliquots of the radioactive solution used for spiking are measured along with each
set of samples and are considered as reference input activity. Blanks consisting of 1 mL
0.1 M HCl and 10 mL scintillation cocktail are also measured and the sample counting
rate is corrected accordingly.
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a)
14

C

241

Am

b)

234

Th +234mPa

237

Np

c)

233

Pa

d)

14

C

233

U

Fig. 3.3 LSC spectra of samples containing: a) both 14C and 241Am, b) 234Th in equilibrium with
234m

Pa; c) 237Np in equilibrium with 233Pa, with separation of 237Np alpha contributions (blue region) from the low energy beta tailing (green) of the daughter 233Pa; d) both 14C and 233U. Energy
counting windows set as for the experiments.
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3.4

Colorimetric quantification of Si and Al

Monomeric silicic acid
Monomeric silicic acid is quantified by the molybdenum test (Spectroquant®
1.14794 Silicon, Merck) [25, 27]. The colorimetric method is based on the selective detection of monomeric /dimeric silicic acid species, the so-called soluble silica, reacting
fast with the molybdic acid as compared to the oligomeric (colloidal) species. The method
uses the reaction between silicate ions and ammonium molybdate forming a silicomolybdic complex which is further partially reduced to the silico-molybdenum blue form.
The latter complex shows maximum absorbance at 820 nm. Measurements are performed
in 10 mm plastic cuvettes using a Cary 5000 spectrophotometer assisted by the Cary
WinUV 3.0 Software. The precision of the method is within 1% (1σ) in the concentration
range 0.1 to 5 mg/L Si.
Soluble Al
In the present work the soluble Al is defined as the Al in a solution passing a 10
kDa pore size filter (after removal of precipitate and colloids) and that can be measured
by colorimetry using Chromazurol S as complexation agent (Merck Standard Procedure,
Spectroquant 1.14825-Al). The Al-Chromazurol complex has maximum absorbance at
548 nm. In case that Al is present in solution complexed with EDTA, an additional preparation step is required in order to destroy the Al-EDTA complex [88]. Thus, prior the
Chromazurol addition the samples are mixed with an acidic solution of 1.5 M Pb(NO3)2 in
0.1 M HCl for a final Pb concentration in the sample ten fold in excess relative to EDTA.
The exchange reaction between the EDTA complexed-Al and Pb2+ ion is found to be
complete within 1 h at pH 1 and ambient temperature. Details on the optimization of this
experimental procedure will be published elsewhere [88]. Measurements are carried out in
10 mm quartz cuvettes using a Cary 5000 spectrophotometer assisted by the Cary WinUV
3.0 Software. Al determination is possible in the linear range of 7x10-6 M up to 1x10-4 M.
The precision of the method is approximately 2% (1σ).
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3.5

Spectroscopic characterization of the actinide/colloid binding

TRLFS for the speciation of colloid borne Cm
The measurements are performed by using an excimer-pumped dye laser system
(Lambda Physics, EMG 201 and FL 3002). Cm is excited directly at 375 or 383 nm and
alternately, indirect at 370 nm via excitation of humic acid [135]. Cm fluorescence emission is measured in the spectral range of 580-620 nm, using a delay time of 1.2 µs at a
gate width of 1.3 ms. An optical multichannel analyzer is used for detection, which consist of a polychromator (Jobin Yvon, HR 320) with a 1200 lines/mm grating and a timegateable intensified photodiode array (Spectroscopy instruments, ST 180, IRY 700 G).
For the fluorescence life-time measurements, the delay time is stepwise shifted at 5-25 µs
within the time interval of 1.2-1000 µs [28, 97].
EXAFS spectroscopy for the speciation of Th(IV), Np(V) and U(VI) in aluminosilicate solutions
The coprecipitated samples for X-ray absorption spectroscopy are prepared by titration.
We use aliquots of actinide stock solutions of 4 x10-3 M Th(IV) in 0.9 M HNO3 and
9.4x10-3 M U(VI) in 0.5 M HNO3 (cf. section 3.1, b) and 7.56x10-2 M Np(V) (237Np) in
0.1 M NaClO4. An acidic solution containing a mixture of the actinide solution and Al
solution of 4.0x10-3 M Al3+ in 0.03 M HCl is titrated with an alkaline Si solution of 0.2 M
Si(OH)4 in 0.2 M NaOH (stock solution of set (1) in 3.1). Titration is conducted to the
preset pH of 8.5 for Th and U and to pH 12 for Np. For Th and U blank solutions are prepared by titration of only the actinide solution without Al, with the alkaline Si solution.
One Th-containing sample is also prepared by titration of an acidic solution containing
both Th4+ and Al3+ with a NaOH solution, without Si addition. The coprecipitated samples
are measured without any filtration step.
From the final sample volume of about 20 mL obtained after coprecipitation, aliquots of 2.5 mL (in case of Np aliquot of 0.5 mL of 1.5 mL total) are transferred to Eppendorf centrifuge tubes and sealed for the measurements. The sample containing only Th
and Al is measured as a wet paste separated from the liquid phase by centrifugation (15
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min. at 3000 g) and placed in a 0.5 mL Eppendorf tube. None of the other samples contains visible precipitate. Prior the measurement, the samples are aged for three to four
days. Sample preparation and measurement are performed at ambient temperature and atmosphere, but without controlling the equilibration with the atmospheric CO2.
Th -LIII (16.3 keV), Np-LIII (17.608 keV) and U-LIII (17.155 keV), X-ray absorption spectra are collected at the INE-Beamline at ANKA [89], using a Ge(422) doublecrystal monochromator, detuned to 70% of maximum flux. The measurements are performed in both transmission mode, using Ar gas–filled ionization chambers for monitoring the intensities of the incident and transmitted light, and, in the fluorescence mode, using a 5-element solid state Ge fluorescence detector (Canberra). Energy calibration is performed relative to the first inflection point in the XANES of a Zr reference foil (Zr-K
edge at 17998 eV). Up to seven scans are collected, interpolated and averaged.
The data from the florescence detection mode are analyzed in case of Thaluminosilicate and Th-silicate samples, and from the transmission detection for the
Th/Al, U and Np containing samples. The isolation of the EXAFS oscillations from the
raw absorption spectrum via spline fitting and the least-squares EXAFS curve-fitting are
performed using both the WINXAS 2.3 and UWXAFS programme packages. Theoretical
backscattering amplitude and phase functions used in the fits are calculated with FEFF8.2
[85] code using simple single scattering (SS) paths for each pair of atoms.
Only single scattering paths are included in the fits of the data to the EXAFS equation (eq. 2.15). Multiple scattering (MS) paths along the Np(V)-Oaxial and U(VI)-Oaxial
bonds have been reported [90] to contribute to the EXAFS with an effective distance
twice the An-Oaxial distance. Preliminary calculations of the 4 legged (MS) path
Oaxial↔An↔Oaxial using the difference method [90] show that the MS feature does not
change significantly the remaining fit parameters. During the fits, the amplitude reduction
factor (S0) is held constant at 1. The shift in the ionization energy, ∆E0, is constrained to
be the same value for each shell (i.e. one global parameter for both O shells, another one
for the Si(Al) shell, and one for the Th shell when necessary. In case of U(VI) the number
of the axial O atoms is held constant at 2 during the final fit since preliminary fits result in
a coordination number of about 1.7.
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3.6

Desorption of activity with chelating agents

The desorption experiments are conducted by addition of the 0.1 M EDTA stock
solution (see 3.1) to the actinide-aluminosilicate solutions or aluminosilicate solutions
without actinide. After EDTA addition, the pH of the sample is readjusted by slow addition of small volumes of 0.1 M NaOH solution. The EDTA concentration in the sample is
ten folds higher than that of Al. Following varied contact time period from 3 h to 35 d, the
solutions are filtered through 0.45 µm pore size to eliminate the precipitate, followed by
filtration at 10 kDa pore size combined with centrifugation (5000 g) for separation of the
colloids. Activity in the colloids is further determined as described in section 3.3. The
soluble Al is measured in the filtrate passing the 10 kDa filtrate as described in section
3.4. By difference with the Al concentration introduced initially in the sample we obtain
the Al that is not desorbed by EDTA, or what we call the EDTA resistant Al.
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4.

Interaction of actinide(III-VI) with aluminosilicate colloids

The investigations aim at giving a better insight into the process of the interaction
of actinides with aluminosilicate colloids in the course of their generation by conucleation. The present work is an extension of the former investigations of actinides(III, IV) to
actinides of higher oxidation states (Np(V), U(VI)), and also to the characterization of the
actinide-HAS colloid binding. Accordingly, the study concerns the following issues: identification of the conditions for the formation of stable actinide-HAS pseudocolloids including kinetic aspects of the incorporation process, determination of the colloids capacity
to incorporate increasing amounts of actinide, characterization of the An binding state
within the HAS bulk and investigation of the stability of HAS-colloid-borne actinides.
4.1

Co-nucleation of Si, Al and actinide(III)/(IV)/(V)/(VI)

4.1.1 Formation of colloid-borne actinides: parameter screening

A radiometric screening experiment is performed in order to ascertain the conditions favorable for the formation of stable actinide-HAS colloids in respect with pH, Si
and Al concentration and their concentration ratio. Following the previous experiments
regarding Am(III) and Th(IV) [25, 26], a tracer amount of either

237

Np(V) or

233

U(VI) is

allowed to participate in the co-nucleation process of Al and Si. The chosen Np and U
concentrations are of 7x10-6 M and 8x10-7 M, respectively. The actinides concentration
level is chosen in order to avoid the colloid formation in the actinide pure solution without
Si and Al. Thus, as can be seen in Fig. 4.1, in samples without Si and Al, most activity of
Am, Th, U is present in the precipitate at the current concentration, indicated by the
dashed line. The minimum U and Np concentration is however limited by the necessity to
achieve a good enough counting statistic of

233

U and

237

Np, respectively. The final con-

centration of Si and Al and their ratio are of 1x10-3 M Si, 1x10-5 M Al and 1x10-2 M Si, 1x
10-4 M Al. They correspond to the optimal conditions (cf. section 2.2.1) previously determined [27] for the formation of the HAS colloids from monosilicic and polysilicic acid,
respectively. For 1x10-2 M Si (6.4 times the over-saturation concentration) the fraction of
polysilicic acid formed during co-nucleation is expected to reach a maximum level of 85
%, cf. Fig. 3.1 (approach A), corresponding to the equilibrium dictated by the solubility of
amorphous silica. Blank mother solutions containing the actinide only, without Si and Al,
and the actinide with only Al or Si are also analyzed in order to compare the actinide be45
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Fig. 4.1

Distribution of actinide activity fraction (%) between solution, colloids and precipitate as
a function of initial actinide concentration, for samples at different pH after 35 d conditioning time,
containing only the actinide. Dashed lines mark the actinide activity used in the parameter screening
experiment (section 4.1.1) of: 5x10-8 M Am / 5x10-8 M Th / 7x10-6 M Np / 8x10-7M U. Results for
Am(III) and Th(IV) are taken from [25].
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behaviour with and without the HAS colloid formation. Fig. 4.2 depicts an overview of
the actinides incorporation pattern into the colloidal phase in the pH range 4-9. Results are
shown for blanks, HAS-monosilicic and polysilicic acid after 35 days sample conditioning
time. The present results for U(VI) and Np(V) as well as the previous results for Am(III)
and Th(IV) are included for the purpose of comparison. As can be observed from the diagram, there is an enhanced activity fraction of Am, Th and U in the colloidal phase in the
presence of Si and Al as compared to the blank samples. The activity transfer from precipitate (in blank samples) to colloids observed in the presence of the aluminosilicates is
an indication of actinides binding to the HAS colloids. As one can further observe in Fig.
4.2, the actinides incorporation patterns into the HAS colloids are different, depending on
whether the HAS colloids are generated on the basis of monosilicic or polysilicic acid.
This suggests different incorporation mechanisms depending on the conditions of colloid
formation. The actinides show also different incorporation behaviour. Thus, Am(III) colloid-borne fraction exhibits several maxima: at pH 5 and 8-9 for the HAS colloids generated from monosilicic acid and in the pH range 8-9 for HAS–polysilicic acid based colloids. In contrast, generation of colloid-borne Th(IV) and U(VI) is poor for HAS colloids
generated from monosilicic acid. Maximum colloid-borne fraction is found for Th(IV)
and U(VI) for HAS colloids formed from polysilicic acid. In this case, the actinide activity fraction in the colloidal phase increases with increasing pH and more than 90% activity fraction appears to be associated with the colloidal phase in the pH range 6-9. Another
distinct feature of Th(IV) and U(VI) is their incorporation into the colloidal phase in the
pH range 8-9 in presence of polysilicic acid without addition of Al. The observed fact
suggests the co-nucleation of the two actinides with the polysilicic acid, however, in the
pH range 5-7 the presence of both Si and Al is necessary in order to generate stable colloid-borne Th(IV)/U(VI). This behaviour indicates a distinct incorporation mechanism for
the tetra- and hexavalent actinides as compared to the trivalent actinides. Np(V) appears
not to interact with the HAS colloids in the investigated pH range 7-9. Only a small Np
fraction of 13.5 %, is found in the colloidal phase in case of the HAS colloids formed
from polysilicic acid at pH 9. Most of the Np activity remains in solution as found also in
the blank sample (Fig. 4.1) for which such behaviour could be expected from the thermodynamic solubility data [91]. It is evident from the results presented so far, that the conditions for maximum An incorporation into the HAS-polysilicic acid colloids correspond to
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Fig. 4.2 Colloid-borne activity actinide fraction (%) normalized to the input activity as a function of
pH after 35 d sample conditioning time. Input activity is 5x10-8 M Am / 5x10-8 M Th / 6x10-6M Np /
8x10-7 M U. Si and Al concentrations are indicated on the left and respectively right side of the diagram. Mother solutions with 10-5 M Al, 10-3 M Si generate HAS-monosilicic acid colloids whereas
those with 10-2 M Si, 10-4 M Al generate HAS-polysilicic acid colloids. Results for Am(III) and Th(IV)
are taken from [25, 27].
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the conditions of advanced hydrolysis, i.e. depend on the actinide and pH and as can be
seen from the speciation diagrams in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4.
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Fig. 4.3 Distribution of solution species as a function of pH in carbonate–free solutions of 0.1 M
NaClO4 or 0.5 M NaClO4 at 250 C for: a): Eu(III), b): Th(IV) at [Th]total<10-9 M and c): U(VI) at
[U]total < 10-9 M [92].
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Fig. 4.4 Distribution of solution phase Np(V) hydrolysis species, NpO2(OH)n1-n, as a function of
pH, in a carbonate-free solution of 0.1 M NaClO4 at total dissolved [Np]< 10-6 M [91].

We attribute the very low interaction between Np and the HAS colloids to the reduced
tendency of Np(V) towards hydrolysis, starting only at pH 10 as appears from Fig. 4.4.

4.1.2 Kinetics of actinide incorporation into colloids

In order to get more information about different mechanisms of interaction, the kinetics of actinide incorporation into the colloidal phase at different conditioning times of
the mother solution, from 3 h to 35 days, is analyzed. Np(V) behavior is analyzed under
the pH conditions favoring its hydrolysis, namely in the pH range 10 to 12. Fig. 4.5 illustrates comparatively the actinide activity fraction in the colloidal phase for HAS colloids
generated from both monosilicic and polysilicic acid. Selected results for Am, Th and U
are shown for the pH range 6-9.
In case of Am, Th and U in presence of the HAS colloids generated from
monosilicic acid (Fig. 4.5 a), the activity fraction in the colloids decreases in time in the
pH range from 7 - 8 or remains constant at pH 9. Although the U colloid-borne fraction is
very poor at pH 9, this trend is observed for all the three actinides. Therefore, the increased colloidal stability observed in at pH 9 might be due to the increased negative
charge of the functional groups of the aluminosilicate colloids.
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a)

b)

Fig. 4.5 Colloid-borne actinide activity fraction
(%) normalized to the input activity as a function
of pH after different conditioning times of the
sample, from 3 h to 35 d. Samples contain: 5x10-8
M Am, 5x10-8 M Th, 8x10-7 M U(VI) and 6x10-6
M Np in HAS colloids solution generated from
monosilicic acid (10-5 M Al/10-3 M Si) and
polysilicic acid (10-4 M Al/10-2 M Si). The results
for Am and Th are taken from [25].
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For the HAS colloids generated from polysilicic acid, Am(III) activity fraction in
the colloidal phase remains constant in time in the pH range between 6-9. On the contrary,
the colloid-borne fraction of Th(IV) and U(VI) increases with time, the effect being more
pronounced at lower pH values. For example, at pH 6, the initial amount of colloidal U of
approximately 60%, increases to 95% within 35 days conditioning time of the mother solution. The time dependent incorporation of Th(IV) and U(VI) into the colloids follows
the polymerization behavior of the monosilicic acid, which has been shown to occur
rather slowly at low pH and low Si concentration, as illustrated in Fig. 4.6. As can be
seen, for a Si solution with concentration corresponding to the experimental conditions for
the formation of HAS–polysilicic acid colloids (6.4 times the saturation concentration),
approximately 10 days are needed for the polysilicic acid to attain the equilibrium level in
solutions of pH 5-7. The fact that Th(IV) and U(VI) follow the behavior of the silica
might further suggest that, the hydroxo-complexes of U(VI) and Th(IV) copolymerize
with silicic acid prior formation of Th/U-HAS pseudocolloids (i.e., binding to the to Al
sites). This aspect shall be discussed later in section 4.2.2.

Fig. 4.6 The pH dependent polymerization of monosilicic acid. Fraction of polysilicic acid
formed in solutions with different initial Si concentrations after 1 d (left) and 10 d (right) after pH
adjustment of the original Si solution of pH 12 [27].
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In case of Np in HAS-monosilicic acid solutions (Fig. 4.5 b), no colloid formation
is observed during the 35 d observation time, Np activity fraction remains mainly in solution. The same observation is valid for the HAS -polysilicic acid colloids at pH 10-11.
However, for HAS colloids formed from polysilicic acid at pH 12, corresponding to the
pH region where the Np(V) hydrolysis is already advanced according to thermodynamic
data (Fig. 4.4), we observe an increase of the fraction of colloid-borne Np with time.
Hence, 20% of Np activity appears to be associated with the colloidal phase at the first
moment of the experiment, increases to 40% with aging of the mother solution to 35 d and
is found to remain stable up to 60 days. The interaction kinetics resembles, as in case of
Th and U the polymerization behavior of the monosilicic acid.
The differences in the interaction kinetics between Am(III) and Th(IV)/U(VI)
support the idea of distinct incorporation mechanisms suggested earlier from the incorporation patterns.

4.1.3 Capacity of colloids to incorporate actinides

The results presented in this section refer to the maximum concentration of actinide possible to be incorporated into the HAS colloids generated from either monosilicic
or polysilicic acid. For this purpose, increasing amounts of actinide (up to 8x10-3 M U,
1x10-3 M Th and 5x 10-4 M Eu, as chemical homologue of Am, are separately included in
the generation process of the HAS colloids, in addition to a constant tracer amount of the
actinide of interest. Figure 4.7 illustrates selected results for the actinide fraction incorporated into the colloidal phase as a function of actinide concentration for coprecipitation
samples after 35 days conditioning time in the pH range 7-9. The results refer to the actinide behaviour in presence of HAS colloids from monosilicic and polysilicic acid and also
to blank samples containing only the actinide.
Regarding the results on Am(III) and Th(IV) [25], several remarks can be made as
described in the followings. In the selected pH range 7-9, the maximum concentration of
the incorporated Am(Eu) is found to be of approximately 4.5x10-5 M for HAS colloids
formed from polysilicic acid out of a solution of 1.3x10-2 M Si and 1.5x10-4 M Al. Taking
into account the Si/Al atomic ratio in the HAS colloids of approximately 1 (as discussed
in section 2.2.1), the incorporated Am(Eu) has been found to correspond in this case to
about 50 % of Al or Si concentration in the HAS. Similarly, the maximum colloid-borne
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Th is found at pH 9 for HAS colloids formed from polysilicic acid, with the maximum
amount corresponding in this case to 1.3 x10-4 M Th and equivalent to 80% of Si or Al
concentration in the HAS colloids. At actinide concentration above approximately 10-4 M,
the HAS-colloid-borne actinides are destabilized and the actinides are transferred to the
precipitate.
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Fig. 4.7 Colloid-borne actinide activity fraction (%) as a function of actinide concentration at
different pH values after 35 days sample conditioning time. The three different samples series
contain: only the actinide, 1x10-3 M Si/1x10-5 M Al corresponding to HAS–monosilicic acid colloids and 1x10-2 M Si/1x10-4 M Al, forming HAS-polysilicic acid colloids. The vertical lines mark
the maximum actinide concentration above which the actinide-HAS pseudocolloids are destabilized. Results for Am(III) and Th(IV) taken from [25].
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HAS colloids generated from monosilicic acid appear to have lower capacity to
hold Am(Eu) and even much lower for Th, in the latter case a 100 times less as compared
to the HAS generated from polysilicic acid. For both HAS-monosilicic or polysilicic acid
colloids the capacity of incorporating Am and Th increases generally with increasing pH.
As can be observed in Fig. 4.7, the HAS colloids generated from polysilicic acid
in the pH range 7-9 appear to have also high capacity to incorporate U. We can unambiguously differentiate at pH 7-8 a maximum concentration of incorporated U of 6x10-6 M
(corresponding to approximately 78% of 8x10-6 M U migrating from the mother solution
to the HAS). The capacity of the HAS colloids formed from monosilicic acid appears to
be very low irrespective of the pH. Similar to the case of Am and Th, the maximum
amount of U migrating from solution to the HAS colloids seems to be limited by the concentration of Si or Al in the HAS colloids (10-4 M). Unfortunately at U concentration
around 10-4 M the generation of U real colloids becomes abundant and the fraction of colloid-borne U in presence of Si and Al is similar to that in blank solutions, preventing us to
draw a clear conclusion. Generation of a marginal amount of colloidal U can be observed
in the blank samples already at U concentration of approximately 8x10-6 M, which is
above the equilibrium concentration corresponding to the solubility limit of U(VI) oxides/hydroxides [61]. Formation of U(VI) real colloids is documented in the literature [5].
Polynuclear complexes like (UO2)2(OH)2+2 and (UO2)3(OH)+5 are reported to form at U
concentration above 10-6 M in the neutral pH range [31, 93-95] and further condensation
of such compounds via oxo-bridging may lead to the colloids generation. The large oscillations observed in the blank curve at U concentration around 8x10-5 M U indicate the region of low stability at the onset of U colloid formation. We observe that at concentration
above 10-3 M U the colloidal phase is destabilized and U is transferred to the precipitate.
To summarize, the general observed trend is that the amount of actinide incorporable into the HAS colloids increases with pH and Si concentration and is correlated with
the presence of polysilicic acid species. Affinity of HAS colloids generated from
monosilicic acid for actinides decreases in the order Am(III) > Th(IV) ≥ U(VI).
4.2

Spectroscopic speciation of aluminosilicate colloid-borne actinides

The results presented in the previous section have evidenced the conditions (pH,
concentration of Si and Al) required for the optimum formation of An-HAS pseudocol-
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loids. In the followings TRLFS and EXAFS spectroscopy are applied in order to describe
the chemical binding of the actinides to the aluminosilicate colloids. Both methods have
limitations. Thus, TRLFS cannot be applied in the case of Th(IV) and Np(V) [96] and its
application is more difficult in case of U(VI) as does not provide information about the
number of water molecules remaining in the U coordination sphere. EXAFS sensitivity is
limited to the tenths of millimolar An concentration that is beyond the level that ensures
stability of the colloidal phase. An binding state within the aluminosilicate bulk can be
investigated, but one should be aware of the fact that the type of binding may change with
concentration. EXAFS measurements are performed in order to investigate the coordination environment of An(III-VI) coprecipitating with the aluminosilicates. The questions to
be answer are: what types of bonds occur at the interaction of actinides with the aluminosilicates? How many atoms of Si/Al are coordinated via oxo-bridges? In other words,
how strong is the interaction between the actinide and the aluminosilicate ligand? The
comparison of the results for Eu(III) with those obtained for Cm(III) by TRLFS is also
aimed. The essence of the previous work based on TRLFS is summarized in the next section.

4.2.1 Cm(III): Time resolved laser florescence spectroscopy (TRLFS)

TRLFS is the method dedicated to characterize the binding state of trace amounts
of Cm(III), the chemical analogue of Am(III). This method has been applied by Panak et
al. for studying the speciation of colloid-borne Cm(III) in the HAS solutions generated
from both monosilicic and polysilicic acid and the results have been reported in [25-28,
97].
Selected speciation results are illustrated in Fig. 4.8 for Cm in HAS solution generated from polysilicic acid, which have been shown to favor formation of maximum colloid-borne Am(III) (Fig. 4.8 a). The graph in the upper part of Fig. 4.8 b depicts the deconvoluted fluorescence spectra of different Cm species present in solution with increasing pH, whereas the graph in the lower part illustrates the species fractions as a function
of pH. The shift of the emission peak towards higher wavelength with increasing pH is
attributed to the formation of inner-sphere complexes by an exchange of water molecules
with the complexing ligand, either aluminosilicate or silicate. In addition to the Cm aquo
ion with its characteristic emission at 593.8 nm and a life time of about 65 µs, three
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Cm-HAS species are identified upon increasing pH in the aluminosilicate solutions generated from polysilicic acid: Cm-HAS(I) with the emission peak at 593.8 nm with a life
time of 83.5 ± 3.7 µs, Cm-HAS(II) emerging at 601.8 nm with life time of 88.3 ± 5.2 µs,
and Cm-HAS(III) which appears at 606.8 nm with much longer life time, of 518 ± 25 µs.
The increasing fluorescence life time with increasing pH proves the gradual loss of the
water molecules from the coordination sphere of Cm. The speciation results (Fig. 4.8 b
lower part) evidence besides the Cm aquo cation with 9 coordination water molecules the
Cm-HAS (I) species, found to have 7 remaining coordination water molecules, has its
maximum contribution at pH 4-5, while the second species, Cm-HAS (II), with 6 water
molecules left in the coordination sphere of Cm, reach a maximum contribution around
pH 6.5. Cm-HAS (III) species has one or no water molecule in the coordination sphere
and prevails at pH > 6. These three Cm species are confirmed to be colloidal by spectroscopy with the aid of ultrafiltration.
a)

b)

Fig. 4.8 a) Contour diagram showing the formation of colloid-borne Am (5x10-8 M) as a function
of pH for different mother solutions with Si and Al concentration as indicated on the axes and after 35 d conditioning time. Mother solution of 10-2 M Si/10-4 M Al generating HAS-polysilicic
acid colloids is analyzed by TRLFS. b) Upper part: Emission spectra of the different Cm(III) species after deconvolution of the composite spectra of Cm (4.9x10-8 M) in the mixed solution of 10-2
M Si and 10-4 M Al when increasing the pH from 2 to 9; Lower part: Relative Cm species distribution as a function of pH [from 27].
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The authors also report similar spectroscopic characteristics and species distribution pattern for Cm in solution containing only polysilicic acid and those for Cm in HAS generated from polysilicic acid. On this basis, the authors suggest a similar kind of chemical
binding of Cm within the HAS and the Cm-HPSi, rather with the silanol (Si-OH) moieties, than with the aluminol (Al-OH) groups. This assumption appears to be supported by
the spectroscopic characteristics observed at the interaction of Cm with a suspension of Al
hydroxide, showed to be significantly different from those observed in the experiment for
the Cm-HAS formation. Based on the number of the water molecules remaining in the
coordination sphere of Cm upon the complexation with the silicate ligand, the oxobridging binding state of Cm in aluminosilicate/silicate colloids is characterized as bidentate for Cm-HAS (I) and tri-dentate for Cm-HAS (II), respectively. Since in case of
Cm-HAS (III) species there is virtually no coordination water molecule left in the coordination sphere of Cm, this species corresponds to the complete incorporation of Cm via
multidentate oxo-bridging into the colloidal bulk. The results for the speciation of Cm in
aluminosilicate solution generated from monosilicic acid (not shown here) have evidenced
the formation of two colloid-borne species with spectroscopic characteristics similar to
those of Cm-HAS(I) and Cm-HAS(II) for HAS generated from polysilicic acid. However,
the Cm-HAS (III) species is not observed at the speciation of Cm in HAS solutions from
monosilicic acid and therefore, its formation appears to be conditioned by the presence of
the polysilicic acid at pH > 6. The formation of this complete incorporated Cm species is
ascribed to the catalytic effect of the polysilicic acid in reducing the energy barrier of the
conucleation. Moreover, the authors observe the formation of the Cm-HAS(III) when
heating at 90° C for about 90 days the colloids generated in aluminosilicate solutions prepared at pH 7.5 from monosilicic acid [25]. It appears that Cm incorporation into HAS
increases with pH, Si concentration and temperature. These are thermodynamic but also
kinetic parameters enhancing the polymerization rate of Si. As suggested by the Arrehnius
equation: ln (k2/k1) = Ea/R(1/T1-1/T2), where k1, k2 are the rate constants at temperatures
T1 and T2, Ea is the activation energy and R is the gas constant, the temperature effect
might be achieved by increasing the aging time of the mother solution. In relation to this
aspect, we shall refer in section 4.3.2 to the possible influence of the aging time on the
binding strength. Fig. 4.9 gives an overview on the Cm- HAS species identified in aluminosilicate solutions under different experimental conditions.
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Fig. 4.9 Illustration of the three colloid-borne Cm species which form in the pH range 4 to 9 in a
solution of 10- 2M Si / 10-4 M Al or in a solution of 10- 3 M Si/10-5 M Al by heating 5 days at 900 C.

4.2.2 Actinide(III)/(IV)/(V)/(VI): X-ray absorption spectroscopy

The selected experimental conditions for the EXAFS investigations, namely high
pH values and high concentration of Si, correspond to those where the parameter screening experiments indicate maximum interaction of actinides with the aluminosilicate colloids, as discussed in section 4.1.1. Due to limited EXAFS sensitivity the actual actinides
concentration is higher than in the radiometric experiment (section 4.1). Si and Al concentrations are approximately tenfold higher than their concentration used in the synthesis of
HAS colloids. For the purpose of comparison, the speciation of U(VI) and Th(IV) is investigated also in pure silicic acid solution, without addition of Al. For Th(IV) in aluminosilicate solution, the experiments are carried out at two different Th concentrations in
order to observe potential changes in Th(IV) speciation induced by the increased concentration. The final composition of the samples analyzed in the present work is described in
Table 4.1. The metrical parameters obtained in the best fits, coordination number (N),
bond distance (R), the relative mean squared difference in the interatomic distances or
Debye–Waller factor (σ 2), and relative shifts in the ionization energy (ΔE 0) are summarized in Table 4.2. Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 show the k3-weighted Th LIII EXAFS function,
χ(k), and their corresponding Fourier transforms (FTs) together with the theoretical fits

for the Th(IV) containing samples. Fig. 4.12 depicts the Np LIII data for Np(V) sample
and Fig. 4.13 the U LIII data.
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Table 4.1 Composition of samples analyzed by EXAFS.
Sample

pH

[Si]/[Al]

[An]/[Al]

[An]/[Si]

-2.86

8.6

72

1.00

0.014

-1.00

-

8.6

-

-

0.014

-3.00

-1.05

-2.70

8.6

45

0.50

0.011

Th/HAS(2)

-2.66

-1.08

-2.70

8.6

39

1.10

0.026

Th/Si(ref.)

-2.64

-1.14

-

8.6

-

-

0.032

Th/Al(ref.)

-2.72

-

-2.72

8.6

-

1.00

-

Np(V)

Np/HAS

-2.30

-1.05

-2.74

12.0

49

2.78

0.056

U(VI)

U/HAS

-2.31

-1.09

-2.92

8.6

68

4.07

0.06

U/Si(ref.)

-2.28

-1.09

-

8.6

-

-

0.064

Eu(III)*

Th(IV)

*

log[An]

log[Si]

log[Al]

(M)

(M)

(M)

Eu/HAS

-2.86

-1.00

Eu/Si(ref.)

-2.85

Th/HAS(1)

taken from [98]

for the U(VI) containing samples. The FTs are not corrected for the EXAFS phase shift
causing peaks to appear at shorter distances relative to the real near-neighbour distances
(R-Δ).

Th/HAS(1) ~1% Th (relative to the total concentration of Si and Al) in the sample solution
The FT main peak of the EXAFS spectra for Th/HAS(1) sample (Fig. 4.10, top) is
attributed to an O shell, while the second shell is ascribed to the Si or Al atoms. The differentiation between Si and Al in the second coordination shell is not possible in EXAFS,
as they are Z+1 elements; their backscattering amplitude and phase shift functions are too
similar. Approximately 6 O atoms at an average distance of 2.41 Å are obtained in the fit
results. The large asymmetry of the O coordination shell, reflected by a σ2 value of 0.013
Å2, indicates large variation in Th-O bonds. The relative low coordination number of the
O atoms is comparable to that of 6-8 O atoms found for Th incorporated in silicate glasses
[99] or Th sorbed onto amorphous silica [100]. In the second Th(IV) coordination shell 34 Si or Al atoms are located at an average distance of 3.79 Å. Similar bond lengths
have been observed for Th(IV) sorbed onto amorphous silica and montmorillonite and for
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Fig. 4.10 Th LIII edge k3-weighted EXAFS spectra (left) and the corresponding FTs (right), solid
lines: the experimental data, symbols: the theoretical fits for the following samples. Top:
Th/HAS(1) (~1% Th in sample). Transform k range 1.5-11.6 Å-1, fit range 1-3.3 Å; Middle:
Th/HAS(2) and bottom: Th/Si(ref) (~3% Th in sample). Transform k range 2-13 Å-1, fit range 1.54 Å. Both FT amplitude (circles) and imaginary parts (triangles) are shown.
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the Th(IV) coordinated to the SiO4 tetrahedral edges in huttonite (3.69-3.78 Å) [100, 101].
For An(IV) dissolved in silicate glasses prepared at 500-1000° C, the second neighbour
environment is described as 3-4 Si(Al) atoms at 3.50-3.85 Å [12]. For the similar system,
Farges [99] reports the presence of Th(IV)-Si/Al contributions at two distances 3.25-3.50
Å and 3.80-3.90 Å. We do not detect any splitting in the Th-Si interatomic distances. We
do find however the Th-Si(Al) distribution to be asymmetric, reflecting a variation in the
distances.
Binding of Th to the Si/Al polyhedron may occur via one O atom, coordination
known as corner-sharing link. Such type of coordination leads to a maximum Th-Si/Al
distance, equal to the sum of Th-O and Si/Al-O distances, in case of a simple linear
monodentate interaction between Th and the silanol/aluminol groups (the bond angle ThO-Si of 180°). Such kind of configuration is illustrated below (not scaled).

180°

Si(Al)—O—Th

Bond angle smaller than 180° gives shorter Th-Si(Al) distances. The shortest Th-Si(Al)
distance is obtained in case of a bindentate link when Th shares two oxygen atoms with
one Si/Al polyhedron (edge-sharing link), as can be seen below:

O
Si(Al)

Th
O

The Th-O-Si/Al bond angle, can be calculated according to the following equation:

⎛ R (Th − Si / Al ) 2 − R(Th − O) 2 − R ( Si / Al − O) 2
Ө = cos-1 ⎜⎜
− 2 ⋅ R(Th − O) ⋅ R ( Si / Al − O )
⎝

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(4.1)
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where R(Th-Si/Al) and R(Th-O) represents the EXAFS derived bond lengths and
R(Si/Al-O) the bond lengths in the Si(Al) polyhedrons taken from literature data. We take
into account the experimental Th-O and Th-Si(Al) bond lengths and the average Si-O and
Al-O bond lengths for tetrahedral coordination reported for natural aluminosilicates and
glasses [35, 103] of 1.64 Å and 1.75 Å, respectively. Calculations according to eq. 4.1
lead to Si(Al)-O-Th bond angles in the range 130-140°, which indicate a corner-sharing
link of Th. As in our HAS samples of allophone /protoimogolite type Al could have both
tetrahedral as well as octahedral coordination [22], it would be possible that Th(IV) binds
to the aluminol groups in the AlO6-octahedron. In this case, considering the average Al-O
distance of 1.9 Å [104], our experimentally determined Th-Si(Al) bond length, 3.79 Å,
leads to calculated Al-O-Th bond angle of about 1200. Based on the comparison between
our experimental Th-O/Th-Si distances and those described for the silicate glass and
huttonite systems, we conclude that Th binding to SiO4 (AlO4) tetrahedra and/or AlO6 octahedra is a corner-sharing link, where the Th(IV) coordination polyhedron is connected
to the Si(Al) polyhedron by one O atom. Edge-sharing link to SiO4 tetrahedron or AlO6
octahedron is unlikely because it would lead to significantly shorter Th-Si(Al) distances,
calculated as approximately 3.1 and 3.4 Å, respectively.
The Si(Al) coordination number (3-4 atoms) is larger for our coprecipitated aluminosilicates than observed for Th(IV) species sorbed onto amorphous silica and montmorillonite (1-2 atoms) [100, 101]. This indicates the presence of multiple links of Th(IV) units
to the Si(Al) polyhedra. No contribution of any Th-Th distance is detected and thus there
is no evidence for the formation of polynuclear-Th complexes or surface precipitate. This
fact combined with the large Si/Al coordination number, proves the incorporation of
Th(IV) into the polymerized aluminosilicate bulk. We cannot exclude some minor Th-Th
contribution undetectable by EXAFS, however. Nevertheless, we can conclude that, under
these conditions, the polymerization reaction between hydrolyzed aqueous Th complexes
and the aluminosilicate units is favoured over the self-condensation reaction of hydrolyzed Th complexes.

Th/HAS(2) and Th/Si (ref): ~3 % Th in the sample solution
The coordination environment of Th(IV) in samples Th/HAS(2) and Th/Si(ref)
appear to be quite similar, as one can see from the FTs of the spectra shown in Fig. 4.10
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(middle and bottom). Furthermore, the corresponding structural parameters are different
from those observed for sample Th/HAS(1), containing only 1 % Th. This fact indicates
changes in Th speciation associated with the increase of the Th concentration in the sample. Hence, the Th-O interatomic distances for Th/HAS(2) and Th/Si(ref.), at an average
distance of 2.36 Å, are 0.05 Å shorter compared to the sample with lower Th concentration. We also observe that for the samples with higher Th content, the second neighbour
(Si/Al) has a lower N (Si/Al) of about 2 and appears at much shorter distances: 3.24 Å in
the aluminosilicate samples and 3.28 Å in the silicate sample. These bond lengths are significantly shorter than the Th-Si/Al distances for Th(IV) sorption onto amorphous silica
[100] or montmorillonite [101] discussed above and close to those found for Th(IV) dissolved in silicate glasses [99] and leachates [105]. Another distinct feature of the spectra
for the samples with higher Th concentration as compared to Th/HAS(1) is the presence
of a Th-Th distance. About 1 Th atom is observed at 3.84 Å and 3.80 Å in the Th/HAS(2)
and Th/Si(ref), respectively. This suggests polynuclear Th species and/or a surface precipitate formation. At this level of Th concentration the interaction between the Th(IV)
hydrolysis species becomes important. A similar Th-Th interaction (0.7 Th atoms at 3.77
Å) is described in [101] for Th(IV) sorbed onto montmorillonite at pH 5. The Th-Th distances in samples Th/HAS(2) and Th/Si(ref.) are however different from those observed
in Th(OH)4(am) or Th (IV) colloids (3.96 Å and 3.99 Å, respectively [106]).
Applying eq. 4.1 to the EXAFS derived Th-O and Th-Si(Al) distances, the calculated Th-O-Si(Al) bond angle is of approximately 110° in case of Th(IV) coordination to
SiO4 tetrahedron and of approximately 100° for Th(IV) coordinated to the AlO6 octahedron. The very small bond angle of 100° indicates the edge sharing link of Th(IV) to the
AlO6 octahedron as a potential candidate for bidentate binding of Th(IV) to the aluminosilicates. In this case, taking into account an average Al-O bond length of 1.90 Å and
our experimental Th-O of 2.36 Å, the calculated Th-Al distance (3.29 Å) would be only
0.05 Å shorter than the experimental one (3.24 Å). Although the calculated bond angle of
110° corresponding to Th coordination to SiO4 tetrahedron is also small, the edge-sharing
link to SiO4 tetrahedron is unlikely because would lead to significantly shorter bond
lengths, calculated as approximately 2.9 Å. The small angle and the observation of 2
Si(Al) atoms in the second coordination shell indicate rather a double corner sharing link,
where Th binds to the silanol/aluminol groups of two neighbouring polyhedra. These
polyhedra should have a certain orientation to accommodate Th in the given coordination,
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i.e., with the distance between the two neighbouring Si or Si/Al calculated as approximately 3.2 Å. Such type of binding (double corner sharing) was proposed for Th sorbed
onto amorphous silica [100] and for Hf(IV) onto mica [107].

Th/Al(ref) 50 % Th in sample (relative to the total concentration of Th and Al in solution)
As can be seen from Fig.4.11, the Th LIII EXAFS spectra and corresponding FT
for Th(Al) sample differs completely from the previous cases. The O atoms shell is split
into two distances. The majority of O atoms are located at average distance of 2.41 Å (O1)
and a smaller O contribution of about 1 atom (O2) is found at about 3.03 Å. Such O coordination environment of Th (with respect to the split of the O shell at the corresponding
distances) resembles that encountered in amorphous Th(OH)4 and in amorphous Th colloid samples, as described by Rothe et al. [106].

4

7-8 O at 2.41 Å
1-2 O at 3.03 Å
<1 Al at 3.55 Å
4-5 Th at 3.97 Å
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Fig. 4.11 Th LIII edge k 3-weighted EXAFS spectra (left) and the corresponding FT (right) for
Th/Al(ref) sample. Lines indicate experimental data and symbols the theoretical fit curves. Transform k range 1.8-12.2 Å-1, fit range 1.5-4 Å.

The FT peak at R-Δ about 3.5 Å is well modelled using a shell of Al atoms. However, the fit is possible only by constraining the Debye-Waller factor of the O2 to positive
values. The FT peak representing the Th-Th interaction in this sample is pronounced and
the fits yield coordination numbers of about 3-4 Th atoms, but with large disorder (σ2 =
0.021 Å). The presence of Th neighbours at about 3.92-4.0 Å has been reported for amor65
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phous Th(OH)4 and microcrystalline ThO2 [100, 106]. Giaquinta et al. [108] has described
the environment of Th(IV) sorbed onto bentonite clay under hydrothermal conditions as a
ThO2-like polynuclear species with observed Th-Th distance at 3.93 Å.

Np/HAS
The FT of the EXAFS spectrum for the Np/HAS (Fig. 4.12) exhibits two peaks,
ascribed to the axial O atoms (Oax) and to the equatorial O atoms (Oeq). EXAFS analysis
(Table 4.2) yields approximately two O atoms at about 1.85 Å, characteristic for the pentavalent neptunyl cation with Np-Oax distances reported to vary in the range 1.83 to 1.85
Å [109-111]. The second shell consists of approximately five Oeq atoms at an average distance of 2.40 Å. The Np-Oeq distance is significantly shorter than expected for the aquo
cation (2.49-2.53 Å) [109-112].

8
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Fig. 4.12 Np LIII edge k3-weighted EXAFS spectra (left) and the corresponding FT (right) for
Np/HAS sample. Lines: the experimental data, symbols: the theoretical fit curves. Both FT amplitude (circles) and imaginary parts (triangles) are shown. Transform k range 3.4-14 Å-1 and fit
range 1-2.5 Å.

The Np(V) coordination sphere appears to be highly asymmetric, as indicated by
the relatively large Debye-Waller factor of about 0.014 Å2. The large asymmetry is likely
a result of the contribution of different ligands, such as coordinating water molecules, OH
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Table 4.2: EXAFS structural parameters obtained by fitting the An LIII-edge EXAFS of

the samples with the composition described in Table 4.1. Uncertainty in the coordination
numbers and in the interatomic distances are within 20% and 0.02 Å, respectively.
σ2 [Å2]

Sample

Shell

N

R [Å]

Eu/HAS*

O

7.8

2.40

0.0039

Si/Al

4.8

3.70

0.0024

O

5.7

2.39

0.0140

Si/Al

3.4

3.65

0.0150

O

5.8

2.41

0.013b
b

Eu/Si(ref)*

Th/HAS (1)

ΔE0 (eV)

Residuala

0.7

Si/Al

3.3

3.79

0.006

2.6
-4.0

Th/HAS (2)

O
Si/Al
Th

6.5
1.8
0.8

2.36
3.24
3.84

0.0126
0.0085
0.0024

-1.82
-1.6
4.6

7.6

Th/Si(ref.)

O
Si
Th

8.5
1.7
0.6

2.36
3.28
3.80

0.0172
0.0060
0.0014

-1.8
3.1
-2.0

8.9

Th/Al(ref.)

O1
O2
Al
Th

7.2
1.2
0.7
4.2

2.41
3.03
3.55
3.97

0.0095
0.0001c
0.0026
0.0219

-0.61
-0.61
13.0
2.0

4.9

Np(V)/HAS

Oax
Oeq

1.9
4.7

1.85
2.40

0.0003
0.0130

2.1
2.1

8.8

Oax
Oeq
Si(1)/Al
Si(2)/Al

2d
5.4
1.1
2.1

1.73
2.25
3.20
3.40

0.0040
0.0077
0.0098
0.0121

-6.27
-6.27
9.24
9.24

4.0

Oax
Oeq

2d
6.7

1.78
2.25

0.0040
0.0131

-4.96
-4.96

1.0

Si

3.7

3.38

0.0260

8.96

U/HAS
k range 2.8-12
Winxas
U/Si(ref)
k range 2.1-10.6
Fefffit
*

Results taken from [98].

a

- residual (R) (%) is an indicator of the fit quality and represents the relative difference
between experimental and theoretical data, b-includes the 3rd cumulant correction; c– constrained to positive values during the final fit; d –fixed during the final fit.
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groups and the aluminosilicate ligand. We do not detect any Si(Al) coordination shell as
for the other samples that would have been a direct proof of inner sphere complexation
with the aluminosilicate ligand. Also, in the absence of Np-Np interactions there is no
evidence for the formation of a surface precipitate in the sample.
However, that no Np-Si(Al) shell is observed in the FT spectrum does not necessarily exclude the presence of electrostatic and/or inner-sphere interaction between the
Np(V) and the aluminosilicates. Loss in overall EXAFS oscillatory amplitude can result
through destructive interference of a number of oscillations having small differences in
their frequencies due to their small variations in bond length [33, 113]. The literature data
regarding Np(V) in inorganic matrices are rare. The result for the coordination environment of Np(V) in aluminosilicate solution is similar to that reported for Np(V) embedded
in borosilicate glasses [102]. In the glass matrix the authors observed about 4 Oeq atoms at
mean distance of 2.35 Å. Here, too, no further neighbour distances are detected. The coordination environment of Np(V) sorbed onto kaolinite at pH 9 has been investigated by
Reich et al. [110]. The authors found no evidence of inner-sphere complexation of Np(V)
with the functional groups of the mineral but reported the formation of Np carbonato species at the mineral surface. Although under the present experimental conditions of pH 12,
the carbonate concentration should be also quite high [114], the presence of the carbonate
ligand can be excluded since from the EXAFS spectrum there is no evidence of Np-C interactions which have been observed in the above mentioned study at distance of 2.94 Å
[110].
At the moment one cannot draw a clear conclusion about the nature of Np(V) interaction with the aluminosilicates from the EXAFS results. Np(V) association with the
aluminosilicate colloids observed in the radiometric experiments (section 4.1.1) might
have been the result of Np(V) surface complex. A polynuclear complex or surface precipitate formation may be excluded due to the lack of any Np-Np distance in the FT of the
EXAFS spectrum.

U/HAS and U/Si(ref)
The U LIII EXAFS spectra and FT for samples U/HAS and U/Si(ref.) shown in Fig. 4.13
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have similar characteristics, both displaying two significant FT peaks. The major FT peak
results from contributions from the axial and equatorial O atoms. The second, smaller
peak, which appears at longer distance, is attributed to Si(Al) backscatters in the third
U(VI) coordination sphere. The results yield Oax at distances of 1.73 and 1.78 Å, respectively. These values compare well with other EXAFS results for U-Oax interatomic distances reported for uranyl species in inorganic compounds, 1.75 to 1.81 Å [103, 112,
115]. Approximately 6 Oeq are found at an average distance of 2.25 Å.
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Fig. 4.13 U LIII edge k2-weighted EXAFS spectra (left) and the corresponding FTs for U/HAS
(top) and U/Si(ref.) (bottom) samples. Lines indicate experimental data and symbols theoretical fit
curves. Transform range k 2.8-12 Å-1 and 2.1-10.6 Å-1, fit range 1-3.5 Å.

This is significantly shorter than that expected for uranyl aquo-complexes, of 2.41-2.43 Å
[104, 116, 117] and indicates a strong inner-sphere complexation of the uranyl cation.
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U-Oeq distances near 2.25 Å are 0.09 Å shorter than that reported for the inner-sphere
complexes of uranyl in naturally occuring Al-Si gels found in uranium deposits (2.34 Å),
0.06 Å shorter than that in silicate minerals such as soddyte (2.31 Å), and comparable to
that in U(VI) oxides precipitates formed at pH values above 7 and in uranyl hydroxides
formed under alkaline conditions (2.26 Å) [104, 117-121]. The present results compare
best to the oxygen coordination environment reported for the uranyl cation in silicate
glasses and melts, where approximately 5 O atoms at distance of 2.23 -2.25 Å are observed [103, 122].
The coordination numbers and the average interatomic distances obtained in the
preliminary fit for the second neighbor, Si or Al in the aluminosilicate sample and Si in
the silicate sample, suggest that both samples have a similar U(VI) coordination environment. However, a significant better fit of the data for the U/HAS sample is obtained with
the third shell split into two distances Si/Al(1) and Si/Al(2). In case of the U/Si(ref) sample, there is not enough resolution in the interatomic distance due to the limited k range in
this case. The fits using the split shell model yields interatomic distances of about 3.2 and
3.4 Å. The splitting of the Si(Al) shell into two distances observed in the aluminosilicate
sample indicates the possibility that U(VI) exists in different coordination environments.
The U-Si distances are comparable to the U-Si distances observed in uranyl silicate minerals: soddyte or uranophane (3.1-3.2 Å) and boltwoodite (3.5-3.6 Å) [116-118, 123]. The
uranyl species sorbed onto silica containing compounds and clay minerals, where the
complexation is attributed to a bidentate binding to the the silanol sites, show generally
shorter U-Si distances, between 2.77-3.16 Å [104, 113, 115, 117, 123]. Crystallographic
data on compounds with direct binding of U(VI) to the Al-O sites appear not to be available in the literature; several EXAFS studies have either failed to detect any U-Al interaction, or characterize it as weak [115, 116, 121, 124]. U-Si(Al) distances of 3.3 Å have
been found by Henning et al. [104] and Arai et al. [35], for U(VI) sorbed onto montmorillonite at pH 5-7, and onto imogolite, respectively. In both studies, the observed distances
have been ascribed to edge-sharing coordination of U(VI) to the alumina octahedron.
Using the U-Oeq and U-Si(Al) bond lengths of 2.25 Å and (3.2-3.4 Å), respectively, determined from EXAFS analysis the Si(Al)-O-U bond angle is calculated in a
manner similar to that used for Th(IV) discussed above (eq. 4.1). The short distance of
3.20 Å observed in the U/HAS sample gives a calculated bond angle of 100° and 110°
considering U(VI) binding to the AlO6 octahedron and Si(Al)O4 tetrahedron, respectively.
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Such very small angle of approximately 100° and the N (Si/Al) of about 1, suggests an
edge-sharing link of U(VI) to the AlO6 octahedron. This assumption is supported by the
fact that the calculated U-Al distance of 3.14 Å is only 0.06 Å shorter than the experimental one. Edge-sharing link to SiO4 tetrahedron would lead to much shorter U-Si bond
lengths (calculated as approximately 2.8 Å) as compared to the experimental values. The
longer U-Si(Al) distance, of 3.40 Å, gives U-Si(Al) bond angle in the range 110-120° and
indicates a corner sharing of U(VI) with the Si(Al) polyhedrons. The presence of about
two and three Si/Al atoms in the aluminosilicate and silicate sample, respectively may indicate in this case also double corner sharing link to neighboring Si(Al) polyhedrons. In
order that such coordination to be possible the polyhedrons should be oriented in such
way that the Si-Si(Al) distance is about 3.24 Å. The results above support the presence of
several coordination environments for U(VI) in our aluminosilicate solution, the EXAFS
parameters reflecting the average structure of the species mixture.
A very recent EXAFS study [35] has characterized the speciation of U(VI) sorbed
onto synthetic imogolite in the pH range 5-9, in air equilibrated system. At pH 8.8, which
is similar to our pH conditions, the authors have reported the presence of two U(VI) species: U(VI) bis-carbonato inner-sphere surface complex and U(VI) tris-carbonato outersphere complex. In the present samples the formation of U(VI) carbonate complexes can
rule out since trying to consider in the fit this U-C distance at about 2.9 Å, as characteristic for the carbonate coordination of uranyl cation [35, 125] is not successful.
The coordination number determined experimentally for Si(Al) atoms of about 3
suggests a strong interaction (incorporation) of the uranyl into the aluminosilicates/silicates structure. Generally, not more than one Si(Al) atom has been found for
uranyl surface complexes with silica containing compounds/aluminosilicate minerals [35,
101, 112, 117, 123]. However, the specific experimental conditions of the above mentioned studies differ from those of the present work, as they have been generally carried
out using solid phases with different degrees of structural order. In our system, U coprecipitates with aluminosilicates/silicates in solutions rich in polysilicic acid, known to have
high affinity for metal cations [37] and the poorly structured aluminosilicates have less
lattice constrains and may allow incorporation of the U(VI) into the bulk. In another
EXAFS study [115] concerning the structural analysis of U(VI) coprecipitated with zeolites precursors from alkaline solutions and at temperatures of 50-90° C, approximately 2
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and 3 Si(Al) atoms were detected at 2.93 Å and 3.60 Å respectively, together with about 3
U atoms in the third coordination shell. The results were interpreted by the authors as
formation of mixed uranyl phases: U(VI) oxide/hydroxide together and U(VI) silicate.
The present EXAFS spectra do not indicate the presence of any significant FT peak,
which could be attributed to U-U distances similar to those reported for schoepite, soddyte, or uranyl sorbed onto silica compounds (3.7 to 3.9 Å) [115, 116, 118, 123]. This indicates there is no formation of a uranyl polynuclear complex or surface precipitate, despite the fact that under these conditions of high pH and U(VI) concentration U(VI) colloidal species are detected by radiometry in the blank solutions (without Si and Al), (see
discussion in section 4.1.3). It appears that the reaction between the U(VI) hydroxocomplexes and the aluminosilicates is preferred over the polimerization reaction between the
U(VI) hydroxocomplexes.
The Debye–Waller factor, σ2 for both O and Si coordination shell in Table 4.2 is
much larger in case of the U/Si(ref.) compared to that for the U/HAS sample, suggesting a
more ordered U(VI) coordination environment in the aluminosilicate sample. One explanation might be that the presence of the Al octahedra in the aluminosilicate bulk generate
more flexible (i.e., steric available) sites better able to accomodate the uranyl ion. More
detailed interpretation of data in view of the identification of the second neighbor of
Th(IV)/U(VI) is difficult at the present time. The structure of the aluminosilicate bulk is
not known. Given the polymerization of silicic acid that generates a variety of structures
including linear and cyclic ones [37] and the possibility that Al changes its coordination
number from 6 to 4, various binding sites for the actinide can exist, in principle.
EXAFS has been previously applied to investigate the speciation of Eu(III) in our
aluminosilicate /silicate system [98], under conditions of high Si concentration and pH
(Table 4.1) where TRLFS evidenced the complete replacement of all Cm(III) coordination
water molecules by the polysilicate/aluminosilicate ligand. The Eu LIII EXAFS results
(Table 4.2) for the Eu/HAS sample showed the Eu(III) first coordination shell to be comprised of 7-8 O atoms and a second shell consisting of 4-5 Si/Al atoms. No further Eushell could be evidenced that excludes surface precipitate formation. Calculations according to eq. 4.1, gives Eu-O-Si/Al bond angle between 120° and 130° and indicates that Eu
binds to each SiO4(AlO6) polyhedron by only one O atom (corner sharing link).
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Fig. 4.14 gives an overview of the EXAFS results on the actinide speciation in aluminosilicate solutions.

Fig. 4.14 Fourier transforms of the kn-weighted An LIII-edge EXAFS spectra of actinides in HAS

solutions (overview). Mother solutions contain approximately 10-3 M actinide, 10-3 M Al and 10-1
M Si. Sample pH is of 8.5 for Am, Th and U and 12 in case of Np. Si/Al neighbors are identified
in the actinides coordination sphere except in case of Np. Results for Eu are taken from [98].

Several general observations can be made. EXAFS spectroscopy proves the innersphere complexation of An(III, IV, VI) with the aluminosilicates and silicates, as predicted from the radiometric experiments. In case of the HAS samples there is evidence
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that the An(III, IV, VI) binding to each SiO4/AlO6 polyhedron occur via one O atom (corner-sharing link) and that U(VI) could also bind to an AlO6 polyhedron via two O atoms
(edge-sharing link). If one further considers the number of Si/Al atoms relative to the
number of O atoms in the actinide coordination shell, rough calculations indicate approximately 60-70 % of the O atoms to be contributions from the aluminosilicate ligand
and support the idea that the actinides are incorporated into the polymerized aluminosilicate bulk. The An-aluminosilicate interaction appears to be preferred over the formation
of An(IV,VI) polynuclear complex/surface precipitate. Within the HAS bulk, the An(IV,
VI) binding might be directed to both Si and/or Al, at the present limited knowledge of
the HAS structure. There is no evidence for the formation of inner-sphere complexes of
Np(V) with the aluminosilicates under the pH conditions where radiometric experiments
show maximum Np-HAS colloids interaction, but however, formation of Np surface precipitate can be excluded based on the EXAFS measurements.

4.3

Stability of aluminosilicate colloid-borne actinides

The stability of actinide binding to colloids is one of the relevance criteria for the
colloidal facilitated migration of actinides. Stable incorporation of actinides into stable
aquatic colloids promotes the colloids as carrier for actinide migration with the water flow
without substantial geochemical hindrance. Stability of actinide-colloids binding refers to
the actinide ability to remain as colloid-borne species upon changes in the environmental
conditions. Therefore, the binding stability is operationally defined by the selected conditions like variations in pH, temperature, ionic strength, the presence of anionic ligands, as
potential changes that may occur in the natural environment.
The present work considers the stability of the colloid-borne actinides and of the
colloid-borne Al (Al-O-Si binding in the HAS) relative to the pH decrease and EDTA as
competitive ligand.
4.3.1. pH reversibility of the colloid-borne Al and actinide(III)

The pH reversibility has been previously investigated for Cm-HAS colloid borne
species formed in HAS solutions generated from polysilicic acid at pH 9 [27]. As discus-
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sed in section 4.2.1, under these conditions the only Cm species present in solution is the
Cm-HAS (III) corresponding to the complete incorporation of Cm into the HAS. The
spectroscopic speciation is carried out upon decreasing the pH of the solution from 9 to 2
and the results on the distribution of Cm species are illustrated in Fig. 4.15 a. As can be
seen, lowering the pH induces a gradual conversion of the Cm-HAS(III) species to CmHAS(II) and Cm-HAS(I) accompanied by an increasing fraction of the Cm aquo cation.
Thus, the completely incorporated Cm species appears to be pH reversible; increasing
acidity promotes the breakage of the Cm-O-Si bonds and the gradual dissociation of Cm
from the colloids. The authors have also investigated the stability of the Cm-HAS(III)
species at each pH value as a function of time. The results are shown in Fig. 4.15 b. We
observe that at pH values above 5, the Cm-HAS(III) fraction remains stable in solution up
to 63 days. Only after decreasing the pH of the original solution below pH 5 the stability
of the Cm-HAS(III) species is significantly lower.
In analogy with Cm(III), the present work considers the pH reversibility of the colloid-borne Al generated under similar conditions, namely in the presence of polysilicic
acid at pH 9. The experiments are carried out with HAS solutions freshly prepared (1 h),
without actinide addition. Al behavior is observed in separate samples upon acidification
to pH values between 4 and 1 and in 2 M HCl. The soluble Al is determined at different
time intervals in the solution resulting after elimination of precipitate and colloids as described in section 3.3. The fraction of Al bound within HAS colloids represents the normalized difference between the Al initial concentration in the mother solution and the
concentration measured in the filtered solution after lowering the pH.
Fig. 4.15 c illustrates selected results for the fraction of Al bound to the HASpolysilicic acid colloids as a function of time at different pH values. As can be seen, upon
decreasing the initial solution pH to the value of 4, the Al-colloid-borne fraction remains
stable within the observation time of 60 days. From pH 3 down, the Al dissolution is evident, but nevertheless, a significant fraction of Al (about 50 %) is still stable in the aluminosilicates up to 60 days. At higher acidity (i.e. pH 1) the Al-O-Si binding is strongly destabilized within few days. Although as in the case of Cm(III) the Al(III)-O-Si bond appears also to be pH reversible, the binding starts to be destabilized from lower pH as
compared to the Cm(III)-O-Si, namely 3 instead of 5. This result suggests that, within the
HAS, the Cm(III)-O-Si binding is weaker than the Al(III)-O-Si binding.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 4.15 a): Relative Cm(III) species distribution as a function of pH at reverse titration of a
solution initially of pH 9 and containing Cm (5x10-8 M), Si 1x10-2 M and Al 1x10-4 M (forming
HAS-polysilicic acid colloids); b) Stability of the colloid-borne Cm-HAS(III) species as a function of time at different pH values (from [27]); c): Stability of the colloid-borne Al as a function of
time at different pH values after decreasing the pH of the original solution. The original HAS solutions are prepared with 1x10-2 M Si and 1x10-4 M Al at pH 9.
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4.3.2 EDTA resistance of colloid-borne Al and actinide(III)/(IV)/(V)/(VI)

In order to get a relative assessment of the actinide-colloid binding strength under
the condition of maximum formation of colloid-borne actinides, a ligand competition experiment is we further carried out, with the aid of EDTA as competitor for the HAS. The
stability of colloid-borne Al (the Al-O-Si binding within the HAS) is also considered.
EDTA is a well known chelating agent which forms in solution very stable complexes
with most metal ions. As example, the stability constants of several complexes formed
between EDTA and actinides and Al are summarized in Table 8.1 (Appendix). For the
experiment, two modes of the generation of actinides pseudocolloids in natural systems
are considered: the co-nucleation of actinides with Al and Si, and the interaction of An
with aged HAS colloids.
Actinides interacting with HAS colloids in statu nascendi (conucleating Si and Al)
The desorption experiments are carried out on 3 series of samples corresponding
to Am(III), Th(IV) and U(VI). Each series of sample consists of 8.6x10-7 M actinide and
10-2 M Si / 10-4 M Al corresponding to the synthesis of HAS from polysilicic acid at pH 7
and 9. The samples are conditioned for 1 day, enough to ensure the formation of maximum colloid-borne fraction of Th(IV) and U(VI) which have been shown to have fast kinetic of incorporation at these pH and Si concentration. In case of trivalent actinides, as
outlined in section 4.2.1 the “complete incorporated Cm”, (Cm-HAS(III) species), forms
during co-nucleation process and prevails under the experimental conditions. After the 1
day conditioning time with actinides, EDTA is added at a final concentration of 1x10-3 M.
The partition of actinide activity fraction in the three phases is monitored before EDTA
addition and at different intervals thereafter.
EDTA competes with the HAS for binding the actinides and promotes their desorption from the HAS colloids by formation of complexes in solution. The experimental
EDTA concentration, one order of magnitude higher than that of Al, is in larger excess to
the actinide ensuring its complete complexation. The stability constants of such complexes are shown in Table 8.1 but, once in solution, the actinides tend to hydrolyze with
formation of hydroxo complexes and hydroxide solid phases, reaction which will compete
with the complexation by EDTA. Therefore, blank experiments are performed by adding
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EDTA to solutions of pH 5, 7 and 9 containing only the actinide. The results show that the
activity fraction is transferred completely to the solution and the precipitation of hydrolysis species is not attained. Selected results are given in Tables 8.2 and 8.3 (Appendix).
Tables 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6 (Appendix) give the results on the actinide partition between the three phases in presence of HAS as a function of EDTA contact time. Fig. 4.16
illustrates comparatively selected results regarding the colloid-borne actinide activity fraction remaining in the colloidal phase at pH 9. As can be seen, Am activity fraction in the
colloidal phase decreases rapidly upon contact with EDTA. About 90 % of the initially
colloid-borne Am is desorbed from the colloids within 2 days contact time with EDTA. It
is obvious that under the conditions ensuring the strongest An(III) binding to the HAS
(i.e. incorporation of Cm(III) into the HAS colloids), the HAS colloid-borne Am is not
EDTA resistant. In contrast, Th(IV) and U(VI) activity fraction in the colloidal phase remain unchanged, the actinides can not be displaced by EDTA within 35 days. The fact
that Th and U remain as colloid borne species in presence of EDTA suggests that the HAS
colloids (i.e. the Al-O-Si binding) are stable, since as outlined in the section 4.1.1, maximum and stable incorporation of Th/U into the colloidal phase requires the presence of
both Si and Al.
Therefore, the EDTA resistance of the Al-O-Si binding is analyzed in the followings, not for only HAS generated from polysilicic acid but also for HAS generated from
monosilicic acid. For this purpose HAS solutions are prepared in absence of actinides at
pH 5 and 9. After a conditioning time varying between 3 hours and 9 months, the HAS
solutions are brought into contact with EDTA at a final concentration of 10-4 and 10-3 M
for the HAS-monosilicic acid and HAS-polysilicic acid, respectively. At different time
intervals, the soluble Al is determined in the solution remaining after removal of precipitate and colloids, as described in section 3.3. The EDTA resistant Al is obtained by subtracting the concentration of soluble Al from the Al concentration initially introduced in
the sample. A separate experiment is carried out under identical concentration conditions
but with changed sequence of component addition, namely: Al solution is first contacted
with EDTA followed by addition of Si (either monosilicic or polysilicic acid) after 3
hours conditioning time. Separate experiments show that, in freshly prepared samples
containing only Al at pH 5 and 9 in the presence of EDTA, Al is present entirely in solution resulting after elimination of the precipitate and colloids. It means that, in the presence of EDTA the formation of the solid Al hydroxide species is not attained. On this ba78
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sis one can say that the EDTA resistance exhibited by Al in the presence of HAS is due to
the Al binding to the silicic acid.
Fig. 4.17 illustrates the results for the EDTA-resistant Al fraction as a function of
EDTA contact time. For the HAS generated from polysilicic acid at pH 9 (Fig. 4.17 b),
meaning under the conditions which ensuring maximum actinide binding to the HAS colloids, the colloid-borne Al appears to be EDTA resistant even for only 3 hours aged aluminosilicate solutions (the blue curve). At pH 5 (Fig. 4.17 a), the colloid-borne Al is less
stable. After an initial slightly increase of the stable Al fraction, most Al appears to be
complexed by EDTA and transferred to the solution within 5 days. A marginal amount of
about 20% colloid-borne Al can be still observed up to 20 days. For the HAS-monosilicic
acid samples with 3 hours conditioning time (Fig. 4.17 c, d-blue curve), two step dissolution kinetics of Al is observed. After an initial very fast dissolution step when about 50%
of the initially bound Al is brought into the solution within few hours, the dissolution kinetics becomes very slow especially at pH 9. Nevertheless, at similar pH conditions, the
Al-O-Si binding is less stable as compared to the HAS formed from polysilicic acid. Another observation, valid for both HAS generated from monosilicic and polysilicic acid, is
the increase of the EDTA resistant-Al fraction with increasing the conditioning time of
the HAS mother solution from 3 hours to 9 months. The results are indicated in Fig. 4.17
by the red curves. The increased Al stability with sample ageing can be due to the changes
in the binding state of Al within the HAS. As discussed in section 4.2.1, and suggested by
the Arrehnius equation, during prolonged conditioning time the activation energy of the
reaction is overcome. One should also take into account possible changes in the geometry
(aggregation) of the solid phase resulting in a smaller surface area in contact with the solution and, consequently lower Al dissolution rates. However, as can be seen from the dissolution kinetics, at a given pH, the stability of the colloid-borne Al remains higher for the
HAS generated from polysilicic acid as compared to the HAS-monosilicic acid. In Fig.
4.17 the black curves illustrate the results obtained at the reverse order of reactant addition. After addition of the polysilicic acid to the soluble EDTA complexed-Al (fig. 4.17 a,
b), Al is immediately converted to the EDTA resistant form. At pH 5, however, the Al
fraction is afterwards rapidly destabilized. This behavior might be explained by an initial
rapid sorption process of the Al-EDTA complex onto the surface of the polysilicic acid as
at pH 5 the EDTA is not fully deprotonated and retains residual protons which may bind
to the polysilicic acid surface. During re-equilibration, desorption of the Al-EDTA com79
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Fig. 4.16 Colloid-borne
actinide activity fraction as
a function of contact time
with EDTA for three HAS
mother solutions containing 1.3x10-2 M Si/1.3x10-4
M Al and 8x10-6 M actinide at pH 9. 10-3 M EDTA
is added after 1 d conditioning time.
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Fig. 4.17 EDTA resistant Al fraction within the HAS colloids normalized to the initial Al concentration in the sample as a function of contact time (days) with EDTA, for different HAS
mother solutions. The HAS solutions are generated from polysilicic acid (HASpoly-Si) (a and b) and
consist of 1x10-2 M Si/1x10-4 M Al and, from monosilicic acid indicated as HASmono-Si (c and d), of
1x10-3M Si/1x10-5 M Al. The order of reactant addition at sample preparation and aging time is
indicated in the legend. Time 0 marks the moment of addition of EDTA or silicic acid.
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plex occurs and Al is released again into the solution. For the samples prepared at pH 9,
the Al fraction remains stable within the observation time. At this pH we expect that
EDTA does not interact with polysilicic acid, both molecules being negatively charged
[130]. It means that at pH 9 polysilicic acid is a stronger complexing ligand and can displace the EDTA in the Al coordination sphere. This fact is not observed for the aluminosilicate solutions generated from monosilicic acid (Fig. 4.17 c, d) as Al remains in solution complexed with EDTA.
The results confirm the higher affinity towards Al exhibited by the polysilicic acid
at pH 9 as compared with the monosilicic acid. On the basis of this result together with
those regarding the EDTA stability of the Am-HAS colloids binding, one can conclude
that within the HAS formed from polysilicic acid at pH 9, the Si-O- moieties have higher
binding affinity for Al as for Am.
The stability constants for the complexation of EDTA with the actinide cations
(Table 8.1) indicates much stronger interaction of Th(IV) with EDTA as compared to
Am(III) and Al(III). Due to its stereochemistry, U(VI) forms less stable complexes with
EDTA as compared to Am(III), Th(IV), Al(III) [129]. The result of the ligand competition
experiment showing Th and Al to be EDTA resistant, while Am not, suggests that the desorption kinetics is determined by the actinide lability within the HAS-polysilicic acid.
Actinides interacting with aged HAS colloids
Coprecipitated HAS samples are generated from polysilicic and monosilicic acid
at pH 5, 7 and 9 and are conditioned for 7 days. Aging time of the colloids (7 days) is
chosen on the basis of previous studies results. As already outlined in section 4.1.2 (Fig.
4.6) in solutions of 1x10-2 M Si at pH 7 and 9 the polymerization of silicic acid is completed within 7 days, so that formation of the HAS colloids generated under these conditions is expected to be complete. After the 7 days conditioning time of the mother solutions, the actinide is introduced at a final concentration of 8.7 x10-6 M. Following another
conditioning time of 5 days to ensure that a steady state of actinide sorption is reached,
EDTA is added to an end concentration of 1x10-4 M in case of the HAS prepared from
monosilicic acid and 1x10-3 M in case of the HAS-polysilicic acid. The results for the actinides activity distribution between the precipitate, colloids and solution at different in-
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tervals before and after EDTA addition are listed in the Tables 8.7, 8.8 and 8.9 (Appendix) for HAS samples prepared out of polysilicic acid. Figure 4.18 depicts the colloidborne actinide activity fraction at different pH as a function of time. The time interval up
to 5 days corresponds to the sorption of An onto the HAS colloids. The colloid-borne activity fraction at time intervals > 5 days gives the actinide activity fraction remaining in
the colloids after EDTA addition.
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Fig. 4.18 Actinide activity fraction (%) in 7 days aged HAS colloids as a function of time.
HAS colloids are formed from mother solutions of pH 5, 7 and 9 and containing: 1.3x10-5 M Al
/1.3x10-3 M Si (indicated as HASmono-Si, the lower part graph), and 1.3x10-4 M Al /1.3x10-2 M Si
(indicated as HASpoly-Si, the upper part graph). In the time interval 0-5 d the curves show the
sorption of actinide (8x10-6 M) onto the aged HAS colloids; after 5 d: activity fraction remaining in the colloidal phase after addition of 10-4/10-3 M EDTA.
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In case of the HAS colloids generated from monosilicic acid (lower part graph) the
fraction of colloid-borne U is very poor as observed also in the co-nucleation experiments
(section 4.1). The colloid-borne Am is not EDTA resistant irrespective the pH. In case of
Th, only the colloid-borne fraction generated at pH 9 shows higher EDTA resistance: approximately 60 % Th activity fraction remains in the colloidal phase after 20 days contact
time with EDTA. For HAS colloids generated from polysilicic acid (upper part graph) we
observe the same desorption pattern in case of Am which is readily removed from the
HAS colloids, especially at pH 5 and 7 when most activity fraction is transferred to the
solution within a few hours. Slower desorption kinetics are observed for Am sorbed onto
the HAS colloids generated at pH 9. This pH dependent kinetics might be correlated with
the lower stability of the Al-O-Si-binding within the HAS colloids with decreasing the
pH, as outlined in the previous paragraph (Fig. 4.17 a, b). Also, as evidenced by TRLFS
and discussed in section 4.2.1, different Cm-colloid-borne species with different Cm-HAS
affinity form depending on the pH of the solution. It is conceivable that such species show
different desorption kinetics. Regarding Th(IV) and U(VI), we observe that at pH 5 the
colloid-borne Th(U) fraction is not EDTA resistant. Under these conditions, the desorption kinetics of the two actinides can be divided into two time domains. In the first domain, about 80% of the actinide activity fraction is desorbed very fast (i.e. within few
hours), and this may occur in conjunction with the dissolution of the HAS at this pH, as
illustrated in Fig. 4.17 a. Only a 20% actinide fraction appears to remain stable within the
HAS and increases slowly with time. Different observations can be made at this point as
described in the followings. (1) The minor actinide fraction remaining stable corresponds
to the residual colloid-borne Al observed to be stable against EDTA in the HAS–
polysilicic acid at pH 5, as already discussed. (2) The slow increase in the colloidal activity fraction after prolonged EDTA contact time may be due to an incomplete incorporation of Th and U into the colloidal at the moment of EDTA addition. Initially surface
sorbed species, that can be easily desorbed in presence of EDTA, may slowly relocate into
the colloidal phase. At pH 7 and 9 no desorption of Th(IV) and U(VI) is observed, the actinides remain as colloid borne species within 30 days observation time. Thus, at high pH,
the two actinides appear to have very high affinity also for the aged HAS colloids generated from polysilicic acid. The EDTA resistance of the An(IV, VI) colloidal fraction suggests a fast incorporation mechanism into the colloidal bulk. In presence of polysilicic
acid at neutral pH and above (pH 7-9) it is expected that stable HAS colloids form and
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Th(IV)/U(VI) remain as HAS-colloid borne species generated either by co-nucleation
with Si and Al or by incorporation into preformed HAS colloids.

4.4

Conclusions

Several observations can be outlined based on the results discussed so far. Formation of the HAS colloid-borne An species is favored by increasing pH and concentration
of Si and Al. Accordingly, maximum association of An with the HAS colloids is found at
neutral or high pH for HAS colloids generated from polysilicic acid. Following the same
trend, the stability of the An binding to the HAS colloids and of the Al-O-Si binding
within the colloids is higher with increasing pH and Si concentration. The binding stability within the HAS is also increased by increasing temperature or prolonged conditioning
time (aging) of the system.
The actinides affinity to co-nucleate with HAS colloids formed from polysilicic
acid is higher for the more hydrolyzed actinides in the order An(IV) = An(VI) >An(III),
whereas Np(V) does not take part in the process of the HAS colloids formation in its nonhydrolysis pH range. Within the HAS colloids, the binding of Am(III), as that of Al(III) is
directed towards the silanol groups, though with lower affinity as for Al(III). Am(III) discrimination at the co-nucleation with polysilicic acid appears to be correlated with its
lower tendency towards hydrolysis as compared to that of Al(III). Whereas no kinetic effect is observed in case of Am, the incorporation kinetics of Th and U into the HAS–
polysilicic acid colloids, slow at low pH, resembles the polymerization kinetics of the
monosilicic acid.
From these observed facts, it appears evident that the essential condition for the
co-nucleation is the hydrolysis of the involved elements. The process is controlled by the
pH and the characteristics of the element. However, these parameters also influence the
self nucleation (polymerization) reaction of individual hydrolyzed species. In order the
co-nucleation process to be favorable it is important that the rates of the nucleation reactions of the individual elements are slightly different.
The differences observed in the An incorporation patterns, kinetics, and the different stability characteristics, support the idea of different actinide incorporation mechanisms depending on whether the HAS colloids are generated from monosilicic and
polysilicic acid. The proposed mechanisms are described in the followings.
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HAS-from monosilicic acid
In this case we lean on the literature data [8, 9], which have recently described the
formation of HAS, from acidic solutions undersaturated with respect to amorphous silica,
similar to our HAS colloids. We adapt the postulated mechanism to our experimental
conditions, namely titration of acidic Al solution with basic Si(OH)4 in the pH range 4-9.
The reaction starts with the Al hydrolysis, its dimerization and co-nucleation with
Si(OH)4 and the An hydrolyzed species. In this case the formation of a surface takes place
by a self-catalyzing mechanism which is a process with slow kinetics. Thus, the HAS colloids are less stable and less efficient to incorporate the actinides.
HAS formed from polysilicic acid
As in this case the silicic acid concentration attains during the reaction an oversaturation level, Si(OH)4 undergoes polymerization generating a surface. This preformed
surface catalyzes the co-nucleation reaction with Al and An hydrolyzed species. At this
stage we could distinguish different incorporation mechanisms of actinides depending on
their oxidation state.
Am(III), just like Al(III) binds to the silanol groups of the polysilicic acid and at
pH ≥ 8 the well-known high affinity of polysilicic acid towards Al(OH)3 and Al(OH)4species allows the complete incorporation of Am(III) species into the HAS colloids.
Th(IV) and U(VI) hydrolyzed species copolymerizes with polysilicic acid, and further
binds via oxo-bridiging to the hydrolyzed Al species with the generation of the actinideHAS pseudocolloids. The non-hydrolyzed Np(V) does not take part in the conucleation
process in the pH range ≤ 9.
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5.

Interaction of actinide(III, IV, VI) with humate colloids

Humic acid is omnipresent in natural waters and shows strong affinity to complex
Al and actinide as outlined in section 2.2.2, and therefore, its impact on the formation of
HAS-colloid-borne actinides is expected to be significant. For a better comprehension of
the process, the following investigations focus firstly on the the humic acid itself as far as
its colloidal properties are concerned and secondly on the interaction of humic acid either
with silicic acid only or with Al and actinides (Am(III), Th(IV) or U(VI)), without silicic
acid.

5.1

Humic acid as colloids: influencing parameters

As outlined in section 2.2, humic acids are composed of macromolecules of prevailing size larger than 1 nm and it is also known that the chemical environment influences the aggregation of humic macromolecules [29, 50]. Therefore, the influence of the
pH and of the concentration of humic acid itself on its partition between the precipitate,
colloids and solution is investigated.
For this purpose, two series of purified

14

C-labelled humic acid (Gohy -573) are

subject to the sequential filtrations, followed by determination of

14

C-activity partition

between the solution, colloids and precipitate phase. In one sample series the humic acid
concentration is kept constant at 6.5 mg/L and the pH is varied from 4 to 9. In another
sample series the pH is kept constant at 6.6 in 0.01 M MOPS buffer and the humic acid
concentration is gradually increased from 0.6 to 8.0 mg/L. The concentration range corresponds to the HA level generally encountered in natural waters, however, one should
mention that the maximum concentration is used is limited by the strong quenching
caused by HA in LSC. The results for the pH dependency are shown in Fig. 5.1. In the
neutral pH region, the fraction regarded as humic colloids after sample conditioning time
of 35 d is found to reach 80%. A slightly elevated precipitate fraction is observed at pH ≤
5 due to the beginning of the protonation of the humic acid acid functional groups leading
to aggregation [55]. However, in the pH range 6-9, (as indicated in the figure and to
which we will refer later), the fractions of humic acid distributed in the solution, colloid
and precipitate phase remain show very little variation, independent on pH. A similar result is obtained regarding the dependency on the humic acid concentration. Variation of
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humic acid concentration at pH 6.6 has been found not to affect the colloid fraction which
remains at approximately 80%.
[HA] = 6.5 mg/L
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Fig. 5.1 [14C]-humic acid activity fraction (%) normalized to the initial activity in the precipitate,
colloids and solution, as a function of pH at contact concentration of 6.5 mg/L HA. Results represent values obtained after 35 d sample conditioning time.

The results indicate that measurements of the 14C-activity facilitate the analysis of
humic acid as well as its interaction with water-borne components like actinides, Al and
Si.
The effect of Al on the formation of humic colloids is examined by adding 1x10-5
M Al to gradually increasing amounts of humic acid at pH 6.6 and 7.8. Al is investigated
as one of the main component of the HAS and its chosen concentration corresponds to the
lowest effective level for the formation of HAS colloids as discussed in section 2.2.1. Selected results for pH 6.6 are illustrated in Fig. 5.2. At low humic acid concentration (≤ 1
mg/L) the effect of Al ions is to destabilize and precipitate the humic colloids completely
or partially. This effect depends on the degree of saturation of proton exchange functional
groups of humic acid, as it is documented in the literature [51, 57] that by high loading
with metal ions, humic acids become hydrophobic and thus precipitate. For humic acid
concentration ≥ 1.5 mg/L, about 80% appears to be colloidal and comparable to the colloidal fraction of pure humic acid shown in Fig. 5.1.
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At pH 7.8 the Al ions introduced at the same concentration have been found to have no
effect on the humic colloids stability and the amount of humic colloids remains around
80 % independent on the humic acid concentration. We conclude thus that under the experimental condition, at pH 7.8, the interaction between HA and the prevailing Al species,
Al(OH)4- [131], is unlikely.
pH 6.6, [Al] = 1x10-5 M
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Fig. 5.2 [14C]-humic acid activity fraction in the precipitate, colloids and solution, as a function
of humic acid concentration in a solution of pH and Al 10-5 M. Results represent values obtained
after 35 d sample conditioning time.

The influence of silicic acid, the other component of HAS, is also investigated, by
addition of 10-2 M Si to solutions of 6.5 mg/L HA at pH 6.6 and 7.8. The results are not
shown as no effect of Si is observed: the fractions of humic colloids are similar to those
observed for the pure humic acid. Literature data also indicate silicate ions not to be associated with HA in the neutral pH range [74].
In analogy with Al, but this time for tracer amount, the effect of trivalent actinides,
i.e. Am on the formation of humic colloids is investigated. The experiment is carried out
at pH 6.6 by adding only a trace amount of Am (5x10-8 M) without Al to increasing
amount of humic acid at pH 6.6. The results are shown in Fig. 5.3. One should mention
that Am3+ ion is the expected dominating Am species at pH 6.6 at the moment when the
actinide is introduced into the solution (cf. Fig. 4.3 a, as Eu has similar hydrolysis tendency as Am). 14C and

241

Am activities are measured in the same sample. As can be ob-

served, the colloidal fractions measured by the Am-activity are more elevated than those
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measured by the

14

C-activity. The

14

C-activity measurements specify humic colloids op-

erationally defined by “solution (≤ 1nm) ≤ colloid (≤ 450 nm) ≤ precipitate”. The Amactivity measurements distinguish a distribution of Am3+ by complexation with humic
acid. The preferential distribution of Am in the colloidal phase could be explained by coagulation of humic acid through formation of intermolecular bridges upon complexation
with the Am3+ ion and thus humic molecules initially in solution, become larger in size.
This mode of humic coagulation due to the cross linking ability of the polyvalent cations
has been previously ascertained in an atomic force microscopy study [132].

pH 6.6, [Am] = 5x10-8 M
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Fig. 5.3 [14C]-humic acid and Am activity fraction (%) in the precipitate, colloids and solution as
a function of humic acid concentration in a solution of pH 6.6 containing 5x10-8 M Am. Results
represent values obtained after 35 d sample conditioning time.

The results discussed so far outline that the parameters that appear to have a determining role in the formation of humic colloids are: the concentration of coagulating
cation and pH, both in connection with the PEC of humic acid, and in anticipation, the
nature of the coagulating cation. Following these observations, the interaction of each actinide/Al with the humic colloids is discussed in the next section turn by turn.
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5.2

Complexation of Al and actinide(III)/(IV)/(VI) with humic acid

5.2.1 Formation of colloid-borne actinides: parameter screening

A parameter screening experiment is carried-out in order to assess the general
conditions for generation of humate-colloid-borne actinides as a function of pH in presence of variable amounts of Al. Trace amounts of actinide either 5x10-8 M Am/(Th), or
8x10-7 M U are added to solutions of pH 6.6, 7.2 and 7.8 containing 6.5 mg/L HA and Al
concentration from 0 to 10-4 M. The Al concentration range includes the concentrations
corresponding to the formation of HAS colloids. The chosen concentration of HA with its
PEC (4.8x10-3 eq/g) corresponds to the equivalent concentration required for full complexation (neutralization of the functional groups) with a trivalent cation (charge 3+) at
concentration of 10-5 M. Blank samples, prepared under similar conditions but without
HA are also analyzed for comparison. The contour profiles for the formation of colloidborne An obtained from actinide activity measurements are illustrated in Fig. 5.4.
As can be observed in the diagram, in absence of humic acid, Am and Th are entirely present in the precipitate phase. A marginal colloidal fraction is generated in case of
U and mainly at pH 6.6 and 7.2 in absence of Al. The increase of Al concentration to
over-saturation (cf. Fig. 2.6) causes destabilization of the U colloidal fraction, accompanied by the activity transfer to the precipitate. Upon addition of 6.5 mg/L HA (upper part
contours), we observe an enhanced actinide activity fraction in the colloidal phase. The
transfer of initially precipitated actinides to the colloidal phase in presence of humic acid
proves the actinides complexation with humic acid. Formation of humate-colloid-borne
actinides is generally very efficient up to 10-5 M Al. Several differences between the actinides incorporation patterns can be distinguished in the diagram. Hence, the generation of
humate-colloid-borne actinides appears to be most favorable in case of Am for the investigated pH and Al concentration range. Maximum Am activity fraction in the colloidal
phase of approximately 90 % can be observed. Formation of humate-colloid-borne species
appears to be less favorable for Th at pH 6.6 and in case of U at pH 7.8, with approximately 70% of actinide activity remaining in the colloidal phase. At Al concentration of
1x10-4 M, the proton exchange groups of HA are become saturated and the colloidal phase
is destabilized and the precipitation of the actinide/Al-humate complexes takes place.
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Only in case of Am a colloidal activity fraction of approximately 40 % can be still observed at pH 7.8.
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=
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no Al
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Fig. 5.4 Actinide activity fraction in the colloidal phase (%) normalized to the input activity after
35 days sample conditioning time for samples containing: An/Al (lower contours) and An/Al/HA
(upper contours) at pH 6.6, 7.2 and 7.8 and initial An concentration: 5x10-8 M Am/ 5x10-8 M
Th/8x10-7 M U.

In more detail is discussed in the followings the An/Al complexation with humic
acid, as a function of its concentration, under the conditions where the formation of colloid-borne species is favored, namely at constant concentration of Al of 10-5 M. These
conditions are recalled in Fig. 5.5 a. The complexation with humic acid is observed for
trace amount of An and 10-5 M Al at increasing HA concentration from 0 to 8 mg/L, or
decreasing Al concentration while keeping HA concentration constant at 6.5 mg/L.
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5.2.2 Complexation behaviour of Al and actinides: comparison

The samples are prepared by adding increasing humic acid concentration up to 8
mg/L, to solutions containing either 5x10-8 M Am, 5x10-8 M Th, or 8x10-7 M U and Al at
constant concentration of 1x10-5 M. The equivalent of further higher HA concentration is
obtained by decreasing Al from 1x10-5 M to 5x10-8 M (in case of Th) or to 5x10-7 M (in
case of U), while the HA concentration is maintained at 6.5 mg/L. 14C and actinide activities are measured in the same sample and the results are illustrated in Fig. 5.5 b.
At pH 6.6, as can be seen in Fig. 5.5 b, in the HA low concentration range (< 1
mg/L), the actinides and HA are precipitated due to the saturation of the HA proton exchange functional group by the Al ions. Upon increasing HA concentration above approximately 1 mg/L, the actinide activity begins to be transferred to the colloidal phase.
The complexation of actinides and Al with HA is proved by a similar increase in the colloidal fraction obtained from

14

C measurements. We can also observe some differences

between the actinides patterns for the formation of humate-colloid-borne species. In case
of Am, the colloids appear to be promptly generated with increasing HA concentration
and at HA ≥ 1.5 mg/L. 80% of Am activity is found in the colloidal phase. A similar behaviour is observed for U. In case of Th, one needs higher HA concentration (i.e. about 8
mg/L) in order to reach a fraction of about 80 % Th activity in the colloidal phase. That
trace amount of actinides species present in solution undergo complexation with HA is
evident from the similar pattern of the colloids generation observed from both actinide
and 14C-activity measurements. In addition, in the low HA concentration range ( ≤ 1 mg/L
HA) the colloidal fractions from 14C measurements are smaller than those observed at the
formation of humic colloids in presence of only Al at concentration of 10-5 M at pH 6.6, as
discussed for Fig. 5.2.
When increasing pH to 7.8, we observe that in case of Am and Th the conversion
of the precipitate to the colloidal phase starts at lower HA concentration (i.e. below 0.6
mg/L), as compared to pH 6.6. With increasing pH deprotonation of humic acid functional
groups takes place and more sites become available for complexation. Also, with increasing pH, the element (An/Al) hydrolysis advances as illustrated for example for Al in Fig.
5.6 a. For this reason, the observed shift to lower HA concentration with increasing pH
might be correlated to a lower positive charge carried by the ionic species at this pH as for
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Fig. 5.5 a): Actinide activity fraction in the colloidal phase (%) normalized to the input activity
after 35 days sample conditioning time for samples containing: An/Al (lower contours) and
An/Al/HA (upper contours) at pH 6.6, 7.2 and 7.8 and initial An concentration: 5x10-8 M Am/
5x10-8 M Th /8x10-7 M U; b): Actinide and [14C]-humic acid activity fraction in the colloidal phase
as a function of HA concentration up to 8 mg/L and at constant Al concentration of 10-5 M and
further as a function of Al concentration (decreasing) at constant HA concentration of 6.5 mg/L.
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pH 6.6. According to the metal ion charge neutralization [29, 68], describing the metal
ion-humate complexation, a lower positive charge requires less amount of HA for complexation, or in other words, there is less positive charge available for neutralization and
precipitation of humic acid. As for pH 6.6, the actinide fraction in the colloidal phase increases with HA concentration, but in this case, similar colloidal fractions of approximately 80 % are reached at higher HA concentrations.
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Fig. 5.6 Distribution of solution species at 25oC in carbonate-free solution for: a): Al(III),
10-6 M [131] and b): Eu(III) in a 0.1 M NaClO4 solution [133].

Another general remark from Fig 5.5 b, is related to the colloid fractions from 14C
and actinide measurements. The following observations can be made: in the region where
the colloids generation is observed and in the HA concentration range up to 8 mg/L, the
colloid fractions from Am measurements are generally significantly higher than those
from 14C measurements.
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This behaviour is distinct as compared to that observed for Th and U, for which
the colloid fractions from Th/U measurements are lower or equal to that from 14C for the
above mentioned HA concentration range. However, Th/U colloid fractions tend to become more elevated than those from

14

C measurements with increasing the ratio HA/Al

concentration (i.e. decreasing Al concentration). Under the experimental conditions the
14

C-activity measurements reflect the distribution of humic colloids at complexation with

Al and therefore might be considered as an indicator of the Al effect at the interaction
with humic colloids. Providing this assumption is correct, the more elevated colloidal
fractions obtained from Am measurements as compared to those from 14C, may reflect a
higher affinity of Am for binding to humic colloids as compared to that of Al.

5.3

Identification of humate colloid-borne actinide species

An attempt is made in the followings in order to investigate the underlying reasons
for the suggested different quality of Al and Am complexation with humic colloids.
Therefore, the effects of Al and Am on the humic colloids formation are examined in
more detail in a similar experiment but eliminating the concentration difference between
the two elements. Thus, Al is replaced through Eu (as analogue of Am). Maintaining Eu
concentration at 1x10-5 M and adding in each case 5x10-8 M Am as monitoring tracer, humic acid concentration is gradually increased. Fig. 5.7 illustrates comparatively selected
results for the formation of humate-colloid-borne Am monitored as a function of HA concentration, in presence of either Eu or Al, at pH 6.6 (Fig. 5.7 a, b) and at pH 7.8 (Fig. 5.7
c, d). Only the colloid fractions obtained from Am activity measurements are shown. The
experimental concentration of Eu is at the solubility limit of Eu hydroxide [133] whereas
that of Al is above the solubility of its amorphous hydroxide [131] at pH 6.6.
Eu appears to be precipitated in the low humic acid concentration range, where
humic acid has been also found to be precipitated upon saturation of functional groups by
the Eu3+ ion. By further increasing the humic acid concentration, the precipitate is
promptly transferred to the colloidal phase beginning with 6.5 mg/L humic acid as can be
seen in Fig. 5.7 a. Al is also coprecipitated with humic acid in the very low humic acid
concentration range as shown in Fig. 5.7 b. The conversion of the precipitate to the colloidal phase starts at approximately 1.0 mg/L humic acid. The humic acid concentration re-
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Fig. 5.7 Am activity fraction (%) in the precipitate, colloids and solution as a function of HA
concentration. Samples are prepared with 5x10-8 M Am and either Eu or Al (1x 10-5 M) at pH 6.6
(a and b) and at pH 7.8 (c and d). Results represent values obtained after 35 d sample conditioning
time. The red arrow marks the shift to higher HA concentration required for generation of humic
colloids with increasing the effective positive charge of the metal ion.
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quired for the conversion of precipitate to colloids is much lower for Al than for Eu, although the same concentration is maintained for both elements. The differences can be
correlated to the speciation of both elements given in Figs. 5.6 a and 5.6 b and explained
by a numerical comparison of equivalent concentrations of the given reactants.
At pH 6.6, the equivalent concentration of 6.5 mg/L humic acid with proton exchange capacity of 4.8x10-3eq/g and 1x10-5 M Eu are calculated to be
Humic acid:

4.8x10-3 (eq/g) x 6.5 x 10-3(g/L) = 3.1x10-5 (eq/L)

Eu3+ ion:

1x10-5 (mol/L) x 3 = 3.0x10-5 (eq/L)

The data show that once Eu3+ loads completely the functional groups of humic acid the
precipitation prevails as is apparent from Fig. 5.7 a. Thus, for the given Eu3+ concentration (1x10-5 M) at pH 6.6, the precipitate becomes colloidal with increasing the humic
acid concentration above 6.5 mg/L. The process can be regarded as a complexation of the
Eu3+ ion with humic acid, leading either to precipitate at saturation or to colloids at undersaturation of functional groups.
A similar calculation can be made for Al in accordance to its speciation and the
1.0 mg/L HA required.
Humic acid:

4.8x10-3 (eq/g) x 1.0x10-3(g/L) = 4.8 x10-6 (eq/L)

If we take into consideration the speciation in absence of humic acid given in Fig. 5.6 b,
i.e., 10% for Al(OH)2+, and 20 %Al(OH)3, the concentration of the reactive Al species is
estimated to be:
Al(OH)2++ Al(OH)3: 1x10-5 (mol/L) x 0.3 = 3.0x10-6 (eq/L)
This value is somewhat lower than the humic acid concentration at which the humic colloids begins to be generated as shown in Fig. 5.7 b. The reason might be that the fraction
of the Al(OH)2+ species reacting with humic acid is slightly higher than predicted by the
thermodynamic speciation data for Al in absence of humic acid.
The results indicate the formation of ternary complexes of Al with humic acid,
whereas the reaction of Eu concluded from Fig. 5.7 a represents formation of a binary
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complex at pH 6.6. It is apparent from Fig. 5.7, that humic colloids are formed when
metal ions do not saturate by complexation all available functional sites of humic acid
which can thus remain stable in the hydrophilic state.
As shown in Fig. 5.7, when increasing pH to 7.8, the formation of humic colloids
requires less humic acid concentrations than at pH 6.6. At pH 7.8, as indicated in the
speciation diagram (Fig. 5.6 a), three different Eu species are possibly involved in the reaction with humic acid: Eu3+, Eu(OH)2+ and Eu(OH)2+. Previously published data regarding the complexation of Am and Cm with humic acid [65, 66, 134] reported the formation
of binary humate and ternary An-hydroxohumate complexes in the same pH range as in
the present experiment. In analogy with the stability constants derived in the above mentioned studies for the Am(Cm)-complexes, each of the Eu species present in solution at
pH 7.8 is expected to have its own affinity towards complexation with humic acid. As
shown in Fig. 5.7 c, the formation of humic colloids via complexation with Eu starts at
2.2 mg/L humic acid, progressing slowly at the beginning and then increasing abruptly for
humic acid concentration ≥ 3.6 mg/L. This non-smooth correlation with the humic acid
concentration describes the plausible reactions of different Eu species as can be correlated
with Fig. 5.6 b. The ternary complexation of Eu forming its hydroxohumate species requires less humic acid according to the metal ion charge neutralization model [29, 67]
where the metal ion occupies a number of proton sites equal to its effective charge. The
present observation in Fig. 5.7 c follows closely this approach. As a result, formation of
humic colloids progresses step-forwards via complexation of different Eu species. According to the speciation given in Fig. 5.6 a, the equivalent concentration of Eu species
involved in complexation with humic acid can be estimated at pH 7.8:
Eu3+(55%) + Eu(OH)2+(35%) + Eu(OH)2+(10%): 1x10-5(3x0.55 + 2x0.35 + 1x0.1)
= 2.45x10-5 (eq/L)
The equivalent concentration of Eu species suggests that formation of humic colloids requires a concentration higher than 5 (2.45x10-5/4.8x10-3) mg/L humic acid to include all
Eu species present in solution, concentration which is certainly lower than with Eu3+ alone
observed at pH 6.6. The value > 5 mg/L corresponds well to the experimental results
showed in Fig. 5.7.
In case of humic colloid formation in the presence of Al at pH 7.8, the colloids
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formation starts at humic acid concentration of approximately 0.3 mg/L, as can be appreciated from Fig. 5.7 d. Referring to the speciation given in Fig. 5.6 b, the prevailing Al
species at pH 7.8 appears to be Al(OH)-4, an anionic species which is less probable to interact with humic acid as we already discussed in section 5.1. The result given in Fig. 5.7
d indicates that more than 1.4x10-6 eq/L humic acid is required to form humic colloids.
This means that a minor amount of Al(OH)3 species present together with trace Am species is responsible for humic colloids formation. As speciation of Eu and Al as a function
of pH varies largely from one another, the formation characteristics of humic colloids are
different accordingly as concluded from the experiment.
Based on these results, the observed different patterns of humate-colloid-borne
actinides formation associated with the actinide oxidation state, pH and HA concentration,
as discussed for Fig. 5.5 b., might be correlated with changes in the metal ion hydrolysis
species (i.e. the cation charge) present in solution depending on the specific experimental
conditions.
The validity of this assumption for Th and U, is investigated by performing a similar experiment as for Am. For this purpose we carry out an experiment similar as for Fig.
5.5 b but Al is replaced in this case either by Th or U. Increasing amount of humic acid,
up to 8 mg/L, are added to solutions containing the actinide tracer (either 5x10-8 M
(234Th+232Th) or 8x10-7 M 233U) and 10-5 M either 232Th or 238U. The equivalent of higher
HA concentration is achieved by decreasing the actinide concentration in samples while
HA concentration is maintained constant. Accordingly, keeping humic acid concentration
at 6.5 mg/l, actinide concentration is decreased from 1x10-5 M to 5x10-8 M in case of Th
and to 8x10-7 M for U. An overview of the results regarding colloidal fraction observed by
actinide and

14

C-measurements is illustrated for pH 6.6 and 7.8 in Fig. 5.8 a, containing

also the results for the formation of humate-colloid-borne Am(Eu) discussed above.
From Fig. 5.8 a we observe that with increasing the actinide tendency toward hydrolysis (i.e. from Am to Th or increasing pH), the HA concentration at which the humiccolloids are generated shifts toward lower values, as lower positive charge requires less
humic acid for complexation. At pH 7.8, the generation of humate-colloid-borne U proceeds slowly and appears to be less favorable as for Am and Th. As one can see in Fig.
5.8, the curves describing the colloidal fractions from actinide activity measurements
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a)

b)

Fig. 5.8 a): a): Actinide and 14C activity fraction (%) as a function of humic acid concentration for samples at pH 6.6 and 7.8 and 35 days sample conditioning time. The samples
are prepared at constant concentration (10-5 M) of either Eu, 232Th or 238U and 241Am
5x10-8 M, 234Th 1x10-12, 233U 8x10-7 M and increasing HA concentration up to 8 mg/L and
by further decreasing An concentration at HA concentration of 6.5 mg/L; b): Selected results for pH 6.6, indicating the charge of the actinide species suggested to be present in
solution at the corresponding experimental conditions.
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become equal and further exceed those from 14C-measurements when increasing HA concentration or decreasing the An/HA concentration ratio, respectively. In association with
the previous results for Am/Al, the changes in the relative position of the two curves
might suggest an increasing affinity of Th/U species toward complexation with humiccolloids when the experimental conditions change as mentioned above. One can further
observe from Fig. 5.8 a, that at pH 6.6, in case of both Th and U, the colloid fractions exhibits oscillations with several minima corresponding to HA concentration where the colloids begins to form out of the precipitate. The effect appears to be reproducible as observed at repeated experiments. Such minima could be taken as indicators of experimental
conditions where distinct Th(U) ionic species are neutralized by humic acid. This hypothesis is analyzed in the followings for pH 6.6. For a better view, reference is made to
the Fig. 5.8 b, illustrating the results for a limited HA concentration range, up to 20 mg/L.
Th concentration of 10-5 M is above the solubility limit of the amorphous Th(OH)4
[135] and in absence of HA, Th activity fraction is found in the precipitate. As can be
seen in Fig 5.8 b in the region of low HA concentration, there is no colloid formation, Th
and HA remain in the precipitate phase. The generation of colloid-borne Th via complexation with HA starts at 4 mg/L HA, that is lower as needed as for the same concentration of
Am(Eu) (species with charge 3+) at the same pH. We carry out similar calculation as in
case of Am(Eu) for the reactant equivalent concentration involved in the complexation
reaction. For 4 mg/L HA and its PEC of 4.8x10-3 (eq/g), the equivalent concentration is
Humic acid:

4.8x10-3 (eq/g) x 4.0x10-3 (g/L) = ~ 1.9x10-5 (eq/L)

Taking this as equivalent concentration as in the neutralization reaction with the
Th(OH)y4-y species assumed to be present in solution at the concentration of 10-5 M a reverse calculation is carried out. This leads to a value of approximately 2 (1.9x10-5 M
/1x10-5 M) for the charge of Th species involved in the complexation reaction. According
to the speciation data, in absence of HA, the expected species in solution are Th(OH)4 and
Th(OH)3+ (Fig. 8.2 a). The result indicates that in presence of 4 mg/L HA, Th hydrolysis
is inhibited and Th(OH)y4-y species with charge 2+ should be the reactive species in solution. With increasing HA concentration formation of Th colloids proceeds rapidly. The
next points (minima) associated with the formation of colloids from the precipitate are
observed to occur at 6 and 8 mg/L HA. Similar calculations as described above suggest
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that the equivalent HA concentrations correspond to the complexation (neutralization) of
Th species with effective charge of approximately 3+ (2.9) and 4+ (3.8), respectively,
with the latter value corresponding to the non-hydrolyzed Th4+. The result suggests that
with increasing the HA concentration, the complexation takes place with the less hydrolyzed species. The complexation of Th with HA in the neutral pH range is reported in the
literature [74], but the available thermodynamic data are poor for the ternary complexation [11].
A similar pattern of colloid-formation is observed in case of U. At pH 6.6 the U
concentration of 1x10-5 M is above the saturation concentration of the U(VI) hydroxide:
metaschopite [61]. As can be seen in Fig. 5.8 b, in absence of humic acid U activity is
present in the precipitate phase. Upon addition of humic acid, the formation of humatecolloid-borne U proceeds slowly. The first point associated to the colloid generation out
of precipitate occurs at 2 mg/L HA. The speciation data shown in Fig. 8.2 b, indicate that
in absence of HA at pH 6.6 the expected species in solution are (UO2)3(OH)5+ and
UO2OH+. Based on the equivalent HA concentration and assuming the concentration of U
reactive species in solution is 10-5 M, the charge of the U species involved in the reaction
in this case is found to be approximately 1+, in agreement with the U speciation data in
absence of HA. The literature documents the interaction of HA with the above mentioned
species [7, 46]. Increasing HA concentration follows the minima at 4 and 6 mg/L HA,
corresponding to reactive U species with charge 2+ and 3+, respectively. The charge 3+
for U(VI) is conceivable since it is known that in the linear structure of UO22+ the effective charge available for complexation (specific binding) is 3.2+ [46, 73]. The results indicate once more that increasing the humic acid concentration induces an inhibition of the
actinide hydrolysis with preferential formation of higher positively charged species, with
higher affinity towards complexation with humic colloid. For both Th and U we observe
from Fig. 5.8 that at increasing the HA/An concentration ratio (decreasing An concentration), the An tend to be preferentially distributed to the colloidal phase.

5.4

Conclusions

The present results show that interaction of trace amount of actinides with humic
colloids is very efficient in the neutral pH range 6.6-7.8. The complexation of An and Al
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with the humic-colloids is correlated to their hydrolysis tendency. Hence, the generation
of humate-colloid-borne species is distinctively favored for the non-hydrolyzed ionic species. Accordingly, among actinides present at tracer concentration, the less hydrolyzed
Am(III) shows higher affinity as compared to Th(IV) and U(VI) for the formation of humate-colloid-borne species in the neutral pH range and for humic acid concentration at the
average level of natural waters. Al, with higher tendency to hydrolyze is less favored at
the interaction with humic colloids. However, apart from the element intrinsic hydrolysis
behaviour, the prevailing species will be also influenced by the specific conditions: e.g., at
increasing HA concentration the hydrolysis is expected to be suppressed by humate complexation.
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6.

Competitive interaction of actinide(III-VI) with aluminosilicate and humate
colloids

The results discussed in chapters 4 and 5 have given a better insight on the interaction of actinides (An) either with the HAS or with HA. The study is continued for investigating the behaviour of Al and the actinides, either Am, Th or U, in the mixed system
humic acid-aluminosilicate. Thus, the actinides may undergo complexation with humate
colloids, conucleate with silicic acid with formation of An-HAS pseudocolloids, and interact with both HAS and HA with formation of mixed HAS-humic colloidal species or a
mixture of An-HAS and An-humic colloids. The formation of colloid-borne An in the
presence of both HAS and humic acid (14C-HA) is examined within the neutral pH range
6.6 to 7.8. The pH range, for which the An-humate complexation has been discussed in
chapter 5, is chosen to follow the low solubility regions of Al(OH)3 and aluminosilicate
minerals in which the HAS colloid formation is not pronounced due to precipitation [26,
27] and thus the eventual influence of HA on the colloid formation becomes visible. HAS
solutions are prepared from both undersaturated and oversaturated silica to observe colloid formation from both monosilicic and polysilicic acid, respectively. Based on the results from section 5.2, humic acid concentration is kept constant at 6.5 mg/L appeared to
be appropriate to appraise the humic acid effect. Trace amounts of actinides are used in
the experiment: [241Am]: 5x10-8 M, [234Th + 232Th]: 5x10-8 M and [233U]: 8x10-7 M.

6.1

Complexation of Al and An(III) with silicic and humic acid

6.1.1 Formation of colloid-borne actinide(III): parameter screening

A parameter screening experiment is carried out to characterize the conditions for
formation of colloid-borne Am in presence of both HAS and humic colloids for the above
mentioned experimental conditions. Fig. 6.1 depicts the results for colloid formation ascertained by

241

Am and

14

C measurements. Colloidal fractions are distinguished after a

sample conditioning time of 35 days as a function of the relevant parameters, namely pH,
concentration and concentration ratio of Si and Al. The figure contains three contour diagrams for the interaction of Am with different colloid types: (a) HAS colloids synthesized
from Si and Al; (b) humic colloids complexed with Al; (c) composite HAS and humate
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Fig. 6.1 Radiometric screening experiment for the formation of colloids from (a) HAS, (b) Alhumate and (c) HAS+Al-humate and d) Am/Al solutions as a function of pH, concentration of Si
and Al. Contours indicate 241Am and 14C activity fraction in the colloidal phase as a function of
pH, for samples after 35 days conditioning time. Samples are prepared with 5x10-8 M Am, variable concentration of Si (left axis) and Al (right axis) and in presence of 6.5 mg/L HA (b and c).

colloids generated from solutions containing Si, Al and humic acid. Contour diagram d)
shows the colloidal activity fraction for samples containing only Am and Al. Contour profiles for the formation of HAS - colloid borne Am are shown in Fig. 6.1 a for both
monosilicic and polysilicic acid. As outlined in section 4.2.1, the previous TRLFS studies
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have shown that in the pH range of the current experiment, Cm binds to the HAS-colloids
by coordination with the silicate ligand via partial or full displacement of water molecules
of Cm. The formation depends whether the HAS are produced from monosilicic or
polysilicic acid. Fractions of HAS-colloid borne Am are relatively low because of low
solubilities of HAS in the present pH region.
Addition of humic acid converts precipitates to the colloids, as shown in Fig. 6.1 c,
colloidal fractions are thus increased in broad ranges of Al concentration and pH. The increase of colloidal fractions by addition of HA (from Fig. 6.1 a to c) suggests a conversion
of HAS precipitate to HAS-humic colloids. As shown in Fig. 6.1 c, the colloidal fractions
measured by

241

Am (left part) are somewhat higher than those of humic colloids (right)

although the patterns of colloids formation are similar for similar Al concentration and
pH. These observations implicate that during conversion of HAS precipitate to HAShumic colloids, Am appears to be preferentially incorporated into the colloidal fraction.
Fig. 6.1 b shows contour profiles of the humic colloid formation in the presence of Al but
without Si. Fractions of humic colloid-borne Am (left side) are again somewhat higher
than those of humic colloids (right side) whereas both profiles are comparable. This preferential incorporation of Am into the colloidal phase at complexation with HA has been
already mentioned in section 5.2. Once the silicic acid is present, the colloid formation
patterns change (from 6.1 b to 6.1 c) and the colloid formation is overall enhanced. Both
changes from Figs. 6.1 a, and 6.1 b to 6.1 c can be considered as synergic formation of
HAS-humic colloids incorporating Am efficiently.
The behaviour of Am is further analyzed under particular conditions indicated in
Fig. 6.1 by arrows, where the formation of colloid-borne Am depends sensitively on the
individual components under consideration, Si, Al and HA. Concentration of 10-4 M Al is
chosen because at this concentration level, the effects of Si and HA can be better compared for recognition of their ligand competition. Fig. 6.2 illustrates formation of colloidborne Am under different conditions.
In blank Al(Am) solution (Fig. 6.2 a) Am is precipitated in the given pH range and
no colloid formation is observed. Addition of HA results in the formation of a marginal
fraction of humic colloid-borne Am only at pH 7.8. The result can be expected, because as
discussed in the previous section, the formation of Am/Al-humate colloids at Al concentration of 1x10-5 M requires HA concentration of at least 1 mg/L HA at pH 6.6 (Fig. 5.7 b)
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Fig. 6.2 Formation of colloid-borne Am as a function of pH after 35 d conditioning time for the
following samples: a) Al (Am) + HA, b) Al (Am) + monosilicic acid + HA, c) Al (Am) +
polysilicic acid + HA, d) Al(Am) + HA + polysilicic acid. Initial samples composition is indicated
above each graph. HA or Si is added after 1 h conditioning time of the mother solution.

and more than 0.3 mg/L at pH 7.8 (Fig. 5.7 d). Accordingly, the offered amount of humic
acid available in the present experiment is, depending on pH, below and above the required one, since at pH 6.6 more than 10 (10x1) mg/L and at pH 7.8 more than 3 (10x0.3)
mg/L humic acid are needed. The HAS-colloid generation can be observed in Fig. 6.2 b
by addition of 10-3 M monosilicic acid, only at pH 7.8. The colloid formation is then enhanced by addition of HA following the conversion of the precipitate to colloids.
Upon increasing Si concentration to 10-2 M (Fig. 6.2 c) in which polysilicic acid
prevails, the formation of HAS-colloid-borne Am becomes significant even at lower pH.
At the same time, humic acid further enhances the colloid formation under identical conditions.
Fig. 6.2 d depicts the results obtained for samples with the same final composition
as in Fig. 6.2 c, but prepared in different sequence of component addition, i.e. 10-2 M Si is
added to the Al/Am-humate. As can be seen, both experiments lead to the same final results, indicating that different order of component addition does not affect the formation
of colloid-borne Am and the equilibrium is reached. These observations suggest that under the given experimental conditions, the partially hydrolyzed Am ionic species bind to
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to both humic acid and HAS colloids and moreover imply that polysilicic and humic acid
have similar binding affinity toward Am. As a result, the presence of humic acid in the
process of HAS-colloid formation activates a synergic action of HAS and humic colloids
for stable incorporation of Am into the colloidal phase.

6.1.2 Spectroscopic speciation of colloid-borne Cm(III)

For obtaining a further insight into the possible synergic effect for formation of
HAS-An-humic colloids, TRLFS is applied by Kim et al. [136] in order to ascertain the
binding state of Am within such colloids. As for the previous investigations based on
TRLFS, the optically sensitive Cm is chosen as a chemical analogue of Am.
Speciation is conducted measuring the fluorescence emission by exciting at two
different wavelengths: 370 nm and 383 nm. At the excitation wavelength of 370 nm, the
light absorption of Cm is minimal and mainly the humic acid absorbs. On the other hand
at the excitation wavelength of 383 nm, the light is absorbed primarily by Cm and to a
less extent by humic acid. Speciation is carried out for three different colloid samples prepared as in case of the radiometric experiment but in presence of 5x10-8 M Cm: Cm +
HAS and Cm + HA as reference samples, and a sample containing Cm + HAS +HA. The
speciation results are illustrated in Fig. 6.3.
As can be seen in Fig. 6.3 a, for the reference sample Cm+HA, the Cm species excited at the two different excitation wavelengths generates two consistent emission peaks
at 602.7 nm with comparable intensities at ratio I(370)/I(383) of 1.09. This ratio indicates
that an indirect excitation via humic acid results in a slightly higher fluorescence emission. The emission peak at 602.7 nm corresponds to the ternary humate complex of
Cm(OH)HA, as confirmed in previous study [66].
The HAS-colloid-borne Cm species shown in Fig. 6.3 b reveals emission bands
with identical peak positions at 606.9 nm but distinctively different emission intensities:
for direct excitation at 383 nm and indirect excitation at 370 nm. The clear difference in
the heights of the two emission bands from direct and indirect excitations and the emission peak position at 606.9, together with the considerably long emission lifetime of 518±
25 µs imply the incorporation of Cm into the HAS colloids. These spectroscopic characteristics agree with those observed in the previous study [27].
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Fig. 6.3 TRLFS speciation of Cm(III) in different solutions. Figures a-c show the fluorescence
emission by direct (blue) and indirect (red) excitation of Cm in the following samples: a) humatecolloid-borne Cm in a sample containing 10-4 M Al and 10 mg/L HA, b): HAS colloid-borne Cm
in a sample containing 10-4 M Al and 10-2 M Si, c): HAS-humate colloid-borne Cm in a sample
containing 10-4 M Al, 10-2 M Si and 10 mg/L HA. Samples are prepared at pH 8.5 with 4.9 x10-8
M Cm. The graph in the lower part shows the emission spectra measured at different delay time as
indicated on the right part of the graph.
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The chemical state of HAS-colloid-borne Cm is different in presence of humic
acid, as shown in Fig. 6.3 c. The emission peak position shifts to 604.3 nm, which is different from those corresponding to humic-colloid-borne Cm (602.7 nm) and HAS–
colloid-borne Cm (606.9 nm). The emission intensity from indirect excitation is 70% of
the value corresponding to direct excitation. The life time of the emission, although not
shown here, has been also found to change: from 518 ± 25 µs for the HAS-colloid-borne
Cm (606.9 nm) to 329±15 µs in presence of humic acid (604.3 nm). The life time value
observed in the mixed colloid sample is however longer than that corresponding to the
humate-colloid-borne Cm of 106 µs [137]. Moreover, one can observe that the position of
the emission peak does not change at increasing the delay times during the lifetime measurements. If a mixture of the two species, i.e. the humate-borne Cm and the HAS-borne
Cm would be present in the solution, than the short lived humate–borne Cm would be no
longer detected during the measurements at longer delay time and one would observe an
emission peak at higher wavelength characteristic to the HAS-borne Cm. The fact that this
is not observed in the composite sample together with the previously mentioned characteristics regarding the emission intensity, peak position and fluorescence life time, prove that
Cm, initially incorporated in the HAS-colloids undergoes partially chemical bonding to
humic acid, hence forming a composite structure of the HAS-humic colloid-borne species.

6.1.3 Kinetics of actinide(III) incorporation into the colloid mixture

The kinetics of the formation of colloid-borne Am is examined for the parameter
screening experiment described in section 6.1.1. Formation of the colloid-borne Am at
different conditioning times of the mother solutions between 3h to 35 d is illustrated in
Fig. 6.4. The colloid formation in presence of both HAS and HA is compared with the
case when only one of the components is present, either HAS or HA. The general observation is that for samples containing only HA (Fig. 6.4 a) or only HAS (c, e), the fraction
of colloid-borne Am decreases generally with time and is accompanied by the activity
transfer to the precipitate. In contrast, in samples containing both HAS and HA (Fig. 6.4
b, d), the colloid-borne Am fraction increases within the observation time of 35 d.
The effect is more evident for samples generated in presence of polysilicic acid and
10-4-10-3 M Al at pH 6.6-7.8, conditions indicated by the white lines in Fig. 6.4 d.
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Fig. 6.4 Actinide activity fraction (%) in the colloidal phase as a function of pH after sample
conditioning time from 3h to 35 days. Samples are prepared with 5x10-8 M Am in solutions containing 1x10-2 M Si (polysilicic acid) and 1x10-3 M Si (monosilicic acid) and variable Al concentration (right axis) in presence of 6.5 mg/L HA (marked by the yellow boxes). Results for reference samples (without HA or without Si) are indicated by the white labels.
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For example, in solutions containing HA and polysilicic acid /10-4 M Al, the initial Am
fraction in the colloidal phase is approximately 60% and increases to more than 80 % after 35 d sample conditioning time.
Kinetics effects have been also observed during the TRLFS measurements for
speciation of Cm in HAS/HA solutions as described in section 6.1.2. In Fig. 6.5, the graph
in the lower part depicts the results for the colloid-borne Cm species formed in the solution obtained by mixing all reactants at the same time [137]. In this case, the spectra obtained immediately after the sample preparation correspond to those already discussed and
indicate the formation of a mixed humic-HAS-colloid-borne species. It is evident that the
position of the emission peaks obtained at direct and indirect excitation of Cm, and their
intensity ratio does not change significantly within 20 d observation time. This fact suggests that the species equilibrium is rapidly attained in this case, as Cm has similar binding affinity for both ligands, HAS and HA, which are added simultaneously in solution.
The graph in the upper part of Fig. 6.5 shows the results obtained at direct and indirect excitation of Cm in the mixed colloid sample generated by addition of HA to the
preformed HAS-colloid-borne Cm, which is the order of reactant addition corresponding
to the radiometric experiment discussed above. Immediately after the sample preparation,
as can be seen in Fig. 6.5 the upper left, the colloid-borne Cm species present in the solutions show two distinct emission peaks at 605.5 and 606.9 nm and with different intensities at a ratio of 0.23. Since the most intense peak at 606.9 obtained at direct excitation
corresponds to the HAS-Cm, as outlined in section 6.1.2, the results suggest that the
HAS-Cm species dominates in the solution immediately after preparation of sample. After
20 d conditioning time of the mother solution, the spectrum reveals the emission peak at
approximately 604 nm corresponding to the mixed HAS-humate-colloid-borne Cm. Also,
the intensity of the emission corresponding to indirect excitation of Cm increases leading
to a peaks intensity ratio of 0.59. The results indicate the progressive complexation of Cm
with HA and the formation of a prevailing mixed humic-HAS species. Thus, the kinetic
effect appears to be associated with the equilibration time necessary for the process of
HAS partial displacement by HA from the already formed HAS-Am, followed by the
formation of the mixed colloid species. The results of the fluorescence lifetime measurements (not shown here) also indicate a similar trend [137].
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Fig. 6.5. Florescence emission spectra of Cm (4.9x10-8 M) at direct (blue) and indirect excitation
(red) immediately (left) and after 20 d (right) sample conditioning time. Upper part of figure:
samples prepared by addition of HA to a Cm-HAS solution; Lower part: all reactants (Cm, Al, Si,
HA) are added at the same time; R= intensity ratio [137].

Hence, immediately after sample preparation different life times are measured depending
on the order of reactant addition, whereas after 20 d conditioning the values are quite
close, irrespective the order of reactant addition, indicating the equilibrium to be reached.

6.2

Complexation of Al and actinide(III)/(IV)/(VI) with silicic and humic acid:
comparison

A similar parameter screening experiment as described in section 6.1.1 for Am, is
conducted in order to investigate formation of colloid-borne-Th (U) in presence of silicic
and humic acid. Trace amounts of 5x10-8 M Th and 8x10-7 M U are introduced in the sam113
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ples. Fig. 6.6 gives an overview of the colloid formation for actinides interacting with the
different colloid types: HAS colloids (left side of each diagram), composite of HAS and
humic colloids generated in solutions containing silicic acid, Al and HA (right side, the
upper and middle contours) and humic colloids complexed with Al (right side, the lowest
contours). Reference samples, containing only the actinide are also indicated (left side,
lowest contours). The contours show the actinide incorporation into the colloidal phase
separated by ultrafiltration.
From the contour profiles for formation of HAS-colloid borne actinides (left parts
of Fig. 6.6) one can observe that Th and U colloidal fractions are abundant for the entire
pH range in presence of polysilicic acid. As outlined in section 4.3, as compared with Am,
Th and U have been shown to have higher affinity towards polysilicic acid. However,
even in this case, Al concentration of 10-3 M destabilizes the HAS colloids and the actinides precipitate. In HAS solutions formed from monosilicic acid the actinde fraction in
the colloids is generally poor, except for Am and Th at pH 7.8. In presence of humic acid,
as illustrated by the contours on the right side of the diagram, one can observe an enhanced activity fraction in the colloidal phase. As previously discussed for Am, addition
of HA converts the precipitated An-HAS to colloids. The formation of colloid-borne actinides becomes promoted for the entire pH range and Al concentration range.
In presence of humic colloids and Al but without silicic acid (the contours at the
bottom of the right side diagram), formation of colloid-borne actinides is favored except
for Al concentration exceeding the proton exchange capacity of HA. These conditions occur for 10-4-10-3 M Al, for which the An/Al-humate complexes precipitate.
At addition of silicic acid we observe the incorporation patterns change (from the
lowest part contours to those at the top and middle part of the diagram). Hence, formation
of colloid-borne actinides is enhanced under all conditions mentioned above causing initial precipitation of actinides. Only in case of U, the presence of both HAS-monosilicic
acid (10-3 M Si/ 10-5 M Al) and humic colloids appears to be less favorable for colloids
formation as compared to the reaction with humate colloids. As discussed in the previous
section (Fig. 5.4), in absence of HAS, U complexation with humic colloids is favorable at
these HA and Al concentration. The presence of monosilicic acid, which does not favor
formation of colloid-borne U, leads to a decrease of the fraction of colloid-borne U. However, as in case of Am, the results for Th and U show that the simultaneous presence of
both HAS and HA enhances generally the actinide colloid fractions. As discussed in the
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no Si:
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Fig. 6.6 Actinide activity fraction (%) in the colloidal phase as a function of pH after 35 days
sample conditioning time, for the following samples: HAS-colloids generated from polysilicic and
mononosilicic acid (left part of the graphs-top and middle contours); HAS-humic colloids (right
part of the graphs-top and middle contours); humic colloids (right part of the graph-the contours at
the bottom), in solutions containing only the An (left part-the contours at the bottom). Actinide
concentration in the samples is 5x10-8 M Am / 5x10-8 M Th / 8x10-7 M U. HA concentration is 6.5
mg/L.

previous section, spectroscopic speciation of Cm has proved this effect to be due to a synergic formation of mixed HAS-humic colloids. Thus, the spectroscopic and radiometric
results for Am support the assumption of formation of mixed colloids also in case of Th
and U under the specified experimental conditions.
The behaviour of Th and U in mixed HAS/HA solutions is examined in more detail at different sequence of component addition. The abundant colloid formation in presence of polysilicic acid and 10-4 M Al, prevents the observation of synergic effect. Therefore, the experimental conditions are chosen so that the competing effect of silicic and
humic acid can be better evidenced, namely for samples with 10-3 M Al. The results are
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depicted in Fig. 6.7.
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Fig. 6.7 Formation of colloid-borne Th (upper part) and U (lower part) as a function of pH after
35 d conditioning time for the following samples: a) Al (An) + HA, b) Al (An) + monosilicic acid
+ HA, c) Al (An) + polysilicic acid + HA, d) Al(An) + HA + polysilicic acid. Initial samples
composition is indicated above each graph. HA or Si is added after 1 h conditioning time of the
mother solution.
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In the blank samples containing Al/Th (U) (Fig. 6.7 a) the actinides are in the precipitate phase and after addition of HA the actinides remain as humate precipitate. As discussed in section 5.2.2 (Fig. 5.5), the offered HA concentration of 6.5 mg/L is much below the required one for the formation of Al/Th(U)-humate colloids at the present Al concentration.
In HAS solutions prepared out of monosilicic acid (Fig. 6.7 b) Th(U)-HAS are
precipitated. After addition of HA, the conversion of the precipitate to colloid-borne actinide species can be observed for both Th and U at pH 7.8. In HAS solutions prepared
from polysilicic acid (Fig. 6.7 c), minor fractions of colloids form only at pH 7.8. HA addition enhances significantly the fraction of colloid-borne Th in the entire pH range. In
case of U, the HA effect is pronounced only at pH 6.6. The results indicate the synergic
action of HAS and HA at binding the actinide.
Fig. 6.7 d illustrates the results obtained for the experimental solutions having the
same final composition as those described in 6.7 c but prepared by reverse sequence of
reactant addition. The initial precipitated Al/Th(U)-humate are partially converted to colloids by addition of polysilcic acid. At this point a different behaviour of Th and U can be
distinguished. In case of Th, as can be seen from the upper graphs of the Fig. 6.7 c and d,
the increase of the colloid-borne Th fraction appears to be generally the same irrespective
the sequence of reactant addition. In contrast, in case of U, the order of reactant addition
appears to affect the formation of colloids at pH 7.2 and 7.8. Under these conditions, the
fraction of colloid-borne U is larger at addition of polysilicic acid to the humic precipitate.
This indicates that for U the equilibrium of the colloid formation is not attained within the
35 d observation time. The reason might be a slow kinetics associated to the conversion of
the precipitate to the colloids.
However, in all other cases the process of actinide colloid formation appears no to
be affected by the order of reactant addition and supports the hypothesis of formation of
mixed HAS-humic colloid species under the present experimental conditions.
Consequently, the formation of mixed HAS-humic-colloidal Th(U), further supports the results of section 5.2.2 suggesting the formation under the selected experimental
conditions of partially hydrolyzed Th(U) species, interacting with both HAS and HA.
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6.3

Colloid stability and average particle size

The mixed HAS-humic colloids have been analyzed by LIBD [136] for monitoring their average size and number density as a function of time. HAS colloids are generated with or without addition of Eu in a solution containing 1x10-4 M Al, 1x10-2 M Si and
8 mg/L HA at pH 8.5, following the conditions applied for generating composite colloids
as proved by TRLFS. The average size of the predominant colloids is found to be of approximately 20 nm immediately after generation, either with or without Eu. After 10 days
colloids become dispersed somewhat as the average size decreased slightly to about 10
nm which remains nearly consistent up to 58 days. According to these results, trivalent
actinides incorporated into such composed colloids are expected to remain stable in aquifer system.

6.4

Conclusions

The simultaneous presence of HA and HAS is found to enlarge the region of colloids stability. The observed fact can be ascribed to different and complementary mechanisms of HAS and HA for binding the An. The type of the colloid-borne An species
which forms is determined by the An hydrolysis behaviour. Accordingly, An can be incorporated into HAS colloids of aluminosilicate composition via co-nucleation of hydrolyzed species (Al, An and Si) or bound to humic colloids made of humic acid via complexation with the ionic species metal/An. Eventually, partially-hydrolyzed metal(An) ion
species can be simultaneously bound to HAS-humic colloids through synergic bond coupling with humic molecules and HAS colloids. Nevertheless the equilibrium between the
non-hydrolyzed ionic and hydrolyzed actinide species, determining which kind of colloidborne species forms is finally governed by the specific conditions, i.e. the oxidation state
of the An and its concentration together with the environmental characteristics (e.g. pH).
The synergic colloid effect is mostly pronounced if the conditions of pH, concentration of
Al, An and humic acid are such that Al is fully hydrolyzed, whereas the An becomes partially hydrolyzed, thus conucleating with Si and Al (HAS colloids) on the one side and
complexing with humic colloids on the other side. A schematic illustration for the proposed behaviour of An at the interaction with HAS and humic colloids is shown in Fig.
6.8.
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Fig. 6.8 Schematic illustration of expected (proposed) behaviour of An in an aquatic environment containing both HAS and HA.
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7. Conclusions

The formation and stability of the HAS-colloid-borne actinides is maximum at
neutral and slightly alkaline pH in the presence of polysilicic acid. Under these conditions, the tendency for the co-nucleation with the HAS is higher for the more hydrolyzed
actinides ions.
The formation of humate-colloid-borne actinide species is very efficient for trace
amount of actinides species in the neutral pH range and at HA concentration at the average level encountered in natural waters. In contrast to the case of HAS colloids, the generation of humate-colloid-borne actinide species is distinctively favored for the nonhydrolyzed ionic species.
In the presence of both HAS and HA colloids, the stability region of the actinide
colloid-borne species is enlarged as far as the pH and the concentration range of Al and Si
are concerned. This enhanced stability is due to the formation of mixed HAS-humic colloids leading to a synergic effect in binding the actinides. Such synergic effects can be
explained by the different but complementary mechanisms of interaction between the actinide with HAS and HA colloids.
As the actinides exist mainly as hydrolyzed cationic species under the relevant
conditions encountered in natural waters, the formation of stable mixed HAS-humic colloid-borne actinide species is therefore expected in case of waters containing both HAS
and HA. Since in natural waters HAS and humic colloids are always present to some extent as representative for inorganic and organic colloids, in natural aquatic systems the
actinides will play an important role as colloid-borne species, with high potential for migration in geosphere.
Apart from trying an approach to the complex natural conditions, the study provides also a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of aquatic actinide colloids formation.
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Appendix

Figures

Fig. 8.1 Sketch of a generic X-ray absorption experiment using synchrotron radiation and standard transmission geometry. Inserted: schematic representation of fluorescence detection mode
[83].
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Fig. 8.2 Distribution of solution species at 25oC in carbonate-free solution for: a): Th(IV) in a

saturated solution of 0.5 M NaClO4: (x,y)=Thx(OH)y4x-y and b): (UO2)x(OH)y2x-y species in a 0.1 M
NaClO4 solution saturated relative to the metaschoepite [92].
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Tables
Table 8.1 Literature data regarding the stability constants for the complexation
of EDTA with different cations, at 250C and 0.1 M ionic strength.

Reaction

Log K

EDTA4- + H+ = HEDTA3-

10.23 [126]

EDTA4- + 2H+ = H2 EDTA24-

+

EDTA + 3H = H3EDTA

16.36

-

19.05

EDTA4- + 4H+ = EDTA4-

21.05

Al3+ + EDTA4- = AlEDTA-

16.5

Al3+ +H2O+ EDTA4- = AlOHEDTA2- + H+

10.67

Am3+ + EDTA4- = AmEDTA-

17 [127]

UO2 2+ + EDTA4- = (UO2)EDTA2UO2

2+

4+

4-

13.0 [128]
3-

+ H2O + EDTA = (UO2)(OH)EDTA +H

+

4-

Th + EDTA = ThEDTA

5.9 [128]
23.2 [129]

Table 8.2 Distribution of Th activity fraction (%) normalized to the input activity between the
precipitate, colloids and solution as a function of EDTA contact time. Samples with initial composition of 8x10-6 M Th in 0.03 M NaCl at pH 5, 7 and 9 are conditioned for 1 day before EDTA
(1x10-3 M) addition.

Time
(days)
0.14
1.91
5.94
19.9
40.9

pH 5

pH 7

Precipit. Coll. Solut.
33
0.2
66
15
0.5
84
13
1.5
86
11
0.9
88
9.5
0.8
90

Precipit. Coll. Solut.
9.0
5.0
86
4.8
2.4
93
5.1
2.5
92
4.2
2.8
95
4.4
1.0
95

pH 9
Precipit. Coll.
65
20
3.9
2.8
2.6
1.2
2.1
2.8
2.5
0.6

Solut.
15
93
96
95
97
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Table 8.3 U activity fraction (%) normalized to the input activity in the precipitate, colloids

and solution as a function of EDTA contact time. Samples with initial composition of 8x10-6 M
Th in 0.03 M NaCl at pH 5 and 9 are conditioned for 1 day before EDTA (1x10-3 M) addition.

Time
(days)
0.08
1.08
9.0
15.1
41.2

pH 5
Precipit.
2.2
2.8
4.3
4.4
4.2

Colloids
3.9
3.1
0.2
0.8
0.7

pH 9
Solution
94
94
96
95
95

Precipit.
3.2
3.3
21
24
26

Colloids
27
8.3
2.8
7.8
5.1

Solution
70
88
76
69
69

Table 8.4 Am activity fraction (%) normalized to the input activity, in the precipitate, colloids

and solution as a function of EDTA contact time. The samples with initial composition (8x10-6 M
Am, 1.5x10-4 M Al and 1.3x10-2 M Si, at pH 7 and 9) are conditioned for 1 day before addition of
EDTA (1x10-3 M). Time 0 marks the moment before EDTA addition.

Time
(days)
0
0.14
1.14
1.90
2.90
6.80
9.90
16.1
22.9
29.9

pH 7
Precipit.
8.6
7.5
7.2
7.4
7.9
8.9
9.0
8.2
8.2
7.8

Colloids
90
37
16
11
8.4
5.3
3.9
3.3
2.8
2.4

pH 9
Solution
1.1
56
77
82
84
86
87
89
89
90

Precipit.
2.5
3.1
3.4
3.1
4.1
2.9
2.5
2.8
2.6
2.6

Colloids
96
63
32
23
15
11
7.3
4.6
3.7
2.7

Solution
1.9
34
65
74
81
86
90
93
94
95
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Table 8.5 Th activity fraction (%) normalized to the input activity, in the precipitate, colloids
and solution as a function of EDTA contact time. The samples with initial composition (8x10-6 M
Th, 1.5x10-4 M Al and 1.3x10-2 M Si, at pH 7 and 9) are conditioned for 1 day before addition of
EDTA with final concentration 1x10-3 M. Time 0 marks the moment before EDTA addition.

Time
(days)
0
0.16
0.95
1.95
4.90
8.90
15.1
22.0
29.0

pH 7
Precipit.
0.3
0.6
0.4
1.0
1.2
0.5
0.8
0.3
0.4

Colloids
58
60
61
62
61
62
65
68
69

pH 9
Solution
42
40
38
37
38
37
34
31
31

Precipit.
2.5
4.5
2.3
4.3
5.3
4.4
3.5
3.4
2.8

Colloids
80
80
87
88
92
93
93
94
94

Solution
17
15
8.7
6.1
4.1
3.3
3.2
3.0
3.4

Table 8.6 U activity fraction (%) normalized to the input activity in the precipitate, colloids and
solution as a function of EDTA contact time. The samples with initial composition (8x10-6 M U,
1.5x10-4 M Al and 1.3x10-2 M Si, at pH 7 and 9) are conditioned for 1 day before addition of
EDTA (1x10-3 M). Time 0 marks the moment before EDTA addition.

Time
(days)
0
0.15
1.14
1.90
6.0
9.9
16.1
23.0
30.0

pH 7
Precipit.
2.9
2.5
2.3
1.1
2.8
1.6
1.7
1.3
1.3

Colloids
97
95
96
96
95
96
96
96
96

pH 9
Solution
0.9
2.7
2.5
2.5
2.4
2.2
2.3
2.2
2.5

Precipit.
1.5
2.0
2.0
1.1
1.6
0.5
1.5
0.6
0.8

Colloids
97
96
97
98
97
98
97
98
98

Solution
1.6
1.8
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.9
1.2
1.2
1.4
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Table 8.7 Am activity fraction (%) normalized to the input activity in the precipitate, colloids
and solution as a function of EDTA contact time. Initial samples composition: 8x10-6 M (Am+Eu)
spiked to 7 days aged HAS (1.5x10-4 M Al and 1.3x10-2 M Si, at pH 5, 7 and 9). EDTA (1x10-3 M
final) addition after 5 days conditioning time of the HAS solution with Am. Time 0 marks the
moment before EDTA addition.

Time
(days)
0
0.17
1.9
3.1
6.0
7.9
9.9
15.0
24.0
30.0

pH 5

pH 7

Precipit. Coll. Solut.
7.9
21
72
6.7
0.7
93
5.5
0.8
94
6.7
1.0
92
6.6
0.9
93
6.9
1.3
92
7.7
0.9
92
9.0
0.3
91
9.5
0.7
90
10
0.1
90

Precipit. Coll. Solut.
12
78
9.8
8.0
1.2
91
7.1
2.7
90
8.0
2.0
90
7.3
2.0
91
8.9
1.3
90
9.0
0.9
91
11
0.4
89
11
0.6
89
13
0.0
88

pH 9
Precipit. Coll.
5.5
95
4.8
71
4.9
29
5.8
20
5.6
11
6.2
9.0
6.6
6.1
7.5
4.3
7.2
4.0
7.8
4.2

Solut.
0.1
24
66
74
83
85
87
88
89
88

Table 8.8 Th activity fraction(%) normalized to the input activity, in the precipitate, colloids and
solution as a function of EDTA contact time. Initial samples composition: 8x10-6 M Th spiked to 7
days aged HAS (1.5x10-4 M Al and 1.3x10-2 M Si, at pH 5, 7 and 9). EDTA (1x10-3 M final) addition after 5 days conditioning time of the HAS solution with Th. Time 0 marks the moment before
EDTA addition.

Time
(days)
0
0.07
0.66
3.78
9.7
16.8
23.0
31.0

pH 5
Precipit. Coll. Solut.
4.4
96
0.1
2.8
20
78
2.5
18
79
1.9
22
76
3.3
27
69
1.4
35
64
1.8
39
59
1.9
42
57

pH 7
Precipit. Coll. Solut.
3.3
97
0
3.5
94
2.6
2.5
95
3.0
3.0
94
3.3
2.6
94
3.4
2.4
94
3.4
3.6
92
3.8
2.4
93
3.8

pH 9
Precipit. Coll. Solut.
1.1
92
6.7
1.1
91
8.0
0.4
91
8.5
1.3
91
8.0
9.5
88
11
0.7
91
8.5
1.1
89
9.0
0.3
91
8.9
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Table 8.9 Distribution of U activity fraction (%) normalized to the input activity between the
precipitate, colloids and solution as a function of EDTA contact time. Initial samples composition:
8x10-6 M U spiked to 7 days aged HAS (1.5x10-4 M Al and 1.3x10-2 M Si, at pH 5, 7 and 9).
EDTA (1x10-3 M final) addition after 5 days conditioning time of the HAS solution with U. Time
0 marks the moment before EDTA addition.

Time
(days)

pH 5
Precipit. Coll.

0
0.08
0.70
3.80
6.70
13.7
16.7
23.0
30.0

3.1
0.6
1.5
1.4
1.4
0.1
1.2
1.3
1.2

84
14
15
19
24
32
34
37
40

pH 7
Solut.
13
86
84
80
75
68
65
62
59

Precipit. Coll.
2.2
1.3
1.3
1.5
2.2
2.7
1.7
1.4
1.9

96
95
95
94
94
94
95
95
64

pH 9
Solut.
0.4
3.3
4.1
4.1
4.0
3.6
3.6
3.5
3.7

Precipit. Coll.
3.7
3.3
3.8
3.5
3.7
4.0
3.8
3.4
3.3

96
96
95
95
95
95
95
95
95

Solut.
0.4
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.3
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Nomenclature

AFM

Atomic Force Microscopy

An

Actinide

Da

Dalton

DLVO theory

Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overback theory

d

day

E

photon energy

E0

ionization energy

EDTA

Ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid

EDX

Energy dispersive X-ray

Eh

Redox potential

EXAFS

Extended X-ray absorption fine structure

FT

Fourier transform

g

gravitational accelaration

h

hour

HA

Humic acid

HAS

Hydroxyaluminosilicate

HS

Humic substances

I0 , I

Intensity of incident and transmitted light

IEP

Isoelectric point

IIIF

Institut für Interdisziplinäre Isotopen Forschung

INE

Institut für Nukleare Entsorgung

k

photoelectron wave number

LC

Loading capacity

LIBD

Laser Induced Breakdown Detection
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LSC

Liquid Scintillation Counting

MOPS

3-[N-morpholino] propanesulfonic acid

MS

multiple scattering

Nd:YAG-Laser

Solid corp laser with Nd-dotted Ytrium-Aluminium-Granat Wirtskristall (Y3Al5O12)

N

coordination number

PEC

proton exchange capacity

ppb

parts per billion (10-9g/g)

ppm

parts per million (10-6g/g)

ppt

parts per trillion (10-12 g/g)

pHpzc

pH value (-log[H+]) at zero surface charge

PCS

photon correlation spectroscopy

R

interatomic distance

S

supersaturation

SEM

scanning electron microscopy

SPC

single particle counting

SS

single scattering

TEM

transmitted electron microscopy

TRLFS

time resolved laser fluorescence spectroscopy

UV-VIS

Ultraviolet-Visible domain of light

V

molecular volume

XANES

X-ray absorbtion near edge structure

z

ionic charge

y

year
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Greek symbols
Å

Ångstrøm; 1 Å = 10-10 m

λ

wavelength

λ(k)

photoelectron mean free path

µ

absorption coefficient

µ0

absorption coefficient of an isolated atom

σ2

mean square average displacement (Debye-Waller factor)

χ(k)

EXAFS function

Φ(k, R)

total phase shift
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Figures captions:

Fig. 2.1

Formation of colloids through condensation or dispersion.

Fig. 2.2

Free energy of nucleus.

Fig. 2.3

Electrical double layer at the solid-liquid interface

Fig. 2.4

Potential energy of particle-particle interaction.

Fig. 2.5

Structure of the imogolite-type hydroxyaluminosilicate (HAS).

Fig. 2.6 Thermodynamic solubilities of several aluminosilicates, SiO2(am) and
Al(OH)3(am).
Fig. 2.7

Structure of humic acid macromolecule interacting with aluminosilicate minerals.

Fig. 2.8

Humic acid labelling scheme.

Fig. 2.9

Known actinides oxidation states.

Fig. 2.10 Solid-water interaction of metal species (actinides) in natural aquifer.
Fig. 2.11 TRLFS: Direct and indirect excitation of Cm.
Fig. 2.12 XAS: XANES and EXAFS region of the absorption spectra.
Fig. 3.1
HAS.

Schematic illustration of the approach for preparation of Si solutions and of

Fig. 3.2

Principal decay chain of 238U.

Fig. 3.3

LSC spectra of the radionuclides used in the experiments.

Fig. 4.1 Distribution of actinide activity fraction between solution, colloids and precipitate phase as a function of actinide concentration and pH for samples containing only actinides.
Fig. 4.2 Overview contour diagram of the colloid-borne activity fraction for Am, Th,
Np and U in the parameter screening experiment.
Fig. 4.3

Distribution of Eu(III), Th(IV) and U(VI) solution species as a function of pH.

Fig. 4.4

Distribution of Np(V) solution species as a function of pH.

Fig. 4.5 Am/Th/U activity fraction as a function of time in HAS colloids generated
from monosilicic and polysilicic acid at different pH.
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Fig. 4.6

Polymerization kinetics of monosilicic acid.

Fig. 4.7 Actinide activity fraction in the colloidal phase as a function of actinide concentration at different pH for different samples: blank, HAS- monosilicic acid colloids
and HAS-polysilicic acid colloids.
Fig. 4.8 a): Am activity fraction in the colloidal phase in HAS or blank samples;
b):Cm(III) species distribution in HAS-polysilicic acid solution by TRLFS.
Fig. 4.9 Illustration of colloid-borne Cm species forming in HAS solutions depending
on the experimental conditions.
Fig. 4.10 Th LIII edge k3-weighted EXAFS spectra and the corresponding FTs for Th in:
a) and b) aluminosilicate solution and c) in silicate solution
Fig. 4.11 Th LIII edge k3-weighted EXAFS spectra and the corresponding FT for Th precipitated with Al(OH)3.
Fig. 4.12 Np LIII edge k3-weighted EXAFS spectra and the corresponding FT for Np in
HAS solution of pH 12.
Fig. 4.13 U LIII edge k2-weighted EXAFS spectra and the corresponding FTs for U in
HAS and silicate solution of pH 8.5.
Fig. 4.14 FTs of the actinide LIII edge kn-weighted EXAFS spectra (overview) and the
EXAFS derived structural parameters for Eu, Th, Np and U in HAS solutions.
Fig. 4.15 a) Cm species distribution as a function of pH upon decreasing pH of a HAS –
polysilicic acid mother solution from 9 to 2; b) Fraction of Cm-HAS(III) species as a
function of time at different pH values; c) Fraction of Al remaining in the HAS-polysilicic
acid colloids upon decreasing the solution pH.
Fig. 4.16 Activity fraction of Am, Th and U in the colloidal phase as a function of time
upon contact of the HAS-polysilicic acid solution of pH 9 with EDTA.
Fig. 4.17 Fraction of Al remaining in the HAS colloids as a function of contact time
with EDTA. a), b): HAS solutions prepared from polysilicic acid at pH 5 and 9; c), d):
HAS solutions prepared from monosilicic acid at pH 5 and 9.
Fig. 4.18 Activity fraction of Am, Th and U in the colloidal phase as a function of time
upon contact of the 7 days aged HAS mother solutions of pH 5, 7 and 9 with EDTA.
Fig. 5.1
of pH.

Partition of [14C]-HA between the precipitate, colloids and solution as function

Fig. 5.2 Partition of [14C]-HA between the precipitate, colloids and solution as function
of the HA concentration in presence of 10-5 M Al at pH 6.6.
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Fig. 5.3 Partition of [14C]-HA and 241Am (8x10-5 M) between the precipitate, colloids
and solution as a function of the HA concentration at pH 6.6.
Fig. 5.4 Am/Th/U activity fraction in the colloidal phase as a function of pH in absence
and in presence of 6.5 mg/L HA.
Fig. 5.5 Am/Th/U and [14C]-HA activity fractions in the colloidal phase as a function
of HA concentration in presence of 10-5 M Al in solutions at pH 6.6 and 7.8.
Fig. 5.6

Distribution of Eu and Al solution species as a function of pH.

Fig. 5.7 Am activity fraction in the colloidal phase at pH 6.6 and 7.8 as a function of
HA concentration in presence of 10-5 M Eu or 10-5 M Al.
Fig. 5.8 Am/Th/U activity fraction in the colloidal phase at pH 6.6 and 7.8 as a function of HA concentration at actinide concentration of 10-5 M.
Fig. 6.1 Radiometric screening experiment for formation of colloid-borne Am in presence of a) HAS, b): HAS and HA, c) HA and Al, from Am and 14C activity measurements.
Fig. 6.2 Am activity fraction in the colloidal phase in presence of HAS (from
monosilicic and polysilicic acid) and HA at different pH and at different sequence of
component addition.
Fig. 6.3

TRLFS spectroscopic speciation of Cm in HAS, HA and HAS + HA solutions.

Fig. 6.4 Am activity fraction as a function of time in the colloidal phase in HAS, HA
and HAS+ HA solutions of different pH.
Fig. 6.5 TRLFS spectroscopic speciation of Cm immediately and after 20 d sample
conditioning time, in solutions containing HAS + HA, prepared at different sequence of
component addition.
Fig. 6.6 Am/Th/U activity fraction in the colloidal phase for samples containing only
HAS (from monosilicic and polysilicic acid) and HAS+HA at different pH.
Fig. 6.7 Th and U activity fraction in the colloidal phase in samples containing both
HAS (from monosilicic and polysilicic acid) and HA at different pH and at different sequence of component addition.
Fig. 6.8 Schematic illustration of expected behaviour of An in an aquatic system containing both HAS and HA.
Fig. 8.1

Sketch of a generic XAS experiment using synchrotron radiation.

Fig. 8.2 Solution species distribution as a function of pH for Th(IV) and U(VI) in solutions over-saturated relative to their hydroxides.
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